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ABSTRACT

This research examined the nature of leadership in Charismatic Churches in Ghana, the influence of this leadership on governance and the resultant dynamics as these churches grew numerically and spread geographically over time. Among others, the complementary roles of Charismatic Church members to their leaders during the dynamics of leadership and governance were discussed. In addition, how leaders of Charismatic Churches developed their organisational and administrative systems in the course of their growth was studied. Furthermore, the research explored how the power and authority of leaders employed in organisational development were linked to and reinforced by governance strategies. It similarly, investigated how the dynamics of governance operated in Charismatic Churches through the instruments of rules, processes and structures. Finally, this work assessed the impact of the dynamics of leadership and governance on members of Charismatic churches, their churches and the public. Governance it must be noted, was considered mostly within the recently introduced Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) paradigm, which evaluates governance actions by their effectiveness and from the perspective of the governed.

An ethnographical methodology was employed in studying three churches namely, International Central Gospel Church (ICGC), Victory Bible Church International (VBCI) and Lighthouse Chapel International (LCI), which became the United Denomination Lighthouse Group of Churches (UDLOGC) during the course of this research in 2017. Using a metaphoric conceptualisation, these three churches were considered as clans within a single Pentecostal-charismatic anthropological community. The key ingredients for data gathering were participant observation. Then various types of interviews, discussions and conversation were held within different hierarchical levels of church
membership. In addition, some preaching messages and devotional books of Charismatic Church founders were examined. Regular notes were taken during data collection and the resultant data interpreted. Max Weber’s postulations on charisma were employed as the theoretical framework. As part of the first wave of Charismatic Churches in Ghana each church was in the process of routinising. The research catchment area was principally the Greater Accra Region. Additional visits were made to churches in Kumasi, Cape Coast and Takoradi as part of the data gathering process.

The research findings indicate that Charismatic Church founders first emerged as church leaders based on the call they claim they had received from God. This call was self-legitimated by the presence of charisma or an anointing, as Sohm first described it, and later adapted by Weber. The Church founders usually started with small congregation with few adherents by setting up organisations without any guarantees of success. It was a leap into the unknown. Critically, Charismatic Church founders operated through entrepreneurial means and their personalities marked the churches.

Each founder of a Charismatic Church had a unique personality and area of ministerial emphasis indicating that different ethical and ministerial emphases raised different Charismatic Churches. While Otabil has stressed on leadership as a means to change the world, Heward-Mills has depended on evangelism and loyalty. Tackie-Yarboi, emphasizes the fulfilment of purpose within the New Testament church as a means of producing God’s purpose and prosperity.

The process of leadership development associated with church growth in Charismatic Churches is one that fundamentally involves a followership who ultimately become church members. Followers of Charismatic Church leaders are opinionated individuals whose hard work, sacrifices, innovations and efforts bring character and growth to their church organisations. Here, at least four types of followership relationships
can be identified. Charismatic Church members are attracted to and seek leadership charisma manifestation as part of their regular experiences. Through personal prayer, impartation and special relationships such as sonship, church members can obtain their own versions of charisma, which is a precursor to leadership.

Charismatic Church founders and members can only function as described above within given systems of governance as self-care. The first steps to governance are the processes of legal registration and regular members’ legitimation assessment of their leaders. Then charismatic Church leaders and members corporately use spiritual and secular power to set up governance systems through delegation and devolution of responsibilities and authority. As governance bureaucratic systems begin to work in these Churches, they reinforce leadership influence, stature, reach, etc., of the founder and his associates.

Charismatic Church governance which emphasised how churches cared for themselves as conceptualised within the recent NGO usage was considered within three sub themes. These were the rules employed, processes engaged and the structures (RSP) erected by the churches as a way of caring for themselves. Through these Charismatic Churches were making and inventing traditions as well as creating internal church cultures, which brings predictability and uniformity.

Through the changing tenors of leadership and governance dynamics, individuals within churches have been cared for by their churches. Following on, ICGC, VBCI and LCI have metamorphosed from being single independent churches into denominations, which is a further example of good governance. In addition, these Charismatic denominations have reached out to help the public outside their churches in the areas of education, health, and other social services.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study

This research examines the dynamic relationships that occur between leadership and governance when founders and leaders of Charismatic Churches in Ghana manage the affairs of their churches, by setting up leadership and governance systems within their churches. Founders of Charismatic Churches initially establish their independent churches using their charismas and thereby running churches without formal administrative and governance systems. This becomes possible because of the participation of an active followership. In the course of the growth of the churches, some of the founders of Charismatic Churches, who at the initial stage resembled Max Weber’s characterisation of the prophet-type leader, gradually and in a piecemeal manner set up leadership structures as well as governance systems.\(^1\) Governance here has to do with how churches take care of themselves principally but not exclusively through rules, processes and structures which is a derivation from Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) paradigms. Working within this Weberian model, church founders have raised other subordinate leaders, routinized charisma, obtained legitimate authority, and set up administrative standards, which processes have reinforced their leadership credentials. Therefore, to consider the dynamics of leadership and governance in the context of Charismatic Churches in Ghana, is to examine continuously changing religious organisations which are growing,

---

developing, lively and enthusiastically Charismatic Churches since their beginnings in 1979.

Ghanaian Christianity to which Charismatic Churches belong has been, and continue to evolve, through processes of evangelisation of the gospel of Christ, confrontations, negotiations and accommodation between the gospel and indigenous culture over the past five hundred years. After the initial contact with Christianity in the fifteenth century, sustained evangelisation of Ghana by evangelistic mission societies from Europe began in the 1740s when the Dutch wrestled control of the coastal trading areas from the Portuguese, then settled in the costal forts, and created their little Christian communities.² Thereafter, vigorous missionary work began targeting the indigenous people, initially the Fante people. By the mid-nineteenth century, a number of Christian missionaries were proselyting in southern Ghana. From inferences made from the histories of these early pioneering Christian missionaries of mainline churches, the importance of strong leadership roles and governance activities cannot be overemphasised among missionaries.

The Presbyterians under the Basel Mission were the first to establish their presence in the second wave of European evangelism of the Gold Coast in the Akwapim hills from the 1820s, then followed by the Wesleyan Methodists in the 1830s, and the Anglicans at the end of the nineteenth century. Andreas Riis and Birch Freeman of the Presbyterian and Methodist churches for example have long been identified as pivotal leaders among a great field. All along, the Roman Catholics have been on ground since the Portuguese trading

activities in the mid-fifteen century, but took up more vigorous missionary work with the Propaganda de Fide/SMA/ Holy Ghost/ from the late 17th century. By the 1960s, the mainline churches, which have variously been renamed as Traditional Western Missionary Churches⁴ (TWMCs), included the Catholics, Presbyterians, Anglicans, and the Methodists. These churches with foreign provenance are the first strand of Christianity to Ghana.

A second strand of Christianity began with Africans under a phenomenon that has been severally described as African Initiated Churches, African Indigenous Churches and African Independent Churches. All of the names bore the acronym AICs. These churches were established for different practical reasons. They included the failure of the TWMCs to adequately present a Christianity that addressed the worldview and culture of Ghanaians such as the need for protection against the malevolent forces such as witchcraft and sorcery, as well as a method of worship, which was unappealing culturally to the average African.⁵ Unlike the TWMCs, the AICs pursued a Pentecostal pneumatology and negotiated their faith insisting on engagement with God’s power through the Holy Spirit. It is within this context that Wade Harris has been acknowledged as being the father of Ghanaian Pentecostalism. Though he did not start a church himself, two of his followers, Grace Tani and John Nackabah, formed the Twelve Apostles Church, which was first of

---

the African Indigenous Churches (AICs)\(^6\) in the Gold Coast in the 1920s.\(^7\) The AICs became prominent in the 1940s and multiplied in large numbers until they started waning in appeal and popularity in the 1980s with the arrival of the Charismatic Churches, which should be classified as the fourth strand. Characteristically, the AICs were marked by strong individual prophet-type leaders whose organisations mainly lacked well-established and efficient administrative systems of governance. Generally, the persons of these leaders were the embodiments of their organisations.

Meanwhile, a third strand of Ghanaian Christianity, Classical Pentecostalism, which holds to a similar pneumatology as the AICs had started in Ghana in the 1930s. The difference between the AICs and Classical Pentecostals lie in their theological, organisational and leadership ethos. Currently, four Classical Pentecostal churches are prominent within this strand. These include the Christ Apostolic Church (CAC) that claims to be the oldest. Apostle Peter Anim first founded Faith Tabernacle (FT) in 1917. The Apostolic Church an import from Britain became the Apostolic Church of the Gold Coast (TACGC) adopted the FT in 1933. Pastor James Mckeown a missionary from the Apostolic Church of Bradford, England headed the TACGC. In 1935, elements of the FT split from TACGC over the legitimacy of administering medicine to the then sick Mckeown. The splinter faction became the CAC and the Mckeown faction continued as

---

\(^6\) The acronym AICs has various interpretations such as African Independent Churches to signify they are not dependent on the then Western Missionary Churches and to embrace both Zionist and Ethiopian African churches. There are other nomenclatures representing AICs which are Zionists churches signifying that they did not break away from Western Missionary Churches. These include African Initiated Churches, which emphasised African initiatives in church founding and ministry. AICs also stood for African Instituted Churches, which also showed their sources as being fundamentally African. Finally, they could be referred to as African Indigenous Churches that emphasised in a way their cultural outlook. See the following papers for further explanations:

\(^7\) Larbi, *Pentecostalism: The Eddies of Ghanaian Christianity*, 67.
TACGC. In 1948, an administrative conflict between McKeown and his Bradford headquarters resulted in his forming the Church of Pentecost (COP). The fourth classical Pentecostal Church is the Assemblies of God (AG) church, which was planted in Ghana by Assemblies of God missionaries from America in 1931. It is evident that apart from AG, which as an American import to Ghana had its leadership and governance structures in place and therefore had a relatively predictable growth track, the other three classical Pentecostals’ emergence and growth is attributable directly to leadership and governance incidents. The church splints between the TACGC and CAC, between TACGC and the COP were all centred around personalities; leadership, and what was deemed proper; governance.

It is to be expected, and indeed is the case, that after many decades of existence indigenous Ghanaian churches would offer many important lessons in leadership and governance. Here, Wade Harris provides a relevant starting point. Though, originally from Liberia, he came to Nzema area of Ghana for ministry work. Harris started his work in the mode of a lone prophet with charismata that is believed to be the result of his personal Pentecostal experience and similar in nature to the biblical account of Pentecost. This account has been supported by Joe Creech theoretically and David Shank argumentatively:

Nous n'avons pas connaissance d'une transmission directe entre ce movement d'origine américaine et celui de Harris, mais son expérience singulière d'une “Pentecôte personnelle” fut évidemment déterminante pour lui. L'effusion spontanée qu'il vécu en 1910, sous le régime colonial américain-libérien, dans la solitude de sa prison, avait les accents d'une “inculturation africaine….“

---

Translated as:

We do not have a knowledge that there had been a direct transmission between this originally American movement and that of Harris but his exceptional personal Pentecost experience has been evidently remarkably been an African inculturation.

This claim to direct Pentecostal visitation by God consequently led to an emergent leader with a trail blazing and miraculous ministry that earned Harris the accolade ‘Black Elijah’. He showed leadership originality in the way he dressed and ministered which was distinctly different from the mainline TWMCs. In many ways therefore, founders of Charismatic Churches in leadership and initial governance have been like Harris and the founders AICs. They qualify to be described as Weberian prophet-type charismatic leaders who began ministry with core small groups of believers and have to feel their ways in setting up governance regimes.

It is important at this point to contextually rehash information on the origins of Charismatic Churches. A priori, it must be stated empathetically that contrary to the position of many scholars of Pentecostalism, the Ghanaian Charismatic Church phenomenon is primarily a home brewed movement that in the course of time formed linkages with its Nigerian and Western counterparts and thus gained its name and some doctrinal emphases from abroad. As has been variously reported, existing indigenous Pentecostal -Evangelical youth groups such as Calvary Road Incorporated, Ghana Evangelical Society established from the early 1970s in cities of southern Ghana metamorphosed into churches in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These churches were

---

characterised by a fervent evangelistic ethos insisting that people be born again. By the mid-1980s, they also propagated the prosperity message in continuance with their African worldview as Larbi has argued.\textsuperscript{15} They nevertheless received an American version of prosperity from faith preachers like Kenneth Hagin, Oral Roberts and others resulting in the erroneous attribution of their prosperity teaching completely to foreign sources.\textsuperscript{16} As to the nomenclature ‘Charismatic’ attached to their churches, I recollect that the employment of this tag was derived from three ideas. First, there was the Charismatic Renewal Movement, a similar revivalist phenomenon in the then non-Pentecostal denominations in the global West, which initially presented the name. Second, the adopted terminology described their own experiences of the renewal work of the Holy Spirit. Third, charismatic was in accordance with the Greek rendition of Holy Spirit gifts of grace as described in 1 Corinthians chapters 13 and 14.

In terms of initial leadership and governance ethics, the charismatics are similar to the AICs though they typically deride the latter. There are socio-cultural similarities between the AICs and the Charismatic Churches in entrepreneurship, initial organisational practices, as well as their leadership and governance perspectives.\textsuperscript{17} This is not surprising as they are both the products of a similar worldview and culture. Equally, individuals who claimed to be called by God and empowered by the Holy Spirit to minister to people usually have founded these churches.\textsuperscript{18} Likewise, both the AICs and the Charismatic Churches came into being without any pre-prepared governance structures. The leaders of

\textsuperscript{15} Larbi, Pentecostalism: The Eddies of Ghanaian Christianity,1-15.
\textsuperscript{16} In the late 1970s until 1982, “Oral Robert and You” a TV programme aired every Sunday evening at 6.30pm on GTV the only television channel then in Ghana. At the same time, there was a large influx of literature from other American Charismatic Church preachers.
the churches have had to make their way in governance and leadership innovatively. However, whereas many AICs have now declined in membership and popularity because they failed to set up viable leadership, governance and succession structures, some Charismatic Churches are working towards correcting this shortfall but others maintain similar leadership and governance to the AICs. Those AICs that have survived intact after the demise of their founders like the Mosama Disco Christo Church have properly working leadership and governance systems. Others such as Odeefo Nkansah’s African Tabernacle Church that could not keep their integrity operate as splinter churches. The AICs therefore as older institutions do provide the basis for not only comparisons and distinctions in relation to Charismatic Church leadership and governance regimes but also examples of what to do and not to do.

Again, the comparative fates of the AICs and the Classical Pentecostals provide further impetus to the discourse on the importance of church leadership and governance. All the Classical Pentecostal Churches followed church traditions derived directly or indirectly from Britain and North America and set up working constitutions and bureaucratic systems that were made to operate successfully albeit their denominational differences. This, I suggest, is attributable to the influence of McKeown who operated the polity of the Apostolic Church of Bradford, England within TACG, which later splintered as noted above. The resultant CAC, TACG and later COP operated within formal governance frameworks as introduced from Bradford earlier. Insightfully, Pastors McKeown, and Anim as the heads of TACG, COP and CAC, respectively set up proper governance and succession systems, which they willingly allowed to work in their

20 Nana Akaboha III, Author Interview, 16/12/2016.
21 John B. Gharthey, General Secretary, Assemblies of God, Author Interview, 13/09/17.
 lifetimes. Therefore, among the classical Pentecostals too, the role of the church founder as the purveyor of church doctrine, ethos, liturgy and the issues of leadership and governance was easily visible.

Currently, founders of Charismatic Churches have been known critically to determine the existent leadership and governance systems through doctrine, ethos, polity and liturgy of their churches by their decisions and actions. In so doing, they have defined the mission mandates of their churches and subsequently the justification for their existence.\textsuperscript{22} This is because, as comparatively recent indigenous churches, they are ploughing through the issues of governance as part of their survival requirements. Consequently, the summation of the pivotal roles played by these church founders and leaders influenced not only the growth of their churches but have entirely shaped Ghanaian Neo-Pentecostal identity. Beyond impacting religion, Charismatic Churches have also influenced secular Ghana in both positive and negative ways. A case in point is that members of the International Central Gospel Church (ICGC) since 2015 have significantly adopted thrift savings culture as a result of the teachings of Mensa Otabil, the founder.\textsuperscript{23} The distinguishing positive contribution to society and the lives of individual church members is not just that they are saving but that they are doing so in compliance to the teachings of their founder and General Overseer. The government and financial institutions, have continuously struggled to get many people involved in savings for their retirement.\textsuperscript{24} On the other hand, recent reports of pastors taking advantage of church


members economically show how Charismatic churches can contribute negatively to the social conditions of its members. YouTube images of Pastor Lesego Daniel of South Africa making his church members to chew grass and drinking petrol demonstrate the potential extent of influence, albeit negative, of Pentecostal church leaders.25

In summary therefore, the point can be deduced that in the midst of the organisational diversities of Ghanaian Christianity, the leadership role of the founder of a church whether Classical or Neo-Pentecostal is crucial in its long term growth and survival, depending on the nature and dynamics of governance that are established. Therefore, this study focuses on relationship of the dynamics between leadership and governance within Charismatic churches in Ghana.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Kingsley Larbi first discussed some individual Ghanaian Charismatic Church leaders in the first edition of his book published in 2001. He described the types of ministries they pursued as church leaders. Yet, he did not specifically discuss issue of individual leadership.26 Since then the question of leadership and governance appear to become topical in theses in Ghana. For example, the Department for the Study of Religion which is just one institution of research produced four doctoral theses involving aspects of Charismatic Church activities between 2009 and 2015. Charles Gbekor in 2009 researched leadership and governance setups in different Ghanaian denominations including two

26 Larbi, Pentecostalism: The Eddies of Ghanaian Christianity.
charismatic churches and compared their structural difference. Approaching leadership much more closely in 2012, Della Quampah engaged with Pentecostal-Charismatic ethics reporting largely the need for institutional and personal codes of ethics. Then in relation to gender, Ernestina Novieto researched women church founders and leaders in Charismatic Churches among the wives of church leaders who are often characterised as first ladies or mothers of congregations. In the discipline of government Ebenezer Yalley in 2015 investigated the governmental systems of the Methodist and Anglican churches as they operate in Ghana. Although these are just a few of researches being done globally, none of these theses considered leadership and governance as a dynamic. This paucity in the study of leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches in Ghana was confirmed further by the review of literature.

Historically, most Charismatic Churches in Ghana like their predecessor AICs appear to be thriving during the lifetime of their founders. Indeed, after nearly forty years of the existence of these churches, there are claims amidst self-satisfaction and pride by some actors that their organisations have grown and become denominations with both numerical and geographical spread having begun as single independent churches. This situation re-recapitulates an era of thriving AICs as Clifton Clarke has discussed in his paper on the past, present and future of indigenous Ghanaian church. It becomes necessary then to investigate if these relatively new Charismatic Churches are embarking on a different trajectory in leadership and governance practices. Important and critical are questions related to how these churches and their members are developing leaderships.

---

27 C. F. W. Gbekor, “Leadership Patterns in Ghanaian Christianity” (University of Ghana, 2009).
28 Della Quampah, “The Ethical Dimension of Pentecostal-Charismatic Church Leadership in Ghana” (University of Ghana, 2012).
What roles do church members play and are they satisfied? How are these churches setting up administrations and what has been the changes in leadership and governance since their formation that inform their polity structures? Which factors of governance continue to aid the development? And what impact if any has the dynamic of leadership and governance had on the churches and individuals? These and other different questions require adequate and elucidating empirical responses.

Despite abundant literature of leadership and governance separately and growing trends in combining the two concepts in secular studies, not much has been done on leadership and governance of Ghanaian Charismatic Churches. It is critical now to look at the two concepts together as a composite dyad. Therefore, this thesis on the dynamics of leadership and governance seeks to answer the questions on the nature of leadership and followership behaviour development in Ghanaian Charismatic Churches, and as well show how through the agency of power and authority governance systems are set up to run Charismatic Church organisations. In summary, it is seeking empirically understand and provide relational answers on leadership, followership and governance processes as they occur progressively in Charismatic Churches in Ghana.

1.3 Objectives

The main objective of the study is to examine the nature of leadership in Charismatic Churches in Ghana, the influence of this leadership on governance and the resultant dynamics as these churches grow numerically and spread geographically over a period of time. The sub-objectives are to:
a. Examine the dynamics of leadership operating in some first generational Charismatic Churches in Ghana.

b. Discuss the role members of Charismatic Churches play especially in response to their leadership in the course of church growth and development.

c. Explore how power and authority of the leaders of Charismatic Churches employed in the development of their organisations’ administrative systems are linked to and reinforced by governance strategies.

d. Explore how the dynamics of governance operate in Charismatic Churches through the instruments of rules, processes and structures.

e. Discuss the impact of the dynamics of leadership and governance on the members of Charismatic churches, their churches and the public.

1.4 Research Questions

What is the nature of leadership in Charismatic Churches in Ghana, the influence of this leadership on governance and the resultant dynamics as these churches grow numerically and spread geographically over a period of time? The sub-research questions are:

a. What dynamics of leadership operate in some first generational Charismatic Churches in Ghana?

b. How do members of Charismatic Churches to their leaderships in the course of church growth and development?
c. How are the power and authority of the leaders of Charismatic Churches employed in the development of their organisations’ administrative systems linked to and reinforced by governance strategies?

d. In which ways do the dynamics of governance operate in Charismatic Churches through the instruments of rules, processes and structures?

e. What is the impact of the impact of the dynamics of leadership and governance on the members of Charismatic churches, their churches and the public?

1.5 Scope of the Study

For this study, three Charismatic churches were purposively selected as case studies. The criteria of selection was based on longevity, geographical spread, media visibility, and established governance systems in the churches. The selected churches are Victory Bible Church International (VBCI) founded in Accra by Nii Nabi Nii Apiakai Tackie-Yarboi in 1985 and the International Central Gospel Church (ICGC), which was established by Mensah Otabil in Accra in 1984. The third sample church, the Lighthouse Chapel International (LCI) that was started in 1988 by Dag Heward-Mills in Accra. In 2017 during the course of this work, LCI rebranded itself and the church was broken into ten different denomination known as the United Denomination Lighthouse Group of Churches. As data collection had already began and the full practical implications of this change was evolving, the name LCI was maintained for simplicity and continuity. Additionally, the thinking and culture of church members were more of the old LCI than their recently acquired denominational characteristics. Further details involving this change is discussed elsewhere in this work.
Overall data was collected in four main ways for a period of two years between January of 2016 and June 2018. These three Charismatic Churches were purposively selected because they belonged to what I consider as the first generation of Charismatic Churches that were founded before Ghana became a fourth republic in 1992. After these some more Charismatic Churches have been formed, among which are the prophetic and deliverance strands of Neo-Pentecostalism. In particular, all of the churches selected have been in existence by 2018 for at least thirty years. A cursory point should be made here that, all things being equal, the longer the longevity of the Charismatic Church, the better its growth and the more pronounced structural characteristics. In particular, all of the sample churches had grown into denominations with branches spread across the Ghana. They therefore could contribute to this research easily.

The primary location for this study was Accra the capital of Ghana and part of the Greater Accra Region. Supplementary visits were made to Kumasi in the Ashanti Region and Cape Coast in the Central Region for confirmatory observations. Greater Accra, Ashanti, Central and Western Regions constitute about 50% of the national population according to the 2010 census. 31 Accra the capital of the nation, Kumasi, Cape Coast and Takoradi being the respective capitals of their regions are cosmopolitan in nature denoting that they are representative of all manner of people and religions. Again, Charismatic Churches in Accra and Kumasi are important study points because most of the nationally well-established Charismatic churches started in and continue to be headquartered in these two cities. Takoradi and Cape Coast has been chosen because though they have become

part of the national Charismatic story, they do not yet have a church with a prominent national character founded there.

1.6 Theoretical Framework

This study of the dynamics of leadership and governance in some Charismatic Churches in Ghana adopted Weber’s theory of charisma and its routinisation as its framework. The theory was employed as the main lens for observing leadership and governance dynamics in Charismatic Churches in Ghana.\(^2\) It was subsequently engaged to explain various empirical concepts involving leadership, its multiplication, the establishment of governance and the resultant dynamics. Indeed, it was Weber’s sociological essay that has opened the door for other scholars to formulate different theories on leadership, government, hierarchies, administration, etc. which are applications derived ultimately from routinisation of charisma.\(^3\) Therefore, routinisation of charisma is the matrix in which leadership, followership, power, authority and governance in Charismatic Churches were consequently framed.

Principally, Weber had sought to clarify leadership and governance in his classification of different types of domination and authority when he discussed the occurrence of charisma. He indicated that charisma was a permanent special human quality that made charismatic individuals extraordinary and made them an example to others. This quality was considered as bordering on the magical and exercised by persons such as


prophets, etc that made them emergent leaders.\textsuperscript{34} Implicatively, charisma application involved the recognition of leadership-followership relationship. Yet this charisma is \textit{in statu nascendi}, i.e. nascent and unstable\textsuperscript{35} and attenuates under different circumstances including succession.\textsuperscript{36} Charisma however could undergo various forms of deliberate transformation broadly described as routinisation.\textsuperscript{37} Evidently, leaders and members of Charismatic Churches show the attributes of charisma which is also described as the anointing that is undergoing routinisation.

In Weber’s thinking, legal and traditional authorities were established from the embers of charismatic domination as a result of routinisation. Routinisation is the radical alteration of charismatic authority of the prophet-type leader in such a way that charisma was captured or transformed into organisational offices and routines. This occasioned the establishment of organisations with permanent relationships within a community.\textsuperscript{38} Routinisation that leads to institutional charisma is the result, according to Merton, of the depersonalization of the charismatic leader.\textsuperscript{39} This depersonalization transfers elements of charisma into impersonal institutional characteristics. For example, the rhetoric of a charismatic leader may be captured in a document intended to lead, direct and inspire followers operating in legal or traditional authority regimes. Routinisation therefore transforms informal inspirational elements of charisma into predictable and normative attributes by formalising the way things are done. The literature on routinisation is replete with different descriptions of charisma that specify that it can be presented as filling

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{34} Max Weber, Economy and Society: An Outline of Interpretive Sociology, ed. Guenther Roth, Claus Wittich, and Ephraim Fischoff (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), 241.
\item \textsuperscript{35} Ibid, 247.
\item \textsuperscript{36} Ibid, 242, 533.
\item \textsuperscript{37} Ibid, 252.
\end{itemize}
different needs.\textsuperscript{40} Hence, the charisma identified for a terrorist group leader operate
differently from that of a church leader or a politician. Consequently, the routinisation of
the charismas of different leaders produce organizations with diverse characteristics even
if they are intended to serve the same purpose.\textsuperscript{41} Deductively, then, the organisations that
result from two different charismatic church leaders will produce organisations different
operational characteristics and be different.

While it is obvious that the secular nature of Weber’s charismatic considerations
would operate outside the ecclesia, local church assemblies have not escaped this secular
influence of routinisation.\textsuperscript{42} Church work and systems have been carried out using such
an understanding, which has produced offices and administrations.\textsuperscript{43} Charisma
routinisation has also affected the destiny of individuals by engendering more leaders from
followers through the establishment of offices and hierarchies.\textsuperscript{44} It is these considerations
of the nature of charisma and the outcomes of its routinisation that make Weber’s
postulates an apt and legitimate theoretical framework for this research on the dynamics
of leadership and governance in some Charismatic Churches.

\textsuperscript{41} Milosevic and Bass, “Revisiting Weber’s Charismatic” 224–40.
\textsuperscript{44} Weber, \textit{Economy and Society: An Outline of Interpretive Sociology}, 1978, 1124-27.
1.7 Methodology and Methods of Data Collection

This is a qualitative study in which ethnographic approach is employed. Although originally, an anthropological tool, ethnography has been used extensively in religious research.\textsuperscript{45} In this work, an African metaphor of community and clans was adopted from Healey and Sybertz\textsuperscript{46} and others.\textsuperscript{47} Charismatic Churches became part of a greater Ghanaian Neo-Pentecostals community\textsuperscript{48} based on their fundamental constitutional similarities. Then the individual sample churches become the clans\textsuperscript{49} within the community because of their differences in grouping and values.

Faris forcefully contends that applying the same rigour and consistency of ethnographical research to religious sects will produce the same result as has been recorded in secular studies.\textsuperscript{50} Ethnography also known as the sociological method can be used to describe a broad range of situations in which people operate in the real life environment even if the sample size is a small one. As a practical demonstration, Hackett and Maiorescu employed this methodology to study the phenomenon of consumerism within small groups.\textsuperscript{51} Then Parry argues that it can be applied to a varied field as leadership using qualitative description. He emphasises the point that ethnography offers insights in the

\textsuperscript{50} Ellsworth Faris, “The Sect and the Sectarian,” \textit{American Journal of Sociology} 60, no. 6 (1955): 75–89.
sociology of leadership which is different from the normally psychology led quantitative research methodology for leadership. It also allows the social influence of leadership to be studied alongside the changes effected by leadership development. In addition to leadership, ethnographic tools have been employed in the study of governance as well. Ganiel used ethnography in his study of spiritual capital within an African Charismatic Church in Zimbabwe and in the process considered issues of governance such as democratisation and church institutionalisation. This work for instance benefits from the possibility of using ethnography in Ghanaian Pentecostalism because there are similar anthropological and ethnic behaviours among Pentecostals globally as Kramer has argued and Meyer categorically proposes its employment within Pentecostal-charismatic research. These examples suggest that given the right conditions ethnography can be used to describe leadership and governance dynamics when some important demands are met.

Taylor submits that ethnography must be both empirical and an observation of people within the context of their natural habitats or behavioural regime. The work must be nuanced, non-reductive and reporting the processes of change. By way of deepening the research framework, Oreilly proposes that the researcher must understand the social life to be studied as an interaction between the structure and agency in which it occurs, overtime, examine what people say about themselves analytically and then examine with reflexivity the role of the researcher in the construction of social life as the research

unfolds. It is important here that a determination was made on the particular elements of the methodology employed as part of ethnographic reflexivity.57

The material for this study is derived from primary and secondary data. The primary data comprised of in depth interviews and participant-observation. Secondary data was made up of materials from books, newspapers and internet sites. Even though the tools and methods of the primary data collection are outlined below, the rest of the data is integrated into the thesis. Similarly, the literature review briefly outlined and discussed some thematic areas necessary to situate and substantiate the study. The variety of data were analysed and subjected to further reflection before conclusion were drawn.58

For an ethnographic study participant observation with was used primarily which demanded that I participate extensively over a period of two years in the programmes of the selected churches. As a result, I attended church services and other meetings of the selected churches both at their headquarters and branch levels. A deliberate decision was made to attend different sized congregations at different locations of each denominational church to ensure a broader observational experience. In all twenty branches of each church were visited, seventeen in Accra and one each in Kumasi, Cape Coast and Takoradi. At the same time, more frequent visits were made to the headquarters and one of the smaller branches to allow for a continuous participant-observation process. This enabled the researcher to follow issues, programmes and have an understanding of church culture, traditions and lingo. In the process, some acquaintances were established with some pastors and congregation members for the purposes of conversations and unstructured

interviews. As a means of collecting data, a systematic record of observation was kept in a journal for easy retrieval, analysis and deductions.

Secondly, semi-structured and unstructured interview guides were used to gather the in-depth interview data from the founders of Charismatic Churches or their representatives in each of the three churches. In addition, two senior members of the clergy were purposively selected and interviewed in each of the churches. They were two Bishops for LCI and VBCI respectively, as well as a Regional Presbyter and the Assistant General Secretary of ICGC. Logically, those who qualified to be interviewed had to be familiar with the history and inner workings of the churches enough to speak to the issues of leadership and governance. These interviewees provided information and insights into the general overview of the churches in the areas of policy, administrative set up and historical developments. In addition, these interviews provided explanation and information on the reasons why some leadership and governance decisions have been taken. Incidentally, at least one person among the clergy in each church was an academic, these were therefore highly cooperative.\(^5\)\(^9\) Apart from the senior ministers, three junior ministers each from every church were interviewed on general and specialist issues. Furthermore, some personnel in charge of social engagement in all three churches were interviewed.

Unplanned interviews in the form of short conversations were randomly held with church membership from all walks of life who were not in high leadership positions. These kinds of conversation were meant to clarify and answer some specific issues from the perspective of followership.\(^6\)\(^0\) Information thus obtained was recorded by writing and or electronically with a tape recorder or mobile phone and then downloaded on to a computer.

\(^5\)\(^9\) Jonas Cofie of VBCI, Dr Perry Tettey of ICGC and Bishop Louis Nterful of LCI
They were transcribed and processed, thereafter deductions, comparisons and extrapolations were made.

Thirdly, there was the analysis of the content of sermons as well as confessional literature of church founders and leaders with regard to leadership and governance. These books provided both insights into the mindsets and behaviour patterns of these leaders and their followers on governance issues. Other materials contacted for content analysis included information within media such as television, radio, newspapers, banners, internet sources, etc. Other available primary church documents such as church constitutions, magazines, newsletters, and posters.

1.8 Literature Review

This brief literature review provides a foundation for the research on the dynamics of leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches in Ghana. It will also help put this work in perspective and align it with previous research. The review begins with the nature of charisma as presented by Rudolph Sohm and Max Weber and then continues through various discussions on leadership such Christian and theocratic leadership. It ends with a discussion on the elements of governance before claiming a gap.

1.8.1 Charisma: From Rudolph Sohm to Weber

The concepts of leadership and governance as is being applied in this work have their antecedents in the Weberian conceptualisation of Charisma. It was Weber who
famously redefined charisma from a sociological viewpoint after adopting and adapting it from Rudolph Sohm’s theological writing. Weber wrote:

> The term "charisma" will be applied to a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he is considered extraordinary and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities. These are such as are not accessible to the ordinary person, but are regarded as of divine origin or as exemplary, and on the basis of them, the individual concerned is treated as a "leader." In primitive circumstances, this peculiar kind of quality is thought of as resting on magical powers, whether of prophets, persons with a reputation for the therapeutic or legal wisdom, leaders in the hunt, or heroes in war.61

Essentially, Weber’s conceptualisation of charisma made it a critical item to possess in relation to leadership. In ascribing magic to charisma Weber characterised it both as desirable and beyond everyday occurrence. However, Margaret M Poloma in an article entitled The " Toronto Blessing "Charisma, Institutionalization, and Revival, judges Weber’s usage of magic as offensive to the average Pentecostal because he debases the Holy Spirit’s work and characterises it as magic. Nonetheless, she as an academic acquiesces that the visibly expressed pneumatic characteristic of miracle from a Christian perspective was adequately captured in Weber’s description of magic.62 Therefore, in concurring with the term magic, as a mathematician would consider the mode of a numerical value, Poloma, accepts Weber’s sociological characterisation of charisma. More significantly, she revisits an old debate that continues to be relevant to the definition of charisma within the thoughts of Charismatic Churches in Ghana.

Weber originally adopted and adapted the term charisma from Rudolph Sohm’s charismatic discussions on the duality between charismatic or spiritual gifts and church offices. Sohm argued that the situation in churches in which offices such as bishop, deacon

etc, were separate from charismatic works of the Holy Spirit was untenable. In apostolic times, the charismata (also referred to as anointing) and the offices in the church administration were a unity and not divided. Therefore, church administrations could not be separate from the gifts of the ministries of the apostle, prophet etc. His theological position generated great controversy among both Protestant and Catholic theologians who variously argued for and against the separation between charismatic gifts and church offices. The different contested and nuanced theories in the debate are relevant today because as Charismatic Church leaders end up administering churches they found according to Sohm’s proposal, the question of efficiency has become unavoidable. Not all ministers may be excellent both at expressing charisms and administering churches. This is one of the ever-present issues that determines good church administration as it is also closely tied to church growth.

Weber’s reconstruction of charisma was done engaging tools that only explained the phenomenon sociologically. He reformulated charismatic behaviour based on how he appreciated and explained people’s actions. For effective applicability, this research must consider the conceptions of charisma by both Sohm and Weber depending on the aspects of charisma being considered. Mostly, Sohm’s ideas would accompany charisma usage when describing spirituality but Weber’s when referring to leadership and governance. It is with this understanding that the concept of the Charismatic Church leader can be argued to imply the presence of followers, inferring from Weberian thoughts. Weber’s presentation of charisma opened the door for an examination of the current leadership-

---
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followership dynamics. Here, Charismatic Church leaders possess attributes that their follows desired but did not have. Followers recognise these charismatic gifting of leaders and behave as submissive agents.

Weber also theorized charisma routinisation as an important governance tool in setting up administration,\(^{67}\) which consists of bureaucracies\(^{68}\) and hierarchies.\(^{69}\) Routinisation, I believe, is one of most important distinguishing factors between Weber and Sohm. Whereas, Weber sought to trace the pathway of establishing and evolution of leadership and governance through transformational routinisation, Sohm took leadership for granted as an existing fact and concentrated on distinguishing between charisms and church offices. While Sohm provided a theological lens for examining charisms of Charismatic Church leaders, Weber and his routinisation would provide insights into leadership and governance such as occurred in Charismatic Churches. It becomes necessary then to review some material on leadership that Weber characterised as forms of authority.

1.8.2 Leadership

Unanimously, scholars find the concise definition of leadership elusive. According to Robert F. Russel and Gregory A. Stone, a leader essentially carried out the processes and acts of leading; a verb.\(^{70}\) They explain that leadership is a noun, which can embrace the participation of one or many individuals, leading in concert and at different


organisational levels. In essence, leadership broadly describes the entire processes and systems associated with a leader or leaders. Thus, one can speak of the leaderships of Prophet Samuel or a given Charismatic Church leader as individuals and refer to their actions, their resultant effects and all other activities associated with their tenure as leaders. Leadership also includes all those they worked with. Here, Keith Webb offers a catalogue of examples that relevantly distinguish between the roles of showing leadership and being a leader. He says, to cast vision is leadership but to be visionary is to be a leader. Similarly, to organize people toward an objective is leadership and to be influential is to be a leader. The subtle differentiation is that leadership ties the behaviours of the leader and others together but the leader is influencer, driver and originator in different ways. This distinction importantly situates the actions of Charismatic Church founders and leaders within a continuum of leadership. The founders of Charismatic Churches are individual leaders who raise others leaders to form their leadership each of whom should be visionary in his or her own way and cast visions within the spaces of responsibility they manage.

Frank Damazio one of the leading authors of church leadership while concurring with Webb, proffers that attributes such as casting vision, organising people will be described here as the basic requirement of leadership. Then, there are particular field related variables like being a founder, soldier, etc., which can be tagged as specialised leader properties. In this, a leader’s description must be contextual in order to capture the conditions that make leadership possible as well as the condition in which a leader operates. In effect, those leaders who qualify to found churches must possess or act


within a certain field or range of qualities to become successful. They fundamentally must show Christian leadership qualities. No wonder some would be founders of Charismatic Churches have failed. Their failure in church founding was considered proof of the absence or ineffectiveness of charisma.

1.8.3 Christian Leadership in Charismatic Church

Theologically, leadership in Charismatic Churches is ideologically characterised as Christian. In his article, *What is 'Christian' about Christian leadership?*, Martin F. Hanna argued that Christian leadership could be “defined, implemented, and evaluated through qualitative and quantitative research.” This idea, which is backed by different authors, represents basic fundamental generic leadership behaviour that can exercised under all conditions. Indeed, it becomes necessary to introduce additional elements of Christian value to make a distinction between secular and Christian leadership. In this thinking, Christian leadership needed to be discussed from the dual perspective of both practical generic social behaviour one hand and Christianity on the other.

It must therefore, not be assumed, that leadership even if it originates from Charismatic Churches is necessarily Christian without being qualified by some specific Christian properties. In various discussions by different authors including Melanie Baffes, Jesus’ leadership example remains ideal for Christians. Consistently, he taught leadership by word and example to his followers whom he gathered from different backgrounds as the case is with the memberships of Charismatic Churches today.

---

Practically he washed the feet of his disciples indicating that to be the standard example to maintain. Before, he had established the basic principles that servant leadership was a mark of greatness. Thus, S. Sendjaya and J. C. Sarros have explained that Jesus’ example and classical teachings presented leadership as a service to one’s community and by extension a means of making life better for all. From an affirmative position therefore, Akinyele expands the description of a Christian leader by insisting that he or she must be self-sacrificing despite the power available to be commanded over others. Then Asamoah-Gyadu has observed that lessons on leadership and life are drawn regularly from biblical characters by Charismatic Churches. They are presented in such a way that they both instruct and inspire, though some of the applications may not be hermeneutically sound. It can be inferred, then, that the critical factor in labelling a leadership as Christian is one of faith manifesting in lifestyle, which must be patterned according to Christ’s teachings. This leadership lifestyle expectation has not always been met by would-be Charismatic Church leaders all the time, sometimes drawing criticisms. Some Charismatic church leaders, Quampah negatively notes, present the image of big bosses with opulent and unethical life styles instead of acting according to the Jesus type of servanthood and in the process generating controversies as to what Christian leadership was.

---

Generally, though, a founder of a Charismatic Church is expected first to be a born-again leader. Then he or she must be considered as one whose activities are positively in compliance with the Holy Scriptures and maintains a gift oriented relationship with the Holy Spirit including glossolalia.\(^{80}\) He or she was also expected to bear the fruit of character of Christ by his followers.\(^{81}\) In addition, he or she is expected to be an organiser as Jesus did his disciples.\(^{82}\) It is within this praxis that Charismatic Churches together with their leaders are also described as born again institutions.

1.8.4 Theocratic Leadership in Charismatic Church

Christian leadership has varying elements of theocracy depending on church polity. The practice of theocracy is stronger in apostolic and episcopal polity than in congregationalism and even weaker among the minimalist. For example, the earliest instituted Christian Church under the Apostle Peter in Jerusalem, was completely charismatic in nature and theocratic in its leadership and governance. Peter’s judgement pronouncement on Ananias and Saphira underlines the point.\(^{83}\) Similarly, founders of the Charismatic Churches in Ghana, like Peter insist on theocracy based on their charismatic relationship with God that may also be derived first from their call to ministry. In his explanation, Douglas Nobbs has pointed out the God factor is the principal source of leadership authority and legitimation in theocracy.\(^{84}\) Rahsaan A. Armand believes there is

---


a reciprocity in which followers yield to their leadership because of their faith in God. By logic and praxis, aspects of theocratic leadership style are embraced by members in Charismatic Churches. Theocracy can therefore be conceptualised as the default leadership style. This is because no matter the different leadership styles pursued, Charismatic Church leaders show theocratic leanings.

Lila Perl concurs with theocracy in Christian leadership and governance pointing out its autocratic nature. Men justifiably or unjustifiably rule in the name of God. Theocracy is therefore easily subject to abuse as have been noted in different Christian traditions including Pentecostalism. This exercise of theocratic authority is understood by David L Webster from a broader anthropological viewpoint to be a tool of cultural evolution. He sees theocracy to be a natural occurrence in pristine societies without formally established laws and which were governed by nature or deities. Charismatic Churches are analogous in being pristine and theocratic at the time of their formation. Theocracy has not yet evolved in these churches to the point of being minimised or eliminated yet.

Rather, André P. Czeglédy suggests that theocratic mediation in African Pentecostalism contributes to the sense of community enfranchisement within churches. Similarly, Mario Ferrero using and economic model thinks that a theocracy could facilitate a charismatic leadership style set over a hierarchy of clergy in a community, as highly proselytizing, as can be found in Charismatic Churches. These benefits of theocracy

85 Rahsaan A. Armand, Straight Talk for Crooked Church: Moving the Local Church from Democracy to Theocracy (Bloomington, IN: Balboa Press, 2013), 65.
would irritate those who seek cultic democracy, as it appears churches would continue to promote theocratic practices for a long while to come.

In general, little in-depth literature is devoted to theocratic beliefs and practices of Charismatic Churches. Perhaps this scant treatment of the subject in literature is a reflection of the burgeoning nature of Charismatic Church studies or the fact that extensive studies in theocracy have in the past been exhaustively carried out in other traditions. Notwithstanding, some Charismatic Church leaders in their preaching openly declared that the church was not a democracy but a theocracy, indicating clearly where some of their divine leadership and governance authority was derived from. This observation implicitly and explicitly stands in partial contrast with the tenets of the current Weberian inspired charismatic leadership style, which believes in leaders inspiring action in their followership and less of by compulsion. There would inescapably be contradictions and tensions between the practice of charismatic leadership style within a theocratic paradigm which has often engendered criticism of the exploitation of church members.

1.8.5 Leadership Styles in Charismatic Churches

Historically, many different leadership theories have emerged since the development of the great man theory. Traditionally, the trait theory of leadership tries to explain why people become leaders on the basis of the traits and personalities they possess. Traits in this situation are the physical and innate properties that make leaders attractive to

---

89 Nicholas Duncan Williams, Mensa Otabil, Ebenezer Markwei and other Charismatic Church founders have variously indicated that the church is not a democracy and that decision making is theocratic.

followers. Over time, scholars and leadership practitioners decided that personal traits did not necessarily make leaders out of people. Nevertheless, traits remain culturally even if insignificantly in attracting people into groups such as churches. For example, features such as height, demeanour, intelligence, etc., influence chief makers in Ghana when electing potential chiefs from a field of pretenders. It is for this reason that JJ Rawlings the former Ghanaian president has been deemed eligible for to become a chief in Ghana but President Nana Akuffo Addo too short to become president. Though Charismatic Churches have insisted on equality before God and spiritual qualification for promotion, the attractiveness of physical traits nonetheless has mattered even if subtly. There is a view that Heward-Mills’ light skinned appearance has attracted some individuals.

Currently, the leadership behaviour or style theories have replaced the idea of leadership based on physical traits. Essentially, what leaders do and say; their behaviours constitute the theories ascribed to them. No one single leadership style theory possess enough attributes to be universally adoptable. The most important virtue of this leadership style theory according to Russel L. Huizing is that leadership can be learnt. It suggests that any person adopting the right behaviours can lead. That individuals untrained and inexperienced in leadership become self-pronounced leaders who actual could lead well in Charismatic Churches underscore the importance of this fact. This idea of learnt leadership behaviour is corroborated by Jill Blackmore who lists visionary, coaching, democratic, pacesetting and commanding leadership styles as some associated with

---

emotional intelligence which can be learnt by observation and practice. Consequently, as people practice different leadership styles, new ones which are continuously being described emerge. Administrators, social scientist then apply them in their practices and study of leadership. Thus, Anderson and Sun for instance enumerate ten new leadership theories that have come up between the year 2000 and 2015. These thoughts on leadership behaviours hold plausible explanations for why and how formally untrained and inexperienced people have been able to lead Charismatic Churches because they learn leadership on the job. This also indicates that new theories can be framed based on some behaviours of Charismatic Church leaders as exemplified by Heward-Mills’ Loyalty-Disloyalty formulation.

The concept of leadership styles is abundantly treated in secular literature but suffers a relative scarcity in church settings, particularly, in Pentecostal-Charismatic studies. After reviewing forty different articles on leadership styles none referred specifically to Pentecostal-Charismatic leadership personalities. Some information could however be found for other Christian traditions as well as some biblical personalities. Thus, Mark Green et al in the summer of 2009 edition of the Journal of Biblical Perspectives in Leadership discussed Paul’s leadership style in his dealings with the Corinthian church at length. They concluded that Paul manifested charismatic, team-oriented, participative, humane-oriented, autonomous and self-protective leadership styles as an individual. This compilation on Paul illuminates one of the important

controversies associated with leadership style apportionments to individuals. Arguments occur as to the bona fide leadership styles of some people. As the case is in this literature, Paul was exhibited a number indicating that one person could show different leadership styles depending on conditions and context which in this case was that of the Corinthian church. Similarly, Stephen M. King assigned spiritual leadership style to Titus and Timothy two of the leaders Paul raised. He then goes further to argue for the formulation of a conceptual framework for the spiritual leadership style using the values proposed for those who should be appointed as church leaders. In so doing, King set up a processual thought pathway for considering leadership styles. This processual trajectory is especially useful in suggesting the thinking that must go into the identification of leadership behaviour such as occurs in Charismatic Churches. Such as a processual thinking and investigation lends itself to the different analyses required in researching this topic. Generally, studies on leadership styles is dependent on available information which is either unavailable for Charismatic Church leaders or due to an unwillingness on their part to offer information some of which may be intimately detailed as to their leadership behaviour.

One interesting point in considering leadership and its styles in Christian leadership and governance has been the challenge of marrying secular behavioural concepts with scriptural values. Sometimes, these secular concepts are employed almost wholesale without delimitation. For instance, the word transformation in both the Christian and secular senses refer to change but with contextual points of departure. Hence, Oginde would argue from literature that transformational leadership that comes under a broader charismatic leadership umbrella should also be recognised for its moral value. Its morality comes from the Christian perspective that leadership should have a
positive outcome on people.\textsuperscript{98} This opinion contrasts with Weber’s initial thoughts on charismatic authority in which leadership from a sociological viewpoint was absolutely amoral and dependent only on the effectiveness of leadership behaviour thus pitching Adolf Hitler and Jesus Christ on the same pedestal.\textsuperscript{99} It is therefore erroneous to assume that Charismatic Church leaders practice charismatic leadership styles because of the common nomenclature, “charismatic”. Nevertheless, the sense of morality associated with charismatic leadership broadly makes it one of the popular features of Ghanaian Charismatic Church leaders. Two important factors here inform this conclusion. According Sohm a Charismatic Church should have members who join and maintain their memberships voluntarily congruent with the first Centaury Church. Secondly, the existing mode of communication comprising of preaching and teaching must be charismatic and be carried out by apostles, prophets, teachers and pastors\textsuperscript{100} as the case has been within Ghanaian Charismatic Churches. These leaders operate Charismatic leadership both theologically and sociologically.

Sociologically, Howell and Shamir have indicated that charismatic leadership depends on the ability to communicate vision, inspiration, ideas, encouragement as well as the will and discipline to drive these values to the point of implementation. In response, followers are willing to go beyond normal demands of organisational structures to satisfy their leaders having received both the self-belief and values from the declarations of their leaders.\textsuperscript{101} It is therefore, not surprising how much church members


sacrifice to follow their leaders. A followership also done in the name of God.

Charismatic Church leaders by their circumstances exhibit charismatic leadership behaviours and styles in addition to aspects of theocracy. For this work, leadership styles such as transformational, spiritual, authentic, servant, etc., — neo-charismatic leadership styles will all be classified broadly as charismatic leadership borrowing from Douglas A. Tilstra.  

Basically, Charismatic Church leaders as in the case of Paul may practise different leadership styles depending on vision and need. Whatever leadership behaviours will be done within Christian and theocratic settings. As it were, Weber was not oblivious of the relationship between leadership performance and government, which forms the subject of the next sub-section.

1.8.6 Government in Charismatic Churches

It is a fact that the relationship between leadership and governance has also been well documented including roles in management, organizational performance, etc. Organisational leaders invariably govern and participate in the existing governance arrangements. Matthias Lievens contends that governance is a product derived from government as governance itself can produce government contextually. Typically, therefore, church government or polity has focused on leaders and their actions in organisations that have established hierarchies and administrative systems. Traditionally, there are at least three types of church polities depending on the classification models in


use. Therefore, Akin provides a classification of five broadly identified polities which are
namely, Congregational, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Erastian and Minimalists. The least
employed of these polities are the Erastian (State controlled church government) and
Minimalist (No governmental set up as practised by Quakers). The others, Presbyterian
(rule by representative elders), Congregational (rule by the general church membership)
and Episcopal (rule by clergy led by bishops) are globally practised. These different
polities exist to the backdrop that each finds some scriptural justification since there is no
single prescribed New Testament church government pattern. Each Charismatic Church
had had to choose one of these existent polities as an administrative imperative. Then
polity as defined by Gassmann, Larson, and Oldenburg involves “Principles and structures
for the governance of a church,” implying that polity is structural. From Cowan, it
becomes clear that these structures within polity are hierarchies, power nodes and
organisation. Akin emphasises what is a known fact that “the most general
understandings of polity involves governance and organisation.” In other words, church
polity is typically conceived as the way in which local church or group of churches
organise and administer themselves. K Peter Takayama now offers that the usage of the
two terminologies government and governance synonymously bring to the fore related
issues of constitutions, regulations, bureaucratic structures, leadership, authority and such
other composites of government or governance as they occur in Charismatic Churches.

One often unspoken or implied result for the choice of any form of polity is the belief that it is a requirement and a pathway for churches to ensure their ultimate flourishing and the attainment of spiritual and corporeal goals. Therefore, the form of doctrine, mission and various aspects of ecclesiology have and continue to influence the choices of polity that Charismatic Churches employed.

Broadly, the activities of governments of all sort is characterised as governance. Therefore, the enactments of laws, the provisions, of amenities, protection of citizens and all similar actions whether good or bad by people in power are acts of governance.109 From time immemorial government in different forms including monarchies have been with present. However, in relative recent times, the idea of governance has been reengineered by Rosenau and others. It engages a description of how nations and organisations govern themselves effectively. Consequently, Guy Peters a French researcher described this exploding employment of this governance formulation as a fetish!110 By this new paradigm the effects of government activities on the governed are identified as governance. So, governance has been used in different contexts, meanings and applications to describe how entities such as private boards of businesses,111 governmental and non-governmental organisations,112 communities113, schools114, environmental groups,115 information

technology, non-profits, etc., look after themselves. In a research like this one that is seeking to trace the dynamics of leadership development and governance systems in Charismatic Churches in Ghana, the idea of finding just the polities of churches without considering their effectiveness is not adequate according to new governance paradigm. In fact polity as has been considered by Gbekor in 2009 for some Charismatic Churches including Christian Action Faith Miniseries International and International Central Gospel Church involved examining their hierarchies, administrative structures, etc. Similarly, Emmanuel Louis Nterful in a case study exhaustively examined LCI’s governance structure in 2013. Considering that these Charismatic Churches were governed by similar basic principles of government, the NGO paradigm of governance envisaged in this work would advance knowledge in Charismatic Churches.

This new NGO paradigm of governance has reinterpreted governance as a function or measure effectiveness with regard to those who are governed. Therefore, to perform acts of government is not sufficient in the new thinking of governance. How the acts of government benefit those governed is the consideration in mind when governance is employed. Thus, Armstrong and Gilson attempted a distinction and present government as authority exercised by a recognized agency over a given community backed by extensive powers of revenue generation and enforcement. Government is in their view derived from “laws, statutes and constitutions and is therefore backed by enforceable authority.

---
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119 Emmanuel Louis Nterful, “Church Expansion through Church Planting in Ghana: A Case Study of the Lighthouse Chapel International Model” (Potsdfistroom Campus of the North-West University in co-operation with Greenwish School of Theology, 2013).
Governance on the other hand is composed of rules, structures and processes of governing.” 121 In this, less emphasis is placed on coercive power normally associated with government and more on its processual ingredients. Another simple but effective perspective on governance comes from the Commission on Global Governance (CGG). Governance it posits is “the sum of the many ways individuals and institutions, public and private, manage their common affairs.”122

It is important to acknowledge that this perspective of governance by no means captures all the different meanings that are accorded to governance. Of course, these differences in perspectives are so broadly ranged to the extent that some like Rosenau have debated whether there can be governance without government.123 However, Lynn and Robichau are opposed to the increasing tidal position that there can be governance without government. Government, which is the expression of polity and made up organisational leaders, is responsible for putting in place the rules and structures within which governance does operate. Therefore, though there has been an abundance of works in the direction of governance, a review of three hundreds of articles convinced them to conclude that government will not be getting out of governance for a long while to come.124 In effect, leadership activities will always be present in government and by extension governance. It is inferable that Charismatic Churches are more in consonance with Lynn and Robichau’s arguments. Charismatic Church governance at different levels depends basically on the polity in place and its outworking through structures and people.

124 Lynn and Robichau, “Governance and Organisational Effectiveness.”
Therefore, there is a close linkage between government constituted by Charismatic Church
leaderships and their governance processes.

The literature shows though that there is a scant usage of this processional
paradigm of governance in churches globally. In so observing, one does not need to
overemphasise its secular origins. Yet, there is evidence of its interchangeable
application between secular and religious contexts in which cross-fertilisation of ideas
have occurred. Practically, Rost et al have examined the governance of Benedictine
abbeys and concluded that secular corporations could learn from religious institutions.
Of course, the internal workings of these Catholic monasteries are not exactly the same
as secular corporations because they are faith-based. Nevertheless, there are similarities
to the extent that principles of hard work, the amassing of wealth and internal
administrations occur. In particular, ethical behaviours and financial governance systems
examined offer beacons of hope for secular organisations, which have been under the
microscope lately for bad governance. On the other hand, Buda reporting on the
Second International Conference on Protestant Church Polity in 2014 wondered at how
much the church could be so influenced by concepts of good governance from secular
sources. The conference whose theme was “Good Governance in Church and Society
Today,” acknowledged that in some denominations, “church polity seems to be
determined almost exclusively by the spirit of the world we live in” which is a departure
from theology and not necessarily a good development. For the moment, the
theological or spiritual emphasis is not as much my focus as the admission by this
Lutheran conference of churches that secular practices and values of governance are or
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could produce better and efficient means of church management that are applicable to Charismatic Churches. More forcefully, the 2013 policy decisions taken by the Dutch Reformed Church of South Africa and analysed by Cornelius J.P. Niemandt emphasise the framing of church life and mission in line with good governance with church leaderships as the drivers of praxis await assessment of its effectiveness.¹²² Charismatics in general may adopt good governance and similarly assessment its effects for themselves.

1.8.7 Leadership and Governance in Charismatic Churches

In general, there is abundant literary evidence that both leadership and governance as separate disciplines have and continue to receive current research attention in different fields including religion. Although Andrew Beer in 2014 complained of a dearth of work that jointly addressed the disciplines of leadership and governance together,¹²⁸ there is indication of a positively occurring change. Nevertheless, most studies in leadership and governance were done outside religion and typically within non-African contexts. For instance, Javier Esparcia and others have discussed the role of power employment in governance as a factor in positively promoting leadership actions in Spanish local government at a time when there seemed to be a state of stagnation in local governance.¹²⁹ Then Gerrit Van Der Waldt, examining the execution of projects identified some governance challenges as they related to those of leadership. His work provided


information that would guide future implementer leaders of projects in localised district settings.\textsuperscript{130} In the area of health, Jennifer Densmore gave an empirical report and analysis on how both shared governance and leadership regimes have aided in attracting and maintaining highly skilled nurses at the WellStar Kennestone Regional Medical Center.\textsuperscript{131} Also in the field of tourism, Flávio Valente and his associates compared the leadership and governance regimes within two tourism outfits operating in the same area and concluded that a nuanced approach should be taken in determining what constitutes best practices supposedly by leadership.\textsuperscript{132}

Within a Christian context, Perry W. H. Shaw’s article on The Missional-Ecclesial Leadership Vision of the Early Church argued that leadership establishment was accompanied by a fluid governance arrangement.\textsuperscript{133} Leadership here was in respect to conditions that occurred in the early days of the New Testament Church similar to those of Charismatic Churches in Ghana which are also in the early days of their development. Practically, Barbara Heer investigating the Love Reaching Communities Church (LRC) reported that church leaders govern administratively by organising volunteers in an atmosphere that closed racial gaps in South Africa.

Some leadership and governance research that most cogently addressed some key issues in this research were also non-Christian. Poignantly, Clark and his associates argue that there are several ways in which leaders’ performance qualities influence organisation

governance outcomes. Among these is the relation between organisational ownership by leaders and governance structure. Precisely, how leaders showed organisational ownership of governance structures promoted or prevented growth. They offered, “Our findings support the notion that leaders matter most when ownership and governance structures correspond with a weak or ambiguous institutional logic.” This empirical finding aptly captures conditions in Ghanaian Charismatic Churches at their inception when strong leaders exist in the face of institutional weakness. At that stage, the sense of church ownership remains a fundamental preserve of founders who as leaders set up governance systems amidst ambiguities. The weakness in employing this research finding obviously lie in its secular scope as the factors of faith in response to God are absent. Operating similarly outside religious context, Matthias Lievens concurs with a fact attested to by Clark and other thinkers that governance, as a product derived from government, can itself produce government contextually. They also indicated that the quality and outcomes of leadership and governance of organisations would vary depending on frameworks of existing regulations. Leaders would continue to participate in governance arrangements when government formulations shift to the new paradigms of governance. This indication provides one of the essential justifications for considering NGO governance within the predominantly government oriented polities of Charismatic Churches. Interestingly, when Clarke et al’s idea of leadership-governance ambiguities and Lievens’ leadership-governance framework are considered together, one can formulate the following derived argument. Leaders of burgeoning organisations that do not have fully developed governance systems do participate within their changing governments.
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Furthermore, they could operate both in traditional acts of government and the new paradigms of NGO governance. Incidentally, Clarke et al wrote from America while Lievens presented his paper from Belgium. There is however, scant empirical evidence that Charismatic Churches in Ghana that have strong ownership-leaders with governance ambiguities could operate within both traditional governments and NGO governance. This demands that a research gap in the dynamics of such leadership and governance should be filled.

1.9 Limitations of the Study

This research had a few limitations that could certainly affect some of its conclusions. As an ethnographical study, more time was possibly required than the two-year period engaged. This extension would have allowed for much more observation. Yet, the speed of internal changes and fervency of activities made the two-year period before reporting in this work sometimes appear too long.

Another research constraint was the researcher’s inability to be concurrently present at all sample church venues in real time. Although as much diligence as possible was employed in data gathering by obtaining tapes and videos of messages preached, there was always the possibility of not observing an activity or hearing something important that was not recorded or was edited out of the recording. This difficulty could have been addressed by the use of research assistants who would have contributed to data gathering.

Another limitation to this study had to do with the unavailability of some Charismatic Church leaders for interviews. It was the situation that some leaders did not like granting academic interviews. Consequently, others they considered equally good
were taxed to respond to questions. Even where they were willing, there were time constraints for the interviews. Obviously, all the proposed interviews would have provided better clarity on some issues. Furthermore, they would have enriched the data available and by extension their interpretation.

Additionally, there was a financial limitation, as costs of travel to Nigeria became an unforeseen expenditure in the course of the thesis writing. Having an external supervisor in the person Prof Matthews Ojo was a great asset to this thesis. Nonetheless, it brought extra financial burden to the student who had to travel to meet his supervisor. It would be immensely helpful if students with external supervisors are given financial support to make theme have face interaction with their supervisors. On the other hand, the university could also make the provision of the supervisor to come for this interaction to take place.

1.10 Thesis Outline

This introductory chapter outlined the nature of Charismatic Churches as Pentecostal entities and posited that leadership and governance have been one of its important challenges in Ghana. It also addressed the statement of the problem, research question, objectives of the research, thesis statement, theoretical framework, scope of the study, methodology, ethics and limitation of knowledge, expected contribution to knowledge and a summary of the other chapters.

The second chapter, titled ‘Development of Leadership in Ghanaian Charismatic Churches an empirical developmental process involving leadership emergence entrepreneurship when churches start. The anointing is the vital spiritual
procuer of leadership as vision brings zeal and direction among members. Various leadership styles and theories as well as concepts are considered culminating with the proposition that the founders of ICGC, LCI and VBCI have been growing in their leadership standing and raising other leaders and pastors.

Chapter three, ‘Followers As Partners Of Leadership And Governance’ considers who Charismatic Church followers were, why they followed their leaders and their importance in the formation and growth of these churches. Primarily, followers pursue relationships with God first then the pastors through obedience in different capacities such as sons. In the process, they continuously empowered their leaders to become more powerful while feeding on their anointing and vision. Ultimately, followers became leaders themselves and changed the leadership dynamics of their churches.

In chapter four, ‘Leadership Formulating Governance,’ I examine the dynamic relationship between leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches in the last thirty years. Practically, leadership was shown to establish governance and while governance did reflexively act as a leadership agency that brought influence and direction. Elements like power, authority and legitimation, which allowed leaders to institute governance, were shown to be necessary factors in the development of leadership and governance structures.

Chapter five takes on the title ‘Particularities Of A New Paradigm Of Governance’ and it decouples leadership from governance as they were considered together in the previous chapter. It examined governance more closely in the context of its recent NGO definition that went beyond mere government. Governance was considered in terms of doing things more efficiently for the benefit of church members and couched simply as how churches and their members looked after themselves. Governance was
studied within a framework comprising processes, rules and structures in Charismatic Churches. As an agency of church growth and stability, its operation within the Weberian concepts of routinisation, formalisation and bureaucracy were considered. Governance was shown in Charismatic Churches also to comprise the making and inventing of traditions and strongly influence by internal church culture.

Chapter six, ‘Impact of Leadership and Governance,’ considers their impact in three broad ways. First, they provided for the wellbeing of church members. Second, the churches under this study ICGC, LCI and VBCI were reported as organisations that had become denominations. This chapter also argued that the effect of leadership and governance together had resulted in some positive social consequences in Charismatic Churches such as the building of school, hospitals, etc.

Chapter seven is the ‘Conclusion.’ The summarises the work done so far and raises issues that can be of further research interest seeing that this work has only scratched the surface of a possible deep mine. Critically this chapter examined whether the title for this work did hold. The summary of responses with regard to the research questions asked and whether the objectives set out had been met. Yes, leadership did procure governance and governance begot more leadership at this stage of Charismatic Church life. Thus, both of them are literally in a state of flux or constant change.

1.11 Expected Contribution to Knowledge

First, this work is empirical in capturing how church founders and their leaders develop leaderships and ultimately governance systems from the early stages of Charismatic Church founding through to denominational formation. Therefore, the study
contributes to the better understanding of leadership governance within the Ghanaian and African churches.

Second, some theoretical considerations undergirding the dynamic relationship between leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches were discussed with a view of providing a deeper understanding to some of the phenomena within Pentecostalism. For example, Weber’s postulations on charisma routinisation was re-examined and applied in the light of Charismatic Church development in Ghana and by inference, Africa. Again, the conceptualisation of Pentecostal Churches as in Ghana as a community and the individual churches as clans provided a basis for using ethnography in this work which in effect has broadened the boundaries of the employment of this methodology. Similarly, the NGO paradigm of governance was adopted to determine some aspects of church governance. Particularly, its novel emphasis on the quality of governance from the viewpoint of church members in Charismatic Churches is a departure from the preponderance of approaches from the perspective of governmental bureaucracy. Furthermore, the JGE Model for Denominational Determination (JGE-MDD) formulated in this research holds future prospects for validating denominations.

Third, this research provides in-depth data on Pentecostalism, governance, leadership and particularly to the history of Charismatic Churches in Ghana. Consequently, this data contributes to further research and courses in church history, missions and Pentecostalism that are taught in the Department for the Study of Religion in the University of Ghana.

It also has applicative potential within Ghanaian Charismatic Churches as they seek to understand their leadership and governance regimes. Furthermore, it provides data
for the general study of leadership and governance in Ghana that happen to be major sources of under-development in Ghana particularly and Africa at large.
CHAPTER 2

DYNAMICS OF LEADERSHIP

2.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the dynamics of leadership development within three Charismatic Churches, ICGC, VBCI and LCI, which are also considered metaphorically as individual church clans. It will capture briefly the histories of these churches and the main thrust of their founders’ messages. Thereafter, some of the processes of leadership establishment and development are discussed. It is concluded by showing that the solitary Charismatic Church founders after emerging as legitimate leaders of their churches ultimately use various means to raise new leaders to help the work.

The seed of leadership in Ghanaian Charismatic Churches was initially sown by evangelical youths that formed and operated various fellowship, groups some of which were converted into Churches. Some of these youths as received instructional help from Archbishop Benson Idahosa and other Pentecostal leaders. In 1978, Bishop Nicholas Duncan-Williams having graduated from Idahosa’s Bible School in Benin City, Nigeria, started The Christian Action Faith Ministries International, a Charismatic Church, around the Airport area. After moving through various addresses that included the buildings of the International Students Hostels and the Ghana Diplomatic Shop, the church finally moved in 1992 to its present location The Prayer Cathedral at East Airport on the Spintex Road in Accra. Subsequently, other Charismatic Church leaders founded many more churches including the ICGC, VBCI and LCI.
2.2 International Central Gospel Church

Mensa Otabil, a former member of the Assemblies of God Church, founded the International Central Gospel Church. He worked as a graphic designer with the Information Services of Ghana after finishing his secondary school ordinary level examinations. The ICGC started on the 26th February 1984 in a classroom at Kanda in Accra with a congregation of twenty people some drawn from his former religious group as well as some friends. He claimed to have received a call into ministry by a prophecy during the Camp Meeting of the then Kanda Fellowship which was under the auspices of the Scripture Union Town Fellowships programme. After using private residences and classrooms for a brief period, the church found a spacious and permanent place at the Rex Cinema in the Accra business district in 1984. It later relocated to the Baiden Powell Memorial Hall where it remained for ten years before putting up a magnificent building, the Christ Temple, which has become the headquarters and model church. A Bible School, which he established in 1987 to train his pastors at the Diploma level, later became the Central University and is now situated in Mieotso, a few miles outside Accra. ICGC in 2017 reported more than forty church branches in Accra alone. Other branches were also located in most major towns in Ghana.

2.2.1 Otabil’s Quest to Use Leadership to Change Destinies

In the last thirty-three years, Otabil has sought to use his ability as a teaching pastor to bring leadership to Ghanaians in particular and Africa in general.\(^{137}\) He has therefore expanded the appeal of his ministry not only to Christians outside his church but even to

\(^{137}\) Refer to the books *Rivers of Ethiopia* and *Dominion Mandate* by Mensa Otabil.
non-Christians. It is therefore not surprising that Otabil was voted the "most influential person in Ghana" in 2014 according to an ETV a Ghanaian television station poll.\footnote{Jasmine Arku, “Dr Mensah Otabil Is Ghana’s Most Influential Person, 2014- Survey,” Graphic Online, 2015, https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/dr-mensah-otabil-is-ghana-s-most-influential-person-2014-survey.html.} Otabil is a self-defined practitioner of transformational leadership as he seeks to see a transformation of his generation in Africa.\footnote{This declaration was made early in his ministry before radio and television broadcasts linking it to his role in shaping vision and raising leaders started.} However, transformational leadership alone cannot fully define his leadership style, as leaders are known to exhibit an amalgamation of behaviours. Indeed all Charismatic Church leaders also exhibit theocratic leadership behaviours. In addition to these, he practices intentional leadership which assertion needs justifying. He exhibits intentional leadership because of the deliberateness of his actions as a leader. In addition to vision articulation and coaching that bring about transformations, intentional leaders are stubbornly persistent in pursuing their leadership goals. They find blind spots and weaknesses in what they seek to do, set priorities, and plan to eliminate these to obtain results.\footnote{Jane A. G. Kise, Intentional Leadership: 12 Lenses for Focusing Strengths, Managing Weaknesses and Achieving Your Purpose (Bloomington, IN: Triple Nickel, 2012), Chapter 1.} Daniel J. Pesut then does not think that there is the need to distinguish between intentional and transformational leaderships. He believes that one can have intentional and transformational leadership which must operate together to feed into each other.\footnote{Daniel J. Pesut, “Leadership: How to Achieve Success in Nursing Organizations,” in Men in Nursing: History, Challenges, and Opportunities, ed. Chad E. O’Lynn and Russell E. Tranbarger (New York: Springer, 2007), 157.} This then is the situation in which Otabil is theocratic, transformational and intentional in leadership style.

Otabil has consistently shared vision both at the corporate and individual level and has sought to use the attributes of inspiring, motivating, encouraging, and presenting information to make people redirect their lives and have a better future. He believes then that ICGC should be a church churning out leaders who should affect this African
generation. Particularly, he took time and effort after nineteen years as pastor of ICGC to re-explain and get the church to refocus on its vision in 2007. Then in 2014, he went on a drive to get each church member to cast a twenty year-long personal vision for their prosperity after a series of teachings across the denomination. Church members strongly urged to make visionary investments that would change their lives individually. His regular motivation and appeal for people to think about their future using vision almost went to the point of castigating those who were failing to respond to this personal vision message. He warned, “Don’t let life happen to you. Take control and have a vision for your life for the next twenty years. The next twenty years will be here soon and don’t wait to say time has overtaken me.”

So how has Otabil philosophised leadership vision? He believes that his church’s primary assignment to Ghanaians is similar to that of the apostles in Jerusalem. He sees the average Ghanaian historically as an abused, exploited and poor person hampered by at least three elements. These are, an inherited culture that has more negativity embedded than positivity, a mentality that has been wrongly fashioned by colonialism and neo-colonial elements, and the abusive rule of African leaders since independence. Mensa then hopes that change will occur through the right kind of leadership so that future African generations would have a better Africa. Apart from saying this categorically in sermons, his style of dedication employed in his book Beyond the Rivers of Ethiopia innovatively communicates this view. He dedicated the book to his three children and more than a hundred of their friends by writing each of their names. In effect, he was dedicating the book to the next generation. It is in this vein that he demanded that Ghanaians become

---
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generational thinkers and seek to leave good legacies to the generations that followed, economically, environmentally, etc. According to him, generational thinkers plan four generations ahead so that their offspring do not suffer. They also allow the generations after them to stand tall on their shoulders so they would go higher up in life.\textsuperscript{145}

How can these be achieved? Otabil believes the gospel of Christ that came to Africa through the lenses of the West is versatile enough to change the African situation. It means using the values of the salvific power of the cross of Christ, living holy lives and employing the power of the Holy Spirit.\textsuperscript{146} This need to make the church flourish has necessitated the teaching of other doctrines that basically strengthen the Christian who ultimately constitutes the church. The flourishing church members should become model New Testament individuals operating within a model New Testament Church. They would then be “Bringing leadership and vision to our generation [and] influencing society with the principles of the kingdom of God.” This quote is the ICGC’s mission statement.

Altogether, I believe Otabil is an African pragmatist, his public appearance is ideologically African, always wearing beautifully designed African outfits. He promotes African values yet does not understand why people would eat with their fingers in this day and age the way Africans do because it is unhygienic.\textsuperscript{147} At the same time, he believes that Africa should mobilise as much technology as possible in the quest to overcome poverty and underdevelopment. Therefore, he advocates that antiquated traditions be abolished and welcomes modern technology.

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Mensa Otabil, \textit{Generational Thinking} Preaching Series, 2009-2011.}
\footnote{Mensa Otabil, \textit{Transformed By The Spirit} series I-III, 2011.}
\end{footnotes}
As a leader, Otabil has been effective in his communication. The current size and growth rate of ICGC as a truly national denomination attests to this point. The church spends a huge sum of money putting his messages on FM Radio and Television stations across Ghana. As he has explained, he could not have been heard of had he continued to preach in the same classroom the church was founded. Through such communication, his church gets to be known, his message heard and the quest to change national thinking into one that is leadership driven continues.

2.3 Victory Bible Church International

The founder and presiding Bishop Nii Appiakai Tackie-Yarboi, once a member of Christian Evangelical Church, first founded Victory Christian Centre and was joined by three founding ministers, Bishop Clement Asihene, Bishop Elijah Saforo and Bishop Emmanuel Ackun about 1985. The church later became known as Victory Bible Church International (VBCI). According to Nii Tackie-Yarboi, shortly after giving his life to Jesus Christ, he heard within him a voice that he was being called to serve God full time. He further claimed that God had said to him that, “They that shall be of thee shall build the old waste places: thou shalt raise up the foundations of many generations; and thou shalt be called, The repairer of the breach, The restorer of paths to dwell in.”

VBCI started with eighty-nine members meeting at the former Oreilly Secondary School buildings in Kokomlele in Accra. The headquarters church moved to its current office and church complex at Awoshie in Accra in 1998. By 2017, the church reported having, more than 300 branches worldwide in Holland, Britain and the United States.
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Dubai and Abu Dhabi. VBCI’s growth can be traced to a strong cell group system some of which have grown to become community churches, a strong emphasis on charismatic worship experience, prayer and the teaching ability of its pastors.

2.3.1 Tackie-Yarboi’s Use of Purpose.

And your people will rebuild the ancient ruins; You’ll raise up the age-old foundations and people will call you ‘Repairer of Broken Walls,’ ‘Restorer of Streets to Live In.’

Tackie-Yarboi operates a charismatic power and teaching ministry whose direction is toward the purpose for the existence and function of things as God set them out. Therefore, his teachings that could sometimes pass for philosophy 101 classes would always provide portions for explaining how best to function and relate to God’s concepts. Consequently, some of his church members found it difficult to see where his emphasis lay. Nevertheless, they categorised his area of emphasis thus: focus on Jesus, faith preaching, the accomplishment of purpose, leadership, creating a caring family, prosperity and his trademark miraculous ministry. This view of Tackie-Yarboi by his followers does signify three positions. The first is his versatility in handling different topics so well that one does not associate him with a particular one. The second point is indicative of who he has been to his church members—a practical, affable and real personality with many parts who deserves a following. The third point is often discounted in Neo-Pentecostal circles because of the hunger and penchant towards the anointing. This is the ability to forge long-term stable relationships. It is indeed a credit to Tackie-Yarboi that
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all his initial pastors and leaders continued to be with him in 2017; a period of thirty-two years.

After examining over two hundred sermons and books through the years, I believe that the strongest attraction to Tackie-Yarboi’s congregation has been his emphasis on the need to love Jesus and to serve his purpose. This undergirds all the different topics he has sought to preach including faith. It has also been the source of his strength and the guide to his human relations with his church members. The founding Bishops of VBCI and some of his other leaders were part of the Jesus People, a youth group in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Not surprisingly, the Wonderful Jesus Convention, which is currently the most important national convocation of the church, further underscores his focus on Jesus and his purposes.

This focus on Jesus and purpose has been the means by which Tackie-Yarboi has sought to fulfil the main vision God has given him—rebuilding ruins, raising foundations, repairing walls and bringing restoration to people. The work at hand started after the fall of man in the garden Eden, which means that all men have fallen short of God’s glory. This restorative vision has a three-dimensional time frame. First, is a relationship to the past in which things have to be fixed. In this, Tackie-Yarboi refers to the body of Christ, the New Testament Church as God’s all-important body for his restorative work. He says, “I am very excited about the New Testament Church as God’s family.” This church, of which VBCI is a part is here on earth for a purpose. He explains, “Christians have not been put on earth for the sole purpose of having a heavenly destination. No, “we are supposed to make the earth a better place and show the world the goodness of God. Going to heaven
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therefore is the end-product of such a vision. The need for the church to work to repair outcomes related to the fall of man that occurred in the past leads to the second point.

Secondly, the New Testament Church as God’s household and agency must be relevant in the present. The church must work to show the unsaved the goodness of God leaning on his power. It is today’s work that determines how the church touches the past and influences the future. Therefore, in raising a people filled with the Holy Spirit and purposeful in outlook, the church uses its current mandate to correct the past and project itself into the future. Thirdly, though the future is unknown, one can seek by understanding God’s purpose through his word to prepare and re-construct a favourable outcome. Therefore, a church that functions well today provides its people the resources and basis for a future church that fulfils God’s purposes for life and creation.

Pursuant to this, Tackie-Yarboi has sought to present the church, the family of God, as a bastion of virtue and yet a body that needs ministry because it is a work in progress. He believes Church members who purposefully understand what to do and are well equipped with knowledge serve God better. This position is qualified by the fact that those who seek to build the New Testament church must find the reality of New Testament of miraculous living. He characterises miraculous living within the framework of Charismatic Church faith and prosperity preaching. At the same time, one needed to make a difference by exercising different forms of leadership within one’s immediate relationships. These experiential ministries fulfil God’s purpose to men.

The validation of Tackie-Yarboi’s approach to ministry comes practically through testimonies of church members. VBCL’s testimony times, especially at the Dominion Sanctuary at Awoshie in Accra where the Presiding Bishop is, serves this purpose. Some of the remarkable testimonies include people coming back from the dead under the
Bishop’s ministry. In this framework therefore, the theories of what the church ought be is confirmed to the congregation. This form of confirmation has served to raise new leaders all across the VBCI denomination who are also validated by weekly testimonies.

2.4 Lighthouse Chapel International

Dag Heward-Mills, an Anglican by birth and trained medical officer founded Lighthouse Chapel International in 1988. He was a medical student of the University of Ghana undergoing clinical training at the Korle Bu Teaching Hospital in Accra. He started LCI as a result of a strong desire in his heart to win souls for Christ and to work for God. The church with a few members then used different classrooms and rented premises within the hospital. In 1989, LCI obtained permission to use the Korle Workers Canteen, which became a meeting place of the church until it relocated to its first permanent location at the Ophir Cinema at Korle Gonno in Accra. It started its Bible School, the Anagkazo Bible School in 1996 close to the church. LCI again relocated its headquarters which it christened The Qodesh at the North Kaneshie Swanlake area in Accra. Similarly, it has built a large campus for the Anagkazo Training School at Tutu in the Eastern Region of Ghana in pursuance of its constant need for internal leaders.

2.4.1 Heward-Mills’ Loyalty: Multiplying Church Planting and Growth

Over the years, the preaching of Heward-Mills has centred on church planting and its attendant growth within the framework of his loyalty-disloyalty paradigm. Effectively, LCI can be characterised as a church “planting machine.” This primary activity carried out
by the founder and its hierarchy has meant that attendant structures and strategies be developed. Among the many different strategies that have been formulated in pursuit of church planting and growth, one remains key. This is the graduated systematic progression of individuals in the church who use the books written by Heward-Mills as study material and some of whom write promotional examinations ran by the Independent Examination Board (IEB). The IEB, operates across the congregations in English speaking countries by 2017. It ran computer-based examinations for different levels of church workers and as well declared the results. Candidates who passed their examinations and additionally received character approval from their pastors were promoted to the commensurate leadership levels until they become pastors.

Through the anvil of pain, disappointment and conflict, Heward-Mills started studying and teaching on loyalty as a core leadership and membership behaviour aimed at developing a prophylaxis to disloyalty. His 1998 book *Loyalty & Disloyalty*, began an extensive theological ideology that has been followed by other affirmative books. Loyalty and disloyalty as taught by Heward-Mills is being practised worldwide within Lighthouse’s over three thousand congregations and then in other churches that have found it useful. Some of these churches, since 2008 have been designated Family Lighthouse Chapels that receive spiritual covering and leadership. They then have run their independent churches using LCI teaching material including loyalty and disloyalty. I therefore, present loyalty and disloyalty not only as the doctrinal framework supporting
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154 Pastor Felix Kwabla of Christ Own Family Chapel, Teshie in Accra, is one example of such pastors who claims that he suffered break ups in his fledgling church till he adopted the Loyalty and Disloyalty paradigm.
LCI’s growth but also as a leadership paradigm for the purposes of this and other academic study. It is possible through empirical study and theorisation to be adopted or rejected as an academically recognised leadership style for both Christian Church in particular and business in general.

As a leadership paradigm, it would fall within the neo-charismatic category of styles. This is because there is ample evidence that the concept of loyalty inspires people to a new form of behaviour especially coming from a leader that the church identifies as a prophet; a Weberian charismatic figure. Typical with charismatic and neo-charismatic leadership styles, Heward-Mills relies heavily on vision to inspire and motivate his congregants to work hard and for long hours, responding to his leadership. In addition to vision, there is a constant motivation of church members who are also empowered to aspire and seek to become leaders. Then the clear theocratic shepherd’s voice, strong leadership hand and the internal spirit of self-belief has resulted in an organisation that looks within in different ways. This has made some people characterise LCI as a cult. In fact, as Heward-Mills himself admits people have accused him of forming a cult. This he disputes in two ways. First, he does make inferences to unacceptable cultic behaviours such as the Jim Jones incident explaining that people did not have the ability of independent thinking. This implies that people should not be brain-washed. Secondly, he expects loyal people to be constantly evaluating their pastors and churches and for them to part ways the day they realise that he is preaching and but not serving Christ.
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Another reason to support why I consider the loyalty and disloyal message as paradigmatic is because of its originality of articulation in Ghanaian Neo-Pentecostalism. Though Heward-Mills is not the first one to teach on loyalty and disloyalty, he is the one in Ghana to make it a core Charismatic Church teaching. He further attributes the development and establishment of more than three thousand churches to its effectiveness. He explains that he has been able to extend LCI churches to Australia, Asia, the Americas and the rest of Africa because his thousands of ministers and church leaders are loyal to him, their church and principally to God.\textsuperscript{159} Otherwise, he does not have the means and expertise to maintain so large a number of branches within the period of about thirty years using mainly young men who have personal ambition and could easily secede.\textsuperscript{160} Therefore, on the evidence of the size of work done, the relative period under consideration and the resources marshalled, the paradigm of loyalty deserves an investigation for the future development of church work. Apart from the argumentation presented above for loyalty as a leadership paradigm, Heward-Mills considers it as such in his books \textit{Loyalty Disloyalty}, and \textit{Leaders and Loyalty}.

It is necessary at this point to summarise the basic tenets of the loyalty-disloyalty paradigm. According to this paradigm, people are loyal or disloyal in their relationship with people or organisations but loyalty is the preferred and normal way of acting. Naturally, people tend to be disloyal because of sinfulness and preaching is a way to deal with this issue. Loyalty is so important that Heward-Mills teaches it is the “principal qualification for every minister.”\textsuperscript{161} This is a bold and radical claim coming from a Charismatic Church leader considering that he should normally value charisma or the anointing more. Indeed, it is required of every leader who he classifies as a steward of God
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to be faithful. Faithfulness here should be to God first, to one’s self, family and the church. Stewards are not supposed to dissipate, abuse, misapply, or underutilise what God has entrusted into their care as there is a day of accountability to God and not just to men. This form of accountability extends to the hereafter making loyalty or disloyalty an eschatological concept with eternal consequences. Therefore, loyal people are faithful and conform to the teachings of the Bible, their pastor and church with the intention of not hurting them through secession or any other unkind and unfriendly actions.

On the other hand, disloyalty consists of people breaking ranks with leaders and churches and seeking their self-interests above the ministries. Offences, dissatisfaction, independence of spirit, deception, a critical spirit, love for the world and leaders who disappoint their followers are some of the causes and signs of disloyalty. Disloyal people do not hold allegiances towards their churches and leaders and have tendency to work less, grumble, and ultimately break away. Heward-Mills posits that the fate of people who are disloyal is usually bad.

Heward-Mills in proposing the loyalty-disloyalty paradigm has included an exit provision from his organisation, which is least spoken about perhaps because of the location of the material on the last pages of Loyalty Disloyalty. Then, at the 2006 Iron Sharpeneth Iron (ISI) conference of pastors, Heward-Mills taught on how to leave LCI. These included normal administrative procedures such as resignation with ample time given. In addition, it was important to leave the flock one oversaw intact. Furthermore, he suggested that for the avoidance of doubt the exiting pastor should site his church a long distance away from the existing church. These steps will help keep the good relationship
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that exists at the time the pastor quits.\textsuperscript{165} Such exit provisions are absent from the literature of cults where people cannot resign without recriminations or societal maladjustments\textsuperscript{166} However, some people who have exited LCI disagree. They insist that the processes of asking questions and having dissenting voices came across as signs of disloyalty to those around them.

\textbf{2.5 The call}

In practice, Charismatic Church founders describe the call of God as the origin of their ministries and by implication the leadership of their churches. This is an important consideration in the dynamics of leadership because in many respects the perceived call of God and the responses people have determine in a long way their leadership trajectories. Fry indeed understands this type of Christian calling to the ministry as a serious leadership business that draws people closer to God. It is indicative that God knows the individual and has a particular assignment or purpose for him to fulfil.\textsuperscript{167}

Each of the Charismatic Church founders under consideration has spoken differently about his idea of a call making it a complex, subjective and personal process in which God selects individuals. At the very limit, each of them believes that the Bible furnishes the basic information and direction for the validation of the call into ministry. While admitting to the possibility of supernatural activities such as dreams, visions, prophecies, etc., as the means of calling, Heward-Mills claims his calling was simple and
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teaches a simplified, practical means to a call. He presents God’s call in three simple steps. First, it is the burning desire to serve God in whatever capacity he is calling the individual into. For example, he experienced a strong desire to evangelise the world resulting ultimately in his leaving the youth ministry he was involved with at the time.\textsuperscript{168} Secondly, one must respond faithfully to the call with simplicity. Then, the individual begins to feel the confirmation of the call as he or she begins to bear fruit and grow in ministry.\textsuperscript{169} This pathway to the claim of God’s call informs how many LCI young men respond to leadership. Beyond this process, some members had claimed further spiritual experiences in addition.\textsuperscript{170}

Otabil’s treatment of God’s call in 2017 was more from a philosophical perspective. He defined God’s call as one’s service or response to a spiritual or societal need. The call is, therefore, a problem solving demand that God places on the individual. It is therefore, an opportunity to show oneself as being useful and relevant to people. In focusing on the end-product of a call, the assumption is that other pieces of information and teaching presented in church will provide information to the intervening spiritual experiences one received during the fulfilment of God’s call.

Tackie-Yarboi characterizes God’s call as being supernatural in nature and demands personal sacrifices and commitment. No one with a great call of God on his or her life found things rosy from the start. However, doing what one believes God has ordered is indicative of how much honour and faith one has in God. As persons called by God walk with him, the call gradually becomes clearer with time. God’s calling is a
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continuous affair. God makes fresh demands at the different stages of ministry that catapults a person into higher levels of leadership.

The story of callings in Charismatic Churches in Ghana turns out to be mazy and multi-levelled. At the surface it appeared that, the calling on the life of the leader was all that mattered. The church founder admittedly gave direction and “life” to the church in a fundamental way. It is therefore, appropriate to describe the founder’s call as the church’s primary or proton calling. To succeed, however, this proton calling must receive and work with other sub-callings of followers that will dovetail into the main one. Furthermore, sub-callings must work laterally together to help in church governance. Ultimately, callings have become an unending cycle of leadership selection, development and reproduction.

2.6 The Anointing

Closely linked to the call is the concept of anointing which is equivalent to the energy that drives the call. The concept of anointing is so pervasively used in Pentecostal circles that it has become difficult to find simple definitions. Asamoah-Gyadu describes the anointing as a special appropriated, transferable, mediated power from God that brings healing, miracles and even increased social status.\(^{171}\) While agreeing in essence, Omenyo adds that the anointing is responsible for hermeneutics because the “Holy Spirit is the best teacher”.\(^{172}\) This idea of direct instruction from the Holy Spirit could be the source of controversy as people clash over personal subjective interpretations of God’s mind on some issues. Charismatics believe that each person in church by virtue of the indwelling


Holy Spirit has a measure of anointing and for some ministry. Some anointings are, however, bigger than others. Here, two associated verses on the anointing are used to by charismatics to lay claim to person and group anointing. These are:

And it shall come to pass in that day, that his burden shall be taken away from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed because of the anointing (Isaiah 10:27).

And additionally,

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the broken hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised, To preach the acceptable year of the Lord (Luke 4:18-19).

These verses deductively advocate the need to be anointed like Jesus.

In Pentecostal-charismatic praxis, the anointing is characterised as the working of the Holy Spirit in people’s lives. In this sense, it is presented as the portion, the quantity, or the units of God’s resident power in a person or groups of people; his unction. The anointing has multiple abilities in problem solving, providing inspiration, bringing revelations, deliverance from demons, procuring healings, miracles, and works in fostering relationships. The orthodox position in the reception of the anointing among charismatics is by receiving the baptism of the Holy Spirit, followed by prayer and holy living. However, some ministers claim they unexpectedly received God’s anointing by the grace and discretion of God. Prophet Yaw Annor of ICGC, for example, started dreaming and predicting future events before he knew God had called him into that
This aspect of grace associated with the anointing was commonly rendered in the Akan dialect during the heydays of the AICs as “wo enya adom,” to wit, God has poured his ministerial gifts and power—grace, on that individual. This expression is made usually to connote an involvement in active ministry.

With regard to leadership, the anointing on the life of the church founders provides their endorsements for ministry and not because of any biblical training or certificate. Consequently, the nature and size of the anointing, which can be described in Weberian terms as well as charisma determines leadership performance to a great degree. Indeed, it was common to hear founders of Charismatic Churches mostly, and occasionally branch pastors, to be introduced as the “one whose obedience and anointing have made this (activity, church, etc.) possible. In that understanding, anointing becomes synonymous with leadership. Then, leadership dynamics intrinsically become operational. This is because the varieties of types and sizes of anointing produce various levels of sub-leaders and pastors at different times and within different circumstances.

One important observation to be made was that the call and anointing that resulted in the founding of LCI, ICGC and VBCI has had profound implications for their internal church cultures as they reflect deeply the personalities of their founders. The resultant differences in church ethos and culture aptly fit the clan variations in line with the methodological conceptualisation employed. While, the extent of insistence on church planting separates LCI from the rest, the pursuit of leadership distinguishes ICGC. Similarly, VBCI’s perseverance at having man fully occupy the earth under Adam’s mandate sets it apart. It does not matter however which anointing they operate, the features
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of glossolalia, a spirituality based on fundamental scriptural interpretation, soul winning and a quest for Holy Spirit power in resolving some of life’s difficulties, remain a common culture value for the Pentecostal-charismatic community comprising ICGC, LCI and VBCI.

2.7 Founder’s Preparation and Stepping Out

In response to God’s call and indication of the anointing, founders of Charismatic Churches stepped out and started the processes of church formation literally launching into the unknown. They did so amidst faith in God, optimism and great expectations on one hand, but fears within and without, prayerfully looking to God. In so stepping out, the church founders exhibited different types of leadership behaviours concurrently, successively and rotationally. They became emergent leaders in their fledgling congregations. Here, Cenac qualifies leadership emergence to be fluid.\textsuperscript{178} As pioneering leaders, they were entrepreneurs as well. They brought people and ideas together for church growth and at the same time put in the work necessary to make the churches succeed. Concurrently, the leaders acted as situational leaders answering the needs of their few people in variable contexts. In all these, they provided the attraction of charisma to their followers.

As a result of at least two centuries of TWMC work in Ghana, the idea of formal ministerial preparation before ordination and stepping out into ministry was expected by the public in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{179} This was also true of the Assemblies of God as a Pentecostal
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denomination that appointed their ministers only after they have graduated from either the Northern or Southern Bible Colleges.\footnote{Gbekor Leadership Patterns.} This paradigm changed with the founders of Charismatic Churches, who like Harris,\footnote{David A Shank, “Le Pentecôtisme Du Prophète William Wadé Harris,” \textit{Archives de Sciences Sociales Des Religions} 105, no. Janvier-Mars (1999): 51–70.} were self-appointed claiming a deep knowledge of the scriptures and a special relationship with God in the form of charisma. Consequently, they were not under any hierarchical system.

It would not be entirely correct to present a picture in which Charismatic Church founders come into their church ministries \textit{tabula rasa} in spite of the lack of formal theological education. They had all had informal hands on training. Otabil had been involved with the Kanda Fellowship in Accra as a leader.\footnote{Jonas Cofie, Author Interview, 24/11/17.} Tackie-Yarboi was serving as a pastor with the Ghana Evangelical Church and then worked with Jesus People a Christian Fellowship before founding VBCI which he now leads.\footnote{Tackie-Yarboi, Author Interview, 27/5/18.} Similarly, Heward-Mills was the branch leader of the Calvary Road Singers first in Legon and later at Korle Bu. In an era in the 1970s where a few evangelically based churches could be found in Accra, these leaders literally pastored their members in Christian fellowships as quasi-church groups. What were mostly lacking at the time they started their churches included formal liturgies, doctrines, ethos, and polities, which they had to create or innovate from scratch.

The process of stepping out to found churches though glamorous looking today were carried out in difficult leadership circumstances. As Eastwood Anaba succinctly put it when he spoke at the ICGC Calvary Temple’s 2017 convention in Sakumo, Accra. “When we started there were practically no people ahead of us to emulate. We had few
people we could go to for help. Consequently, we had to work very hard at finding our way and being self-reliant. Therefore, the job we have done has been a difficult task.”

In addition to learning on the job, the founders had to sacrifice their comforts. Otabil resigned his job with the Ministry of Information, Tackie-Yarboi of VBCI left his pastorate and Heward-Mills abandoned his medical practice as a doctor. In so doing, they presented a belief in God and showed their followers the way to go in establishing new churches.

It must be stated, in closing this sub-section, that though Charismatic Church founders in this research have succeeded in forming churches, they are only among those who succeeded. Many more church entrepreneurs fail completely or wobble and limp along the path of church formation. Success, inarguably demanded, that the initial group formed was transformed from what by the characterisation of Weber is a prophetic-type group run completely as a one-man organisation, to a multiple leadership one, even if it would remain a single independent church.

2.8 Starting a Typical Independent Charismatic Church

When Charismatic Church founders stepped out to form churches, they launched into the unknown by their faith in God. They moved away from the fellowships they had being part of and founded independent churches. As independent churches, they were
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at this time not sophisticated in their organisation.\textsuperscript{186} The observed relatively simple organisational states of the recently formed branches of these churches corroborate this information. There was a great deal of informality and volunteering among members. Typically, people appointed to play various roles were changed and or reshuffled. The senior pastors at this point practically and actively occupied the roles of father, organizer, pastors and leader. At this stage, the churches hired meeting premises because they were too weak financially to own their properties.\textsuperscript{187} In addition, church equipment available for services were rather basic and did not consist of the full complement of a band’s instruments. At this stage, the pastor as leader controlled almost every little detail involved in church running. Informality and quick decision-making characterised these churches. Otabil, therefore, testifies of how upset some church members got when he decided to introduce formal office hours and the booking of appointments to see him.\textsuperscript{188}

One positive characteristic of Charismatic Churches is their ability to learn quickly in organising their church services. The need to do the best that was possible for God on the first score as well as their desire for success drive this attribute. They continuously imbibed, global influences through videos, Television, and other images on how they could decorate their places of worship which they hired at this stage. Charismatic Churches then decorated their hired places as best as was financially and physically possible. Therefore, hired premises like the cinema halls, classrooms and even beer bars were converted to church sanctuaries during their services times.

Paul Gifford who elsewhere has written critically of Charismatic Churches and their penchant towards financial abuse of members was impressed when he visited ICGC’s
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services at the Baiden Powell Hall in 1993. This was nine years after the church had been formed. Apart from reporting that ICGC had a closed circuit television for its overflow worshippers on Sunday mornings he wrote:

The whole service is remarkably professional: the logistical feats of organising back to back services for such numbers, and of taking offerings during them, are accomplished by armies of stylishly uniformed ushers. The church's myriad activities are advertised, financial matters are disclosed, including the takings of the previous Sunday (in March 1994 nearly 1.5 million cedis, (about US$1800). The service remains, however, extremely personal.\(^\text{189}\)

The glowing review of ICGC by Gifford has not been the same in the community of Ghanaian Pentecostals. This differentiation is indicative of the dissimilarities in ethos fostered by church clan culture. Charismatic churches right from their formation have shown differences in nature that has resulted in the types of organisations they have turned out to be. Typically, the older they get and move away from their initial characteristics, the more their clan characteristics evolve with alignment in similarities in some areas like broad polity declarations contrasted by greater diversities in details of polity implementation.

### 2.9 Casting and Implementing Vision

Charismatic Church leaders do not only cast church vision for members to follow but also strongly encourage them to do the same for their personal lives. As a proviso, it is important to indicate that there is a constant call to vision in different aspects of Ghanaian life, therefore, necessitating a distinguishing depiction of what Charismatic

Church leaders describe as vision. Within the context of Charismatic Churches, one encounters an appropriation that employs a secular Weberian paradigm of vision alongside its spiritual one. Consequently, Aubrey Malphurs, the evangelical writer on vision designates vision as “A clear challenging picture of the future of the ministry as you believe that it can and must be”. It is with this in mind that Forney proposes that Christian vision must be cast from the revelation of Jesus as Lord and be presented from the sense of hope and goodness that this revelation brings.

Charismatic Churches regularly talk about vision within the context of a dual spiritual-human nature and yet treat them similarly. Spiritually, Charismatic Church founders claim God speaks to them in a variety of ways that includes impressions in their hearts or spirit, dreams, visions and prophecies. Then they apply their wisdom and knowledge to cast vision for their churches. These two sources of vision are considered as God-inspired and thus treated similarly. Currently, Heward-Mills’ vision is to plant 25000, churches in the next twenty-five years. To attain this, he is hoping to train 100,000 people, ordain 10,000 ministers and consecrate 1,000 Bishops. Otabil would continue to shape visions of people and raise leaders. Tackie-Yarboi for his part seeks to raise the foundations to many generations.
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Church founders and leaders also show their members how to respond to the visions they declare. Habakkuk 2:2-3 has been the standard scripture for teaching church members how to respond to vision:

And the LORD answered me, and said, Write the vision, and make it plain on tables, that he may run that reads it. For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because it will surely come, it will not tarry.

Contextually, this scripture does speak to God’s judgement against Israel for rebellion. Yet by hermeneutically ignoring this key component, charismatics make their vision clear through announcements and writing. Since vision works toward the future wellbeing of these churches, the leaders by practice present yearly themes as a way of charting practical courses towards the vision. Therefore, LCI in 2017 had a vision that said “This Good God,” VBCI had “My Year of Priesthood” and ICGC, “Leadership.” From these thematic positions, church activities receive both focus and guidance. Again, vision implementation should be urgent. Therefore, the words speed and urgency are catch phrases among the church workers of LCI.

As Charismatic Churches grow the aspect of carrying vision through forcefully “by faith,” has seen a modification towards more practical Weberian bureaucratic management. Funding has become an important factor in carrying out visions hence their constant fund raising activities. Non-existent resources needed to implement vision is mobilised and appropriated by faith, planning and management principle. Yet, critics are unimpressed claiming that these churches are able to fund their visions because they hoodwink their followers and milk them dry.

The implementation of vision has not only procured church growth and stability but it has become a personal leadership phenomenon. Church members responding to
corporate visions have become leaders in different ways. Some of these members report they did find personal visions for themselves within the greater church vision and therefore serve their churches without much conflict.

2.10 Church Founding as Leadership Entrepreneurship

In addition to being visionary, Charismatic Church founders act as entrepreneurs. They invest in church establishment processes to reap church organisations. In this, they are not alone. Entrepreneurship must extend to other leaders who pioneer new activities within their church, such as church planting pastors. Sven Ripsas believes that an entrepreneur is someone who pursues a business opportunity without regard to the resources at hand. This is a human quality that depends on different traits such as psychological, social, cultural as well as economic factors. In this regard, Charismatic Church founders practically fit this mould.\textsuperscript{194} They, armed initially with charisma only, have been able to found churches that are now denominations. The biblical figure Abraham remains one of the most important models of faith based leader-entrepreneurs in charismatic theology. Indeed one of the key scriptures that promote the prosperity praxis hinges on the wealth Abraham accumulated from a position of abject poverty.\textsuperscript{195}

In characterising founders and sub-leaders of Charismatic Churches as entrepreneurial, some of their qualities were identified by conducting simple interviews with church members. On average, church members believed that a Charismatic Church leader’s primary qualification to entrepreneurship is his being born again, baptised with

\textsuperscript{195} Galatian 3:5-18.
the Holy Spirit. Then he must believe, motivate and invest in the production of supernatural living for his people. He must envision abundance by faith and have a degree of enthusiasm about him. He should not be easily discouraged by criticism and must be resilient, pushing against the limits of that which would normally draw others down. In addition, the founder must be innovative, capable of assembling and organising the necessary personnel and resources and lead in the setting up as well as running an organization that produce results. In the process he as an entrepreneur must be strong-willed, communicate vision, able to make his followers implement it, take risks, and must be able to apply neo-charismatic principles of leadership.

Most of these points summarised above are also present in secular literature as well. The main difference here between Christian entrepreneurial leadership and secular ones is the God factor. Charismatic Churches are founded in God’s name while people found businesses in their own names. Logically, God should be the source of all things, the material provider, the bulwark that anchors faith and the one who completes what Charismatic Church leaders start. Therefore, maintaining a vibrant relationship with him is vital aspect of a veritable Charismatic Christian entrepreneurial leadership. This relationship should be deeper than just being born again, which is only the beginning.

Charismatic Churches as products of entrepreneurial activities show a great dependence on the personal push and drive of their pastors. The drive of their leaders determines momentously how far and how fast the churches grow. Goals, targets and objectives that are couched alongside church leaders’ visions have evidentially bolstered growth. In this regard, churches have followed models of deliberate growth most times as
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founder-entrepreneurs dream up better strategies and systems of growth. Therefore, and summarily, the nature and characteristics of the leaders mark their churches. No wonder the personal names of church founders are synonymous with their official names, hence: ICGC-Mensa’s church, LCI-Dag’s church and VBCI-Tackie's church.

One important entrepreneurial factor that necessities addressing is the amount of physical hard work needed to support inner drive when building a denomination from a single church. The work is both private and public. Privately, these leaders spend hours on end in prayer and fasting, Bible studies and self-tutelage on a large number of subjects. This is evident in the contributions they make in their sermons to remain relevant to their congregations, borrowing examples and applications from fields wide and near. One senior Bishop of VBCI expressed his admiration for the reading abilities of Tackie-Yarboi saying, “He likes to read. He has read a lot on doctrines and many happenings in the world. You never know what he will ask us to read next.”198 The story is not different with Heward-Mills. His books have appropriate anecdotes and illustrations that are evidential of his self-tutoring abilities. Indeed, he admits how many things he has had to learn and the skills he had had to gather along the years as a pastor.199 He claimed to have been involved in decision-making, architecture, construction, law, etc., in the course of doing his job. Similarly, Otabil’s success as a denominational pastor with a focus on leadership is marked by his personal artistic creativity and his quest for and accumulation of personal knowledge.200

Publicly, Charismatic Church pastors have such busy lives that appear punishing. Though they normally do not complain because they constantly present themselves as

198 Adja Cofie, former General Secretary Victory Bible Church International, 2017
199 Heward-Mills preaching on Sweet Melody FM in Accra, 10/8/16
200 Otabil has been involved in some of the artistic design used for posters as well as stage and hall decoration.
loving what they do— the hours, the energy, the exertion and the mental capacity for preaching multiple sermons a day are heavily exacting. In addition, they spend long hours at their church offices in meetings, writing books and other such works. The result of this involvement is to have church cultures in which followers having learnt the ways of their pastors work sacrificially hard and for long hours. Ultimately, their work ethic as a form of leadership reflects on their sub-leaders and followers.

2.11 Leadership Multiplication

It is a fact that a Charismatic Church must be able to develop the right calibre of core leadership after its founding to make it grow. The raising of sub-leaders from the founder’s charisma mostly fits Weber’s theory of leadership routinisation. However, there is a point of departure in that the founders of these Charismatic Churches are currently the ones routinizing their charismas instead of their followers and in their lifetimes. This, therefore, suggests that the processes of leadership multiplication should benefit from other paradigmatic considerations to reflect reality. Consequently, the Distributed Leadership (DL) theory of leadership multiplication is employed to complement Weberian routinisation. This theory is useful here because it both works with neo-charismatic leadership styles and as well aptly captures the phenomenon of leadership development in Charismatic Churches in Ghana. The paradigm of DL posits that organisational leadership is dispersed among formal and informal leaders. In addition, the interaction between leaders and followers shape leadership and the organisation.201 Emergent leaders are deliberately encouraged and groomed through acts of empowerment organised by their
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leaders.\textsuperscript{202} It furthermore supports entrepreneurial forms of leadership that characterise Charismatic Churches.\textsuperscript{203} Significantly, this paradigm allows church members to metamorphose without threatening their leaders while preserving hierarchy. This is an important factor considering that leadership secession is an ever-present concern for church founders. So then how do Charismatic Churches develop multilevel leaderships as discussed above?

In 2017, there were two routes by which people got involved at different levels of Charismatic Church leadership. First, charisma is transmitted through informal hands-on processes within small church groups such as cell groups for intimate fellowship and service groups known as departments. The departments provide specific specialised services to the churches and thus offer opportunities for service. Ordinary members joining departments may teach, lead prayer, usher people, evangelise, etc. These small groups develop their own distributed leadership hierarchal structures within individual churches and across denominations. This is an important stage of church leadership devolution as some people obtain their first leadership experience. In fact, both Church founders and their subordinate-leaders encourage people to serve and end up empowering their potential leaders. Naturally, as people serve, those with the potential to become leaders emerge based on efficiency and charisma exhibition. In time, and opportunity granting, they would be recommended for higher responsibilities that may make them both multiply in charisma and serve within multilevel leadership. Ultimately, this could be a route to becoming deacons, elders and pastors.

\textsuperscript{202} Ibid.

This simple explanation gradually modifies in details as Charismatic Churches become better organised. Therefore, while charisma routinisation and dispersion increases in banality within the churches with more people serving, the level of sophistication of multi-dimensional leadership formation correspondingly increase. By 2017, Charismatic Churches depended more on formal training in appointing pastors. This is an interesting development considering that the founders of VBCI, LCI and ICGC did not have formal theological education themselves. Yet, they have entered the mode, in which like the TWMCs, would be raising churches that ultimately become so bureaucratic in nature that charisma may become nascent and have lesser experiences of the Holy Spirit as they do now. VBCI for example has relied on the Victory Bible School, a two-year full-time diploma programme for would be full-time pastors.

LCI also has its formal and informal training regimes. The Anagkazo Bible and Ministry Training Centre formerly Anagkazo Bible School first started as a one-year part-time programme in 1996. With time, it changed its course structure to two years and subsequently a four-year full-time pastors’ and ministries training outfit, the Anagkazo Bible and Ministry Training Centre (ABMTC) since 2004. It now operates from a new ultra-modern campus located at Tutu on the Akwapim Ridge of Ghana. Trainees usually become full-time ministers and missionaries upon graduating. Informal hands-on training in LCI similarly follows a different process compared to IGCC and VBCI. In addition to the practical skill acquisition with home cells and church planting, no one can be a church worker from the level of shepherd or cell group upwards leader without passing EIB’s examinations. This way people can become pastors who are mostly tent-makers without entering any institution. I describe this as formal-informal preparation. Whether one trains for full-time or part-time pastoral work, church planting is an inalienable part of the study curriculum to satisfy. It is important to make this observation though before proceeding,
that although, formal Bible School training aims primarily at preparing people in the sponsoring churches, their institutions do train students from other churches.

ICGC also has its unique processes of formal training in addition to the informal one. First, there is the School of Divinity of the Central University whose training is more academically oriented. Then, there is the Daniel Institute open to university graduates who are up to twenty-five years. It started initially as a series of programmes of equipment for young people in 2005 under different names. In 2010, it became The Daniel Institute. The Daniel Institute is ICGC’s version of seminary that primes people for future leadership. Thirdly, there is the Living Word School of Ministry, founded in 1998 to provide a two-year part-time ministerial training for people who would not be able to go through the demanding rigours of the other two institutions. It therefore, provides hands on tools for starting and running churches.

There is evidence from quality of staff and curricula of these Charismatic Church Bible schools that they are getting stronger in academic training progressively as compared to the beginning of their formal education processes. Nevertheless, apart from Central University’s School of Divinity that follows nationally accredited courses, the rest do not. This is because there is in part the suspicion from these churches that government accredited theological courses are not empowering enough for the kinds of products the churches would want to have. They have continued, therefore, to pursue their own courses. Their courses are then formulated to help their particular churches grow based on the vision of their founders and the direction of their churches. This is another important way of routinising and dispersing charisma.
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204 In line with this thinking, there is a public plaque at the Anagkazo Institute Campus warning with biblical curses against its conversion into a secular university.
One important reason why training whether formal or informal is important is because it is a way of quality assurance in doctrine, ethos, etc.\textsuperscript{205} Yet there are practical problems of costs that confront both the churches and the individual student as school fees have to be paid directly or in the form of scholarship. None of the churches cover the full cost of all tuition and boarding although different schemes of scholarship exist. These difficulties ultimately affect the abilities of these churches to produce more leaders. Ehianu, observing Pentecostal pastoral training in Nigeria, reported shorter training periods and cheaper costs. This is not altogether true for Charismatic Church training in Ghana who operate full-time seminaries and universities. His assertion however, remains true for those who follow the informal ministerial training programmes.\textsuperscript{206} He also broaches the tension between education and anointing, insisting that church members would always want to have an anointed man and if he is well-educated the better. While this observation is true, the Charismatic Churches for the moment are using pastors they themselves have trained and not from an overly academic perspective. While it is possible that the charismatics themselves will so routinize charisma for it to become nascent, that unlikely situation is yet to be experienced.

This brief discussion of charisma routinisation alongside the distributive multiplication of leadership in Charismatic Churches should not end without noting this fact that most charismatics do not necessarily become church leaders. There are issues of the call of God and anointing that attract people to service. I did observe in general that, the bigger the church, the less the people who get involved proportionately in church work and by extension the exercise leadership. For example, for a church with two hundred members, it is likely to find about twenty to thirty people involved in leadership at different

\textsuperscript{205} Jonas Cofie, Dean of Victory Bible College, Author Interview, 14/8/17
levels. This contrasts with about forty-five to sixty people in a church of about five hundred people. In percentage terms, this is 10-15% for the small church and 09-12% for the big church.

2.12 Conclusion

Empirically, change, is one of the most important ingredients of dynamics that has pervaded every aspect of Charismatic Churches since they were formed as Christian organisations. The churches, considered here as clans, have changed in organization, size and spread. Its people have become more sophisticated and those who were part of the founding core have attained social or ministerial upward mobility. In all these changes, many leaders have emerged from the very early church members who continue to fellowship with them. Additionally, the church founders themselves have changed in different ways.

Using theory and empirical information, it has been established that Charismatic Church subordinate pastors operate in various leadership capacities and roles. The founders who started the leadership stories in their churches have actively promoted their form of leadership and raised many others. The picture is one of a continuous leader-producing organism with different outlets and specimens. The aggregated actions of the different leaders can conclusively be described as a leadership dynamics. Its dynamics lies in the constant changing of numbers of different tiers of leaders. Not only that, but there is also an ever changing positivity in qualities. Therefore, what the leadership situation was yesterday is different from today, and most likely, will be for tomorrow. The leadership dynamics here goes beyond mere rhetoric because it is making a difference in
the lives of those it is affecting and this is one of the reasons why people in Charismatic Churches aspire to leadership. There will indeed be no lack of leaders as long as things remain the way they are. It is conclusively undeniable that leadership is a state of flux, but more than a fluid situation just for its own sake, this is a strategic flux, a dynamics, which continues to affect Charismatic Church leadership positively. These conclusions are concordant with and within the theoretical framework of this research.
CHAPTER 3

FOLLOWERS AS PARTNERS OF LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE

3.1 Introduction

Charismatic Church leadership and governance dynamics as discussed in the last chapter will be impossible without the congregants who follow their leaders. The study of who a follower is, together with the associated processes falls under followership. Like leadership, followership has been difficult to define. Nevertheless, Rost defines it thus: “Followers are the people who follow.” This notion is, however, countered by Shamir and others who argue that followers are rather partners with leaders in securing organisational functioning. They consequently reconstruct a followership paradigm in which followers are smart, assertive and influential participants in organisations.

In retrospect, Weber had recognised the important role of followers in his routinisation discussions that holds true for both secular and church bureaucracies. Weber’s routinisation of leadership charisma in which the charismatic authority figure is central and his followers the necessary hangers-on should therefore be interpreted as much a conceptualisation of followership. In this paradigm, the followers of the charismatic prophet-type figure were critical to identification and conferment of charismatic authority
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on leaders. Furthermore, Routinisation was the outcome of the desire by followers of a charismatic figure to make the benefits of charisma permanently present. This results in reconstructing charisma as an organisational attribute. Followers as church clan members were, therefore, both the procurers and consumers of the product of routinisation. It should be expected then that even within the variations in the conditions for routinisation in Charismatic Churches in Ghana, church members would continue to both orchestrate and enjoy the outcomes of routinisation with their leaders. This is a cardinal point to be made for the followership of Charismatic Church founders.

Principally, it was Robert E Kelly who first pioneered followership as an independent field away from classical leadership considerations as had been widely held within Weberian thinking about forty years ago. He grouped followers according to typologies. Kelly identified critical and uncritical followers as well as active or passive ones in five permutations. These included the alienated follower who is a passive, independent minded critic of the leader. Then, there were the yes-people who as conformists were active in organisational affairs but also completely uncritical of decisions.” Kelly also identified the sheep or passive followers who neither criticised, nor were active. This behaviour is one burdened with inertia because it tends to be dependent on the ideal type follower. The effective follower typology cared deeply about the organisation, was active and at the same time a critical thinker who made positive contributions. Finally, there were the pragmatists who as survivors in organisations construct their followership styles on the exigencies of the moment. This means that their
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actions in the organisation were basically to protect themselves.214 Since then studies in followership has increased with more theories.

Before Kelly’s intervention, followers had always been considered in relation to leadership concepts making leaders the most significant members of an organisation. Since then, the idea of a silent and inconsequential followership is no longer held in organisations and this should include Charismatic Churches. Essentially, Kelly’s main point about the characterisations he made was that followers were not passive or unimportant participants in organisations. They pursue deliberate agenda and determine how they want to behave. In this connection, Uhl-Bien et al consider the situation where followership always featured as an appendage of leadership to be a great omission. Leadership, they argue, cannot be that one sided because “without followers and following behaviours there is no leadership.”215 Indeed, Dixon describes the redirection of the leadership studies to involve followers as a new paradigm because followers do not only contribute to leadership but are responsible for permitting emergent leadership.216 His point has been confirmed in Charismatic Churches as the routine recognition of the gifts of some church members by others result in the emergence of new leaders. There is, in fact, an overwhelming evidence that necessitates the conclusion that Charismatic Church followership is a critical component of church life without which the entire church system would break down. Here, Stacy E. Hoehl has observed, and this is true of Charismatic Churches, that followers serve God in different capacities.217 It is within this context too,

that Jesus, the founder of Christianity, served his father. He, therefore, desired that his followers would also be servants with distinction. As Apostle Peter would emphasise later, Jesus planned for his followers to become shepherds of his sheep thus elevating them to the place of leadership because the Lord himself was and is a shepherd. Congruently, the story of the growth of Charismatic Churches is equally one of followers becoming empowered and by using various forms of power to improve themselves alongside their leaders at the same time that their churches grew.

In recognition of the important roles followers play, Charismatic Church leaders have tried to raise a followership that have a participatory approach to church work. Through preaching and other means they teach, prepare, and effectively raise their followers to play their roles. Thus, in his book *The Art of Following*, Heward-Mills instructs church members on how to become effective followers of their pastors. This is a testimony to the fact that church founders and leaders who are sometimes believed to want to monopolise power recognise the necessity of having followers progress to become leaders. Nevertheless, little is empirically known about how and why Charismatic Church members contribute to the leadership and governance of their churches. These followers, who literally make the church become an organisation, are sometimes imaged as one large lump of inconsequential individuals who are completely under the thumbs of their pastors. This chapter does provide the empirical evidence that they contribute to the ever-changing Charismatic Church and leadership dynamics. Therefore, whether feasting on charisma or
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catching the anointing in different ways, charisma is to an extent routinized per Weberian postulates.

### 3.2 Pillars of Charismatic Church Followership

Empirically, I discern four important pillars that are responsible for the construction of Charismatic Church followership. They are:

1. Church members have faith in God and follow him with unquestioning loyalty. Things that belong to God, therefore, have automatic obedience to the point of great personal sacrifices.

2. Church leaders and pastors themselves follow God and are expected, if not more, to hold to the same ethical values as their followers. Where this becomes absent a church’s fate becomes jeopardised.

3. Concurrently, church members follow their leaders as a means of following and obeying God as part of their faith walk. Therefore, they follow God as they follow their leaderships.

4. Church leaders reciprocally follow their members as they tailor some of their leadership behaviours to the dictates of their members. This last point was borrowed from Maroosis.221
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Practically, these four pillars of followership are permanently present in ICGC, LCI and VBCI, irrespective of the dynamics that occur with leadership. Consequently, the mind-set, beliefs, attitudes, sacrifices and energy to follow church leaders are considered ultimately as a means to please God through followership. These then make followership in Charismatic Churches a faith issue whose evaluation cannot be fully made using regular secular organizational instruments. It was observed during this research that individual Christians in the sample churches showed variable commitments in their roles as followers as Kelly has pointed out. It was difficult to empirically determine exactly the extent to which a person followed God or how loyally they followed their leaders. However, capturing the extent of leader-follower behaviours within the pillars of followership as formulated above may provide the theoretical basis of future quantitative measurements.

For, it is the total reciprocal responses between followers and church leaders that confer on each Charismatic Church its current characteristics. The founders of Charismatic Churches who number but few cannot constitute vibrant churches by themselves. Church founders rely on members for all kinds of resources including the principal matter of church finances. In addition, the characteristics of people who gather around the church founder contribute greatly to the contextual dynamics of the church. Evidentially, what language is effective for worship, the complexity of teaching, the level of understanding of issues discussed, the knowledge economy, the church sociology and many other factors depend on church membership. It is their responses to their pastors that determine the course the church travels.

My understanding of the role of church followership as I have embarked on this work can be explained by the following example. If the Charismatic Church were a modern car, the founder(s) and pastors constitute the brain box, which is the centre controlling
almost all activities. The congregation then is the rest of the car that include the chassis, the engine and its interiors. Without the brain box, the rest of the car systems may not function at all or may malfunction. On the other hand, the brain box alone does not constitute a car. It is therefore, unequal to consider founders and leaders alone as the important units of church formation and growth. Therefore, one cannot contemplate how church members contribute to leadership without considering closely who they are, what they are, how they work and why they do so. Eventually then, the story of congregations in Charismatic Churches in Ghana becomes one consisting of ecclesiastical leadership, and their followers working out governance arrangements to strengthen their organisations. The continuous development of new leadership personnel from a followership core is a critical contribution. Nevertheless, this sometimes comes at a risk as some followers secede or remove their pastors from office. Ultimately then, the story of Ghanaian Charismatic Church leadership dynamics is also one of followership dynamics.

### 3.3 The Feast of Charisma

In the previous chapter the question of what charisma or the anointing is and its value in projecting church founders into leadership position was discussed. It is important at this stage to empirically consider charisma from the follower’s perspective, and how it ultimately contributes to leadership and governance dynamics. It cannot be emphasised enough that the anointing or charisma from the biblical perspective involving the manifestation of the Holy Spirit is the ultimate source of followership attractiveness to Charismatic Churches. This anointing is also understood to be the power of the Holy Spirit.
in action. One church member of VBCI described the voracity of church members towards the consumption of the anointing as a feast. It is a feast because of its abundance and its beneficial solution provision to those who experience it. Charismatic Church followers, therefore, come to a feast of charisma in joining churches. Interestingly, the main commodity of this feast, charisma, also described as anointing, did not have a sharp crisp definition among charismatics. Nonetheless, this did not prevent them from knowing what they were experiencing in their churches. As Agnes of ICGC succinctly put it, “I recognise charisma when I see it. It is like the wind in different ways but leaves a permanent good effect in people’s lives or memories. Like Jesus’ description of the wind, no one knows where it comes from but it can be felt.” Church members conceive leaders’ charisma—the move of the Holy Spirit in founders’ lives—by the ability to preach with power, supernatural presence and occurrences, ability to move the hand of God in their favour and the working of miracles. Safety from demonic powers including deliverance is also an important qualification.

The commonality of desire for charisma in its various forms is intrinsically communal within Charismatic Churches. Followers come to this feast of charisma pursuing the evidence or testimonies about the ministry of the man of God or pastor. Like the practices in African Traditional Religion, the founders who do not meet the expectation of some followers lose them. The more powerful the pastor in the areas they promise, the greater the followership who are willing to make both personal and corporate sacrifices. Some even suffer deprivation to ensure they experience the ministry of their pastors. Therefore, the ability to deliver in accordance with the promises of the type of
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charismatic ministry promised is critical to sustaining and growing church membership. Ultimately, and has been repeated in diverse ways in this work, followers aspire and become participants of the feast of charisma by growing their own charismas and even generating their own supernatural outcomes through prayer. Therefore, the maturing church members become both consumers, producers and expenders of charisma, the latter leading to leadership positions and behaviours. While they continue to be fed charisma by their leaders, they in turn help others.

It is insightful to note that church members have not only been attracted to its positive usage of charisma. There is evidence in Ghanaian Pentecostalism that occasionally, church founders and leaders with unorthodox doctrines attract people to their feasts of charisma. These leaders succeeded in exercising power over their followers through the type of supernatural outcomes they were credited with. During this work, I met different people with varied attitudes towards those who manifested charisma. There were those with evangelical intellectual views who compared whatever was available at any given charisma feast with God’s word and dissociated with ministries they considered errant. To the contrary, there were a large number of people, among them young intellectuals, who surprisingly were prepared to put a pastor or leaders charisma above his moral conduct. Some of these people were prepared to experience charisma no matter the indiscretions associated with it. This attitude could be one other explanation for the continued growth of Charismatic Church membership as well as the continued claims of exploitation that some members suffered from their pastors. Charismatic expressions of

226 Conversations by author with different Charismatic Church students at the University of Ghana Campus. By 2017, there was a phenomenon of students starting churches on campus.
God’s power then becomes a vital desire for some charismatics who see themselves both as beneficiaries and providers to the feast of charisma.

In becoming providers, such followers eventually become leaders in their churches because they would need a willing people to minister to, and their church organisations do provide the platform. It must, however, be emphasised here that in coming to the feast of charisma, church members do not think about leadership as first point of call. They are interested in the power and benefits of charisma in their lives. This is what makes them follow leaders and become church members. The processual development of leadership and governance that come to be associated with the feast of charisma occurs as an eventuality. So then, the feast of charisma does provide processes that fuel developments in Charismatic Churches.

### 3.4 The Risk of Belonging

The charisma exhibited by church leaders at the inception of their organisation was really an invitation to followership to take risks. Followers who helped church founders go through these risky moments helped them formulate, stabilise and grow their leadership abilities. Today, as these resultant churches like ICGC, LCI, and VBCI have become established, the risk element has reduced to the extent that it even appeared advantageous to join these churches. Church members who joined Charismatic Church founders at the beginning of their ministries came for different reasons. There were those who were not active practising Christians and who became born again or converted to Christ. These
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people knew nothing else at the time they joined their Charismatic Churches apart from the person who led them to Christ. Yet, there were those Christians from other churches who risked coming to the founder’s meetings because of a felt need. When things worked for them or they received miracles under the Charismatic founder’s ministry they stayed or left. Some who stayed did so out of gratitude and loyalty while others positioned themselves thus to receive more breakthroughs (a terminology that is freely used among charismatics to indicate new, greater and better situations in different aspects of life). Those who stayed on took risks with the founders and their fledgling churches because they did not know how things would finally end and whether they would be hurt in the process or not.

The risky nature of aligning oneself with fledgling Charismatic Church founders was sharply pronounced in the case of those who came from well-established churches such as the Presbyterian Church or Church of Pentecost. They always had the right to go back to their original churches but many of them did stay. By their decisions, they abandoned better structured church polity, predictability, stability and orderliness which were associated with their churches for the uncertainties of embryonic organisations. I particularly remember an octogenarian who twenty years ago decided to stay with a Charismatic Church after the church buried its first deceased member. She had kept contact with the Methodist church where she had belonged for fear that “these charismatics would not be able to bury me with dignity.” However, after what she saw, her mind was made up and she moved her membership. She measured her risk in following the anointing. Again, the case of a highly placed business official that attended a recently set-up Charismatic Church further illustrates the point. This gentleman had to struggle with his
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image as well as the fear of being seen by his associates because he had joined a bunch of radical young men whose teachings and Christian behaviour run counter to the established church norms of the day. He avers today that it was worth the risk. These are only two examples that indicate the different types of risks people were asked to undertake in joining a brand new church that had started from the scratch. I must say many of these people were older than their pastors but the anointings they were chasing, more than made up for their fears.

Some of the fears expressed by people with regard to the risks involved in joining Charismatic Churches have proven to be founded. Not all Charismatic Churches have survived their existence, thus leaving some members stranded. Without a doubt then, the anointing of Charismatic Church pastors does not make them invincible all by itself. These churches did not survive their formation for many reasons that included bad leadership and governance practices. There was this pastor for example, who used confidential information of his congregation to preach. As he was independent and not being supervised by more senior pastors, his church members left him en masse because he refused to change the way he did things citing the call on his life as an alibi. Ultimately, his bad reputation and his unwillingness to admit his unethical behaviour cost him his ministry. Another flourishing church in Accra collapsed because the founder had a fornication problem. As the girls in the small church began to compare notes and make public the escapades of their pastor, the church became defunct and the pastor has not been able to restart another one. Then there were instances when the church had only the

229 Testimony shared at the La Beach branch of the Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship, 23/8/2005.
231 Churches like Festal Sound Ministries, Liberty Valley Temple and others are now defunct.
232 Former church member, Author Interview, 28/3/2000.
233 Former church member, Author Conversation, 10/9/2016.)
pastor and his immediate and faithful family members attending church. After years of stagnation, poverty and lack of growth forced him to shut down his work and join another church. The phenomenon in which struggling pastors submitted their churches to more anointed ministries was rife between 1979 and early 2000s. Some pastors became junior ministers in the new churches they joined. However, one or two left the new ministries altogether claiming they were called to lead and did not hear well from God when they gave up their churches. The effects collapsed churches have on congregations are not that simple. A praise leader who left her church to join a new Charismatic Church did not know what to do after the collapse of her newly adopted church as she had burnt her bridges badly. Ultimately, she had to join another church that did not have space for her gifts of singing.

However, as with all risk taking enterprises, some church members have benefitted immensely from the charismas of some founders. The stories of success especially among those who joined the big Charismatic Churches in Ghana abound. Some of the members over the years have grown both in social and spiritual stature and have become leaders in their Charismatic Churches. It was the case that most of the people who started Victory Bible Church in 1985 had progressed through its internal systems and become pastors and lay leaders, even Bishops. They had worked hard at maximizing Victory’s strength in home cells ministry. From the leadership of their home cells they have been promoted to become leaders in church. Apart from church leadership, different informants claimed that their relationships with Christ had improved greatly in the years that have followed their joining Charismatic Churches and whatever difficulties they have been through was worth
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it. Yet, for a few others these were fruitless adventures as their expectation were either not fulfilled or crushed with time. Those who have benefited from the risk of being in Charismatic Churches become church members.

3.5 How Followers Become Church Members

Charismatic Church memberships contribute immensely to the dynamics or changes that progressively take place in church leadership and governance as these organizations grow. Initially, the question of membership was a bit uncertain until structures and processes were put in place to define membership. The initial attendees of these churches usually did not pass through any specific processes of becoming members. This is because people came to the meetings of these churches for different reasons other than to become members. With time, some of the attendees would decide to remain with the founder and the church permanently. The number of initial church attendees, the would-be church members and their willingness to stay as such depended on belief and love for the founder as well as the conditions immediately leading to the start of these churches.

In the early 1980s when ICGC and Victory started, they had the benefit of attracting some people who belonged to fellowships their founders attended. The founding Pastor of LCI for his part reported starting the church from scratch but other sources in the now defunct Calvary Road Incorporated disagree. They claim that the very first attendees belonged to their Korle Bu branch. Overwhelmingly, many of the
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youthful people attracted to Charismatic Churches were more active in their Christian Fellowships than the then existing mainline churches. The reason for this skewed behaviour was because some did not consider their churches to be evangelical or vibrant enough. Others who were looking for a better spirituality found it outside their churches.

The push factors were the perceived unwillingness of the mainline churches to adapt to the revivalist demands of their young people. Obviously, as the younger members of well-established church congregations perceived to possess little theological knowledge were not in the position to drive the changes they wanted. Their advocacy for change if any, was an uphill task which in some cases ended up in great conflict and misunderstanding between the youth and the church leaders. This dissatisfaction with the mainline churches resulted in many young people leaving to join Charismatic Churches when they emerged. No wonder they were demographically composed of young adults in the late 1980s. The reactions of TWMCs toward stopping this exodus of youth included warnings against the dangers of joining these untried “one man churches” as the Charismatic Church leaderships were characterised. Indeed, a derogatory saying by some included, “I do not attend a church I am older than.” In addition, the TWMCs started gradual reforms in ethos, music, and some aspects of spirituality.

At the same time, the experience of fervent worship and the opportunities to serve God as zealously as they desired pulled youthful mainline church members into Charismatic Churches. In addition, there were the opportunities to speak in tongues and
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experience use of supernatural gifts in what Asamoah-Gyadu described as the democratisation of the charismata.\textsuperscript{243}

In the early days, the definition of church membership was relatively liberal and depended on active association. Then as structures improved definition of who members were became more pronounced and enforced. By 2017, VBCI, ICGC and LCI had ended uncertainties surrounding membership. The churches could define who their members were. Each of them had a membership programme of study that ended with baptism and membership. They had the personal details of their members; from their names to their family size. Some LCI branches operated an instant pictorial electronic membership registration system which instantly allowed faces to be put to names. The other churches used printed pictures instead. However, these databases could become inaccurate as people moved out of their churches without informing the appropriate people. From time to time therefore, these Charismatic Churches have had to clean up and update their registers. For instance, VBCI in the months 2017 May and June embarked on a drive to clean and update their database by asking people to confirm their membership. This information is important for planning and administration. Thus, from the initial position where the church founder could be certain he was the only member, individual Charismatic Churches can now count on a stable membership numerically in different places in Ghana.

Knowing the exact members of one’s congregation held numerous advantages. It helped the churches to take a true view of their real standing in terms of size and resources. This in turn helped all kinds of mobilisation to be done for evangelism, internal work, and different projects like buildings. More important to this discussion is the fact that

committed church members are those who participate actively in the processes of leadership and governance. Their participation in leadership and governance in diverse ways help with the development of their particular church clan characteristics. For example, LCI during this research had the highest numbers of young people consisting of students and young adults proportionately. Consequently, the preaching language was simple with some typically in-house clichés. These young people mostly followed church rules enthusiastically to the extent that they appeared forcefully compelling on others. This compared to the VBCI and ICGC clans with more measured or reserved behaviours among their relatively mature congregants.

3.6 Followers and Pastoral Communication

Members of Charismatic Churches contribute to church growth through the communication they have with their founders and pastors. Pastoral communication in this context refers to the aggregate of words and actions which when communicated by leaders become the raisons d’être for church membership. The words component include teaching, preaching, books, audio CDs, video tapes and other information related to the vision of the leader and the church. The actions carried out under pastoral communication include but are not limited to miracles, healings, prophecies and other supernatural gifts related to the leader’s anointing which provide a divine authorisation of his calling. Another category regarded as a necessary part of pastoral communication consists the natural gifts, talents, character and behaviour of the church leader.

Generally, it was evident that Charismatic Church founders and pastors who showed a high degree of pastoral communication were able to attract a great following.
This is because, what and how followers received the things their pastors communicated determined fundamentally the progress the church made. Consequently, Charismatic pastoral communication though normally assessed as an effective leadership element, is in fact appropriated by followers whose responses and behaviours determines its effectiveness. So then followers determine whether their pastors have been effective or not by their responses. What was unclear and needing to be measured numerically is the extent to which the individual elements of pastoral communication weighted in the determinations made by church members.

However, between the two categories of pastor’s words and actions produced by the anointing, the latter was the most popular reason for followership. Most people wanted to experience the supernatural in their churches and were therefore attracted to pastors who manifested these qualities—‘men of power.’ Yet, there were others who preferred a good teaching ministry to a regular outpouring of the supernatural. This latter group appeared mostly to be highly educated middle to upper class intellectuals who would rather use their reasoning. Similarly, there were others who out of the disappointment of having had difficult experiences with the supernatural ministries of pastors could be described as charismatic cynics.

In general though, but particularly among the highly educated and Charismatic cynics, founders and pastors were expected to be people of high Christian and moral integrity. In the words of one interviewee, “I do not want to be in the church of a womanizer so I do not become one.” This is because charismatics believe firmly in the
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transference of spirits between leaders and their followers. In sum, the perceived or real failure by some pastors to be morally and financially transparent has led some individuals to return to some TWMCs claiming to be more comfortable with their systems of administrations.

It must be stated here, that whatever is communicated orally, by the power demonstration or character must meet a certain minimum expectation of church members. Empirically, this minimum was difficult to be measured but it appeared it had to be a standard which was generally recognisable by church members and to an extent the general public. In this case then, followers’ expectations and perceptions made a leader or pastor a good one in that understanding. Church members expected their pastors and church leaderships to provide a safe and stable worship environment for effective worship through the leadership and governance systems that were adopted and practised in the churches. Here are some suggested aggregated qualities that constitute good pastoral communication is shown in the table below:

| Communication as Preaching | Communication as Display of Charismatic Gifts | Communication as Quality of Christian Character |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eschatological—leading people to being born again, holy and expect the second coming of Christ.</th>
<th>Presence of the anointing on a regular basis accompanied by Signs, wonders, healing, etc.</th>
<th>Be credible and consistent in character in words and deeds. Be a true Christian.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prosperity oriented—comes in myriads of variants providing healing, deliverance and wealth.</td>
<td>Demonstrable prayerful lifestyle that infects others.</td>
<td>Show love and compassion, patience and be fatherly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing practical solutions relevant for earthly living.</td>
<td>Be able to do spiritual warfare.</td>
<td>Be focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophetic in nature.</td>
<td>Raise the faith levels of hearers.</td>
<td>Be warm and empathetic and have good people management skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching in approach.</td>
<td>Empower church members to live in the miraculous</td>
<td>Communicates vision regularly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Motivational with messages that encourage.

Teach and challenge members to evangelize

Make the church, leaders and pastors bond together.

Encourage people and believes in their future.

Be bold to discipline if necessary

These qualities and actions of pastoral qualification are not in any way exhaustive. Nevertheless, they provide a fair idea of what church members expect of their pastors to make them feel that they are good communicators within Charismatic Churches. In time, some anointing is communicated as well to church members who ‘catch it.’

3.7 Leader-Member Exchange Among Charismatic Followers

Followers and members of Charismatic Churches in time become leaders and in this way contribute to both followership and leadership dynamics. In Charismatic Church praxis, the real, apparent or imagined relationship between founders and pastors of congregations is highly valued by followers. This influences the phenomenon of followers becoming leaders. The process of a follower becoming a leader is the outcome of different complex processes one of which is explained by the Leader-Member Exchange Theory
(LMX). This theory conceptualises organizational leaders as forming dyads with their members. A dyad here is a special relational group consisting of two members; the church member as follower and the founder or pastor. The LMX dyad predicts a better follower attitude and output in organisations because of the special relationship between these two. This dyadic relationship is importantly responsible for the levels of commitments, sacrifices, hard work and investments that they make toward each other for the advancement of the church. In Charismatic Churches, a vertical one-dimensional dyadic relationship exists between followers and leaders because of the existing clear hierarchical structure. However, as one leader relates to many people the LMX relations become holonomic. Therefore, instead of having separate individualized relationships between pastors and church members, the pastors will have parallel dyadic relationships with other members that are all treated as part of one single unit. Similarly, other leaders form their own dyadic relationships with different people at the same time while pursuing one agenda; the church’s growth.

In particular, Charismatic followers see themselves as sons or protégés of their leaders even when they and their leaders have never met each other personally. This paradigm of member-leader relationship was found to be strong enough to induce special sacrifices among church members many of whom speak fondly of their leaders and treat them with love and respect. The LMX theory does not inform the particular thinking or beliefs reasoning among charismatics. It however provides an understanding for their behaviour. The adoption of the LMX instrument nevertheless does not fully explain why Charismatic Church members contribute to leadership at the multiple levels of hierarchies

from departmental level to becoming pastors and Bishops. There are other suggested theories like the already discussed Weberian and Distributed leadership Theory paradigms. These various theories provide further explanations and guiding framework for followers who become leaders in Charismatic Churches.

3.8 Catching the Anointing

Many Charismatic Church people aspire to be anointed like their leaders. They aspire to operate the charisma or power of the Holy Spirit in their lives that produces supernatural works. This section discusses their self-understanding as they employ various means that enable them become anointed. In the process, they engage several relational concepts towards God and their pastors. There are two main routes to catching the anointing in prevailing Charismatic Church thought. The first and general one is accessing this grace through the personal pleadings and waiting on God. The second method, which also depends ultimately on the grace of God, is by transference from an existing anointed person. In practice catching the anointing means that church members begin to manifest different gifts of the Holy Spirit while they have not yet been officially recognised as leaders. The fact that God pours his gifts on someone does indicate in Pentecostal-Charismatic praxis his sovereign choice of that person to be part of his work. This reasoning finds a biblical parallel with the acceptance of Cornelius into the church. On that occasion, the Holy Spirit’s outpouring rather than any other activity forced Peter and his company to recognise that gentiles are accepted by God and can also receive the most treasured gift of the Holy Spirit by the speaking of tongues.\(^\text{249}\) Though charismatics

\(^{249}\) Acts 10: 25-38.
concede that not everyone who manifested supernatural gifts ended up being good leadership material, there is evidence that a greater number of people have been admitted into leadership by the exhibition of the anointing.

3.8.1 Anointing through Personal Waiting

This is the classical method that saw founders of Charismatic Churches catch their anointings. Typically, it involved a great hunger and thirsting for God’s presence and power in a person’s life. This desire leads to repeated and continuous seasons of long prayer sessions and fasting. These are usually accompanied by sacrificial holy living. Tackie-Yarboi remembers the period before and after the founding of VBCI when he had to deny himself of sleep and other comforts of life because he was seeking the will and power of God in his life. Other founders speak of similar experiences. Founders of Charismatic Churches claim a continuous instruction and leading by God through various supernatural means like dreams, visions, prophecies, etc. Even today, they have needed to maintain this level of closeness with God to keep their churches running. “There is no short cut to the sustained power and grace of God apart from prayer, faith and obedience to God,” Tackie-Yarboi declares. “No matter how one accesses the anointing he or she will need to both maintain and increase its presence through sustained fellowship with God.”

Currently, there are numerous people seeking God’s grace and anointing this way even as they follow their leaders which ultimately speaks to the transformation of followers into leaders.
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3.8.2 Anointing through Transference

As part of the feast of charisma, anointings for ministry has been transferred from church founders and pastors to their followers. This is discussed as spiritual routinisation in Chapter 5. Unlike the Weberian Concept of routinisation that sought to replace charisma, spiritual routinisation seeks to increase the occurrence of charisma within a church by raising many more anointed people. The concept of being anointed by transference is based theologically on the relationship between Elijah and Elisha. Pastors transfer the anointing by pronouncing blessings or deciding in their hearts to empower others who please them. Therefore, the transference of anointing is a relational product.

4.8.2.1 Transference to Sonship

Charismatics believe that a word, a prayer or blessing from their spiritual father can provide access to anointings and spiritual graces that years of prayer might not. Therefore, they promote the idea of sonship in alignment with the LMX theory. Charismatic Church people image themselves to be spiritual fathers or sons to people they do not relate biologically. This relationship is spiritual patronage. The most spiritually endowed is the senior person—father generically but it could be a mother. E. A. T. Sackey, Heward-Mills’ assistant exhibits such a sense of understanding as he relates to the latter as his father in ministry. Sackey was Heward-Mills colleague during their university years. In his book How to be a Good Assistant, he explains that sonship should be modelled after
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the relationship Jesus had with God first and then with his disciples. God honoured Jesus his son and Jesus in turn invested into his disciples. He says of sons/daughters that they:

Defend the father,

Identify with the father,

Derive both spiritual and physical authority from the father,

Keep a close relationship with the father,

Be loyal to the father,

Imitate the father,

Look like the father,

Furthermore, sons and daughters have the privilege of seeing and experiencing the things the father does such as his teaching, lifestyle, purpose, faith, endurance, love, patience, persecutions and sufferings. The result of this close walk make sons and daughters catch the anointing on their fathers and eventually become like them.\textsuperscript{252} For example, Kankam Boadu who is older than Tackie-Yarboi but followed him as a son has received God’s anointing, pastoral call and was in 2017 the pastor at the Mataheko Sanctuary of VBCI in Accra.

The practical outcomes of the transference of anointing to sons and daughter present mixed conclusions. Most people in Charismatic Churches claim that their pastors acting as spiritual fathers have been blessings to them in diverse ways. Consequently, the

implementation of the fatherhood-sonship paradigm within Charismatic Churches is
deliberate. Pastors have intentionally taught on the topic of fatherhood and sonship to
introduce their churches to this concept and the spiritual benefits that accrue to true sons. Tackie-Yarboi thinks that the choice of spiritual sons or fathers should not be whimsically
done. Rather, spiritual fathers and sons should allow God to knit their hearts together and
to find the divine purpose that has to be accomplished. Otabil proposes that when this
relationship works as expected, spiritual fathers should provide authoritative yet loving
voice of affirmation, affection, approval, motivation, correction, success, permission to
succeed, blessing, identity, courage, and security. These values safeguards the anointing
they receive from fathers.

4.8.2.2 Other Forms of Transference

There are other paradigms of anointing transference other than paternal-filial
relations. If the expression of the anointing is important in empowering church leaders to
be able to lead and distinguish themselves from others, it is even more critical how
congregations respond to it if they so desire to inherit it. This is because the possession of
leadership charisma by founders of churches do not spontaneously transfer to others. It is
until and unless church members permit the anointing of the leader to affect and mould the
outcome of their interactions. It was, therefore, common to hear Charismatic Church
leaders almost cajole their hearers to say “I receive it” as a means of accessing the leaders’
anointing. Other times the shouts of “I receive it” were enthusiastic. These three simple

253 In the early 2000s Tackie-Yarboi did a series on Fatherhood in his church as well as at LSI.
255 Otabil, Leadership: Elijah-Elisha Model, Joy FM, Accra 29/6/18, 12.00-12.30pm.
words, “I receive it,” in Neo-Pentecostal theology become the faith link between what is been offered by preachers and their manifestation in the people who genuinely receive them.

Pastors teach and require that congregations would first desire to be likewise anointed as they are. The value, regard or hunger that church members have for a pastor’s charisma is believed to be an essential requirement in determining how followers fare in their development into other anointed people. Otabil in this connection discusses how hunger drives people positively to achieve what they want in life.\footnote{Mensa Otabil, “The Power of Hunger” preaching (Accra: Altar Media, 2011).} Pastors have been heard to say “You attract what you celebrate and repel that which you reject.”\footnote{ESM Markwei, Author Discussions, 20/5/2015.} In this, Heward-Mills encourages people who desire to catch the anointing to listen to the tapes of men of God they know they want to be like. He testifies to listening to tapes of the senior Kenneth Hagan repeatedly until one day he supernaturally caught the anointing to be able teach as well. In addition to the Bible, reading books of men of God resulted in receiving an unction.

This mode of catching the anointing, which permits people to become leaders has historically not been restricted to the present day charismatics. The Akan language expression “Wo enya adom,” or its Ga equivalent “Ενα δρόμο,” aptly translated as “one has caught the anointing” are old terminologies associated with both Classical Pentecostals and AICs. Normally, God sovereignly and inexplicably empowered those who caught the anointing in this understanding. Therefore, catching the anointing is the transformational grace that continually has been responsible for the emergence and identification of new ministers who may manifest as new church founders, pastors, etc.
Typically but unfortunately, the manifestation of supernatural gifting in the AICs and Pentecostal Churches were associated with church splits as some people who had obtained grace gifts sought to express their gifting independently.\textsuperscript{258} Not surprisingly, Charismatic Churches have not been spared this break away phenomenon which may be attributable to different factors including the manifestation of the anointing. Charismatics believe that the gifts of the Holy Spirit provide the warrants needed to venture into new fields of ministry. Though more established Charismatic Church leaders do criticise this tendency,\textsuperscript{259} some of them are products of this break- away phenomenon. Therefore, the important factor to consider is that leaders do emerge from existing churches when people catch the anointing. They may either continue to work in their current Charismatic Churches or break away and become church founders elsewhere. Whichever way, this contributes to the changes associated with the production of multiple leaders who operate at different levels of the leadership-follower dynamics.

### 3.9 Growth By Prayer, Evangelism and Testimonies

There are other occurring factors among charismatics that result in church members becoming leaders apart from catching anointings. These include prayer, evangelism, testimonies, prosperity, etc., that leads to Christian maturity. In the process of maturing, some members of Charismatic Churches increase their commitment to Christ by being involved in activities that promote church growth. Prayer is simply considered as talking to God and is present in every church gathering. More importantly, church
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members are admonished to pray without ceasing.\textsuperscript{260} Prayer in the form of intercession, petition, deliverance, is considered as spiritual warfare both at the corporate and individual levels.\textsuperscript{261} It is customary for prayer to be offered in tongues or in languages people can understand. The frequency and intensity of prayer is regarded in many ways as a mark of spirituality. Prayer is considered as the solution provider to many of the difficulties in life as there is both the theological and cultural worldviews that the spiritual world is acutely linked to the natural.\textsuperscript{262} The high point of prayer are the answers that leaders and church members testify they receive.\textsuperscript{263} This is an important component of church member’s decision to join and remain in their churches. As David, a recent visitor to one of the Charismatic Churches testified after receiving an answer to prayer, “I can see God is in this place.”\textsuperscript{264} He intended to regularise his church membership.

Prayer and evangelism are bedfellows in Charismatic Churches. It is believed, that prayer assures the divine favour and power required to make those who are evangelised respond positively. All these churches ICGC, LCI and VBCI encourage their members to evangelise the lost at every possible opportunity. This is a way of being obedient to God and fulfilling the end time desire of Jesus.\textsuperscript{265} In addition to personal evangelism, the different branches of the sample churches set specific times for group evangelism usually carried out by those in the evangelism teams. Prayer and evangelism in this regard
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\item Daniel Yao, Testimony about LCI Korle Gonno Branch, 10/10.17.
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constitute an important combination that increase church members. The interesting observation here is that apart from church crusades which is LCI’s specialty, most people have been converted into these churches by small teams of people or on a one-to-one basis. This puts church members who follow the instruction of their leaders the direct agents of church growth and by extension the gatherers of future leadership raw material.

Closely related to both prayer and evangelism is the sharing of testimonies. Testimonies are answers to prayer offered, and other recognisable acts of God’s goodness to people. Witnesses of God’s goodness tell of their experiences to encourage others. This view of miracles and God’s goodness is uncomplicated by the philosophies of Hume which insisted in 1748 that except a person can have the first-hand experience of a miracle it is impossible to adequately convey its form and meaning in a testimony. Charismatics however have a simple and sincere approach to both giving and sharing of testimonies.

It was observed that VBCI, LCI and some ICGC Temples had dedicated times of testimonies during Sunday services. The testimonies were sometimes screened depending on the level of branch organisation as a way of assessing claims of the testifier to see whether it was worth presenting. One interesting testimony I heard during this research at the LCI Korle Gonno Cathedral in Accra was from the 2017 regular football goalkeeper of Premier Division club Accra Great Olympics during Sunday morning service. He testified, “God helped me keep a clean sheet against Kumasi Asante Kotoko. I know as Bishop prays for me I will do better.”
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Testimonies have been used by Charismatic Churches as a way of evangelism, attracting new members and consolidating old memberships. They are also points at which people testify of their prosperity. The theology of prosperity, which holds that church people must expect God’s favour in the areas of healing, supernatural protection, personal financial improvement, etc., is an important feature of the practices of faith. Prosperity whether real or imagined does influence individual behaviour which in turn affects how charismatics contribute towards leadership development in their individual churches.

Church members were observed to literally sell their churches, the ideas of prosperity and their pastors based on testimonies. Sometimes, it was to the point of glorifying their leaders and their gifts something which is opposed by some Christians on ethical grounds. In order to ascertain the veracity of some claims of healing, some pastors insisted on having medical doctors confirm these. The churches then add during the time of testimonies that these healings have been independently confirmed. Sometimes the pressure of producing answered prayer has resulted in accusation of people that some pastors cooked the testimonies which were given at their meetings.

There was a case in Accra on 11th November 2014 at the Power Explosion Chapel founded by Rev Ewurama Annan where a visiting pastor was arrested after a church service at the instance of the founder. This was because the so-called healings that took place during a service were fake. Unknown to the church founder, the visiting pastor had hired people to testify falsely. These people were not known to the church and while the resident pastor was wondering at the fact that the regular church members had not received any spectacular healings, she got wind that some of the supposedly healed people were

\[\text{269 This was a way of preventing false testimonies. These according to Bishop Patrick Bruce of LCI tended to discourage rather than promote faith in God.}\]
receiving money from the preacher after the service. The pastor and her church elders immediately caused their arrest.270

In general, the relatively well-established Charismatic Churches such as LCI, ICGC, VBI and others insist on ethical practices among their pastors. Such violations would attract sanctions since the repercussions are greater on church reputation than on an individual. Yet, the very fact of the possibility of fixed testimonies emphasises the point of importance of prosperity testimonies to pastors and church members. As members evangelise and attract many more members into these churches, they help increase the chances of finding new leaders within. It also allows the phenomenon of the important other to occur.

3.10 The Important Others as Followers Following Followers

The narrative so far is that charismas of church founders and branch pastors are critical to church member contribution to leadership and governance. This perception was not always true in Charismatic Churches in Ghana. In the course of this research, I stumbled on a small group of people who did not fit the popular narrative of church members needing influence of their pastors to remain in church. There were those who rather owed allegiance to other people in their churches. I call them ‘the important others’ because of the levels of their contribution to their churches in terms of finance donations and organisational participation. These people really were not necessarily on the fringes of church commitment. Again, they were important because some of them had been with

their churches for long periods and were considered as faithful and integral members. Additionally and contrary to expectations, ‘the important others’ were not dissenters or secessionists who fomented trouble out of dissatisfaction with church systems nor did they nurse any secret ambitions to form their own churches.

‘The important others’ did not particularly care who their founders and pastors were and had other reasons for being in their churches. They were there because of other followers of the church founder or pastor. They were, therefore, the followers’ followers. They could even contribute to the story of leadership and governance in every way possible but another follower held their allegiance. The one they followed could be the person who invited them to church or someone they met when they visited the church. For as long as the person they follow remained in church, they continued to stay. This shows that influence and power within churches do not always move in the directions and manner that are expected.

By extension then the orthodox reasons for which people contribute to leadership and governance as has been set out elsewhere could have other facets that are yet to be fully understood. Whatever the complexities of the reasoning are, ‘the important others’ are noteworthy because they can be shown to contribute from a followers to follower perspective to the dynamics of leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches.

3.11 Conclusion

Without a doubt, church followers as church clan members are not passive towards the growth and prosperity of Charismatic Churches. In response to communication, the anointing and other leadership inputs, they become contributors themselves to leadership
and governance to the extent that some members are able to wield their own ‘colonial’ influences within ‘the important others’ group. The takeaway point is that church membership is an important aspect of Ghanaian Charismatic Church leadership.

Diagram showing the Relationship between Followers, Leaders and God in Charismatic Churches
CHAPTER 4

LEADERSHIP FORMULATING GOVERNANCE

4.1 Introduction

Chapters two and three have dealt with the leadership and follower relational dynamics in Charismatic Churches. As a way of recapping, we saw how church founders and leaders raised the followership and how the latter as a distinct phenomenon contributed to leadership within the ambit of church governance. This chapter examines how emergent Charismatic Church leaderships attain legitimacy, employ power and authority in establishing governance. It will further explore how governance so established reinforces leadership positions within the church organisation by engaging various ideas of power and Weberian routinisation. In all the discussions that follow, it must be understood that there will always remain commonalities and differences in the actual governance processes and outcomes. These specifics accentuate the difference between these church clans. Members of LCI for example commonly insist on the authority and goodness of the founder while ICGC and VBCI members to different extents describe their founder’s authority as leadership or benign apostolic power.

4.2 Legitimation of Charismatic Church Leadership

Before any of the intended discussions can proceed, Charismatic Church leaders must obtain legal authority over those who follow them so they would expect their obedience. In addition, the newly founded church needs to become a legitimate entity.
Legitimation is the process in which the founder or leader of a group establishes his or her legal leadership authority position within the group. Through legitimation, an emergent Charismatic Church leader appropriately obtains the relevant power nodes for the church’s efficient running.272 Charismatic Churches and their leaders are deliberate about legitimation using a common sense approach. Legitimation was first procured based on the cardinal belief in, and by the statement from church founders to their members, that God had called them to start churches that would cater for their spiritual needs. Those who accepted to follow these founders did so with the understanding that the former would be their pastors, shepherds and spiritual overseers. Subsequently, the founder and his followers or members began to relate to each other in this context. Gradually, the church members forged a new relationship in which they submitted to the founder’s leadership and authority. The latter supplied their spiritual needs thus acting out a contractually symbiotic relationship. Those who subsequently joined the church came in with the understanding that the founder was the pastor and they, the sheep. This aspect of legitimation once started never ends. Nevertheless, church members at any given time must assess if their founders and pastors meet the requirement of godly leadership well enough to warrant their submission.

National statutory legitimation process may or may not follow. In the case of ICGC, LCI and VBCI they are legally registered churches in Ghana. They even qualified to operate when the Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC) set up the Religious Law Registration Decree 224 that was a stringently regulated church registration activities in the period between 1989 and 1992.272 Aspects of this decree requiring religious bodies

272 PNDC Law 244, required all religious bodies (particularly Christian) to re-register with the Religious Body Registration Committee under some stringent conditions. The committee wound up its work in 1992.
to re-register, are no longer functional. Currently, churches register as charities or companies limited by guarantee with the Registrar General of Ghana.\textsuperscript{273} This registration process does not involve an evaluation of theology, doctrines, etc. As a secular state, the country theoretically considers religion as a private affair and therefore abstains from intrusive involvement. A church must, however, declare its principal officers then present its constitutions and articles of faith. For as long as church constitutions, articles and practices of faith do not contradict the laws of Ghana, legal registration was granted. With this regime of registration in place, the TWMCs could not prevent the Charismatic Churches from registering and operating in Ghana when the latter began. Though they had concerns with the emergent Charismatic Churches as the then substantive Christian gatekeepers, they were powerless to stop the advance of Charismatic Churches just as they had failed to stop the AICs. It must be emphasised however, that though this institutional process is present, the real legitimation that makes people follow and join Charismatic Churches comes from charismatic elements such as callings, gifts and anointing and good Christian character.

Legitimation is important because it offers ICGC, VBCI and LCI the legal opportunity to be recognised as entities that can own properties, open bank accounts, sue and be sued, etc. Not only that, it is the practical means by which these churches represent themselves as viable entities to belong to, from the viewpoint of faith. Then in considering their leaderships as legitimate, church members submit to rules, regulations and instructions put out. Subsequently, pastors may appoint other church leaders, give directions, set membership criteria, and receive offerings and tithes, etc., as processes

\textsuperscript{273} The Registrar General documentation for church registration was the same for all charities and differentiated by stated purpose and articles of incorporation.
needed to make the churches grow. Members on their part then evangelise and serve the church as a means of ministering to God.

4.3 Beginnings of Governance

Historically, processes of governance were instituted by Charismatic Church founders soon after formation. Yet, the popular description is that there was no governance systems during this period. What should rather be discussed is that there were no elaborate formal systems of governance. An ad hoc form of governance which nevertheless helped the churches look after themselves emerged. Governance rules, structures and processes (RSP) were established gradually. Two driving factors come into play here, which are reactive decision-making and proactive decision-making. The former is the outcome of problem solving and the latter from desired visionary innovation that founders and their leaders implement.

Some of the early steps in governance was the writing of names and the taking of church members’ details. There were also steps towards appointing church workers among the few faithful people who congregated around the founders. These would include musical instrumentalists and a primordial choir. Then came the idea of forming councils and boards alongside the founder. ICGC at this time was led in their beginnings by a three-man presbytery formed by Mensa Otabil, Eric Kwapong, and Obeng Darko. LCI was also led by Dag Heward-Mills, E. A. T. Sackey, Edward Addy and Adelaide Heward-Mills the wife of the founder. The first three are currently referred to as the founding bishops. In VBCI, Nii Apiakai Tackie-Yarboi was joined by Clement Asihene, Elijah Saforo and Emmanuel Ackun all of whom are currently bishops of the church. With time came the
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establishment of polity as a form of governance. Further in support the churches’ governance, were the institution of administrative systems and training facilities for future leaderships.

Polity, as occurring in VBCI, ICGC and LCI have so far been eclectic. Not all the identifiable political systems in place are in their purest forms. For example, ICGC has a Presbyterian polity but does not vote for the installation of its presbyters. They are appointed mostly. It is nevertheless Presbyterian because the Executive Council composed of Regional Overseers manage the daily needs of the church. They derive their authority from the highest decision-making body, which is the General Church Council composed of presbyters and other church leaders. Similarly, VBCI is an episcopate with a General Church Council as its highest decision making organ although it has an apostolic council. LCI on the other hand is an episcopate with the Bishops Councils being the highest decision making organs. These existent structures as they were in 2017 should be expected to continue to evolve to meet growing governance needs. For instance, the number and structure of ICGC’s presbytery changed in 2017 with the appointment of a seven man national presbytery made up of the regional supervising ministers and the founder. Previously, it was made up of a larger District Supervisory Ministers and the general overseer. VBCI had also increased its number of Bishops in 2015 to nine to form a bishop’s council from the previous five.

It is pertinent at this juncture to trace the trajectory of how a single individual through leadership affects other people to form an independent charismatic church to grow it into a fully-fledged denomination with different geographical branches. A priori, the wherewithal and the energy of the Charismatic Church leader to make anyone do anything depends on the different powers and authority he wields. This linkage with power and
authority does run through all levels of church activity. Therefore, power is like the literal fuel that provides energy and makes movement within the church possible. It is what energises church leaders to set up governance systems.\textsuperscript{275}

The expedition of transforming and translating Charismatic Church leadership activities into governance regimes should rightly be treated as being entrepreneurial but from a spiritual perspective. In this Hjorth et al, explain that the entrepreneurship process consists of people who achieve a given preconceived goal, which in this case is church formation.\textsuperscript{276} Thus as spiritual entrepreneurs\textsuperscript{277}, founders of Charismatic Churches have been creative, imaginative, invested in their cause, filled with intense desire that they have been able to actualise in setting up church organisations.

Paradoxically, the strongest and weakest points of this process of church entrepreneurship are that they are extremely dependent on the leadership of the church founder. What the founder is and does, deeply mark the entrepreneurial process. Hence, his or her personality cannot be ultimately separated from the nature of the church organisation. No wonder Charismatic Churches are mostly called by the name of the founder instead of their official names, for example, ICGC is casually referred to as Mensa’s church. Implicit in this entrepreneurial position is the possibility of power and financial abuse. Secondly, the levels of creativity and imaginations that drive the founder entrepreneur would eventually drive his or her church provided these values are effectively...

communicated to his followers.\textsuperscript{278} The poor communication of creativity and vision sometimes produce insurmountable and frustrating barriers to the realisation of the founder’s desires. Thirdly, there is no unitary end-point view for all churches to agree on when entrepreneurship has ended. Hence, one founder could remain entrepreneurial throughout the period of his leadership always keeping the church in a state of flux and change while another would settle for normal growth to occur.

Therefore, through entrepreneurial behaviours and the need to solve organisational stability and growth problems, Charismatic Church leaderships have had to set up governance mechanisms and systems. In addition, the need for carrying out changes, innovations in line with church mission, vision, and strategies of Charismatic Church leaders, further influenced the institution of governance from the scratch.

\section*{4.4 Power Dynamics of Leadership and Governance}

One vital factor that binds leadership and governance together is the ubiquitous occurrence of routinisation. In this sense, routinisation of power is what is taking place. This is because charisma as conceived by Weber is actually a form of power-dominance of organisational leadership over others.\textsuperscript{279} Consequently, all the known outcomes of routinisation such as hierarchies, administrations, governments and leaderships operate within given power and authority conceptions. At the same time, it must be perceived, that power and authority nodes associated with routinisation products such as hierarchies

\begin{flushright}\cite{hjorth2015entrepreneurship}\end{flushright}


are formulated to aid systems of governance. Not only that, but, the processes of church self-care demand that power be routinized at all levels of church organisations. Therefore, the routinisation of leadership in ICGC, VBCI and LCI is a routinisation of power for the purposes of governance.

Power among others, can be defined within hegemonic play “as a process of social control.” It means having the wherewithal to make people do what one desires. This definition incorporates the idea of force, resistance and ultimate control as ingredients for power discussions. While this form of power is overtly and subtly present in Charismatic Churches, Lukenbill would conceive it “as a collective transaction characterized by a division of labor, movement toward a common end, and flexible coordination between opponents.” Power from this viewpoint is positively relational with a productive end goal. However, Lukes argues beyond relationship and hegemony that it was important for people to understand the nature of power being exercised and for them to be vigilant over its abuse. This calls for the understanding of various related conceptions of power. Among these, two popular paradigms by Raven and French on one hand and Michel Foucault on the other, will be briefly discussed because of their pervasive relevance to Charismatic Churches. It must once again be stated though that these are not the only recognisable power concepts at play in these churches.


4.4.1 Raven and French’s Bases of Social Power

This sub-section identifies some of the forms of power as proposed by John R. P. Raven and Betram French one finds operating in VBCI, LCI and ICGC. For Raven and French, power is composed of social interactions between people within a qualitative continuum that operate differently depending on the issues at stake. These power relations involve at least two objects, a dyad.\(^{284}\) Thus in a Charismatic Church, such a dyad could be diverse involving for instance the church and its pastor, the convert and the counsellor, the leadership body and the pastor or even the church, etc. If the behaviours within a dyadic relationship are influenced by the rewards available for carrying out actions then reward power is operational. Therefore, reward power can be exercised over paid church staff whose compliance is based on their wages and emoluments. Power relationships could as well be coercive power where the fear of divine judgment and doom forces people to act or, referent power in which respect for people such as pastors or church officials make them control others. In the case where professionals like architects, doctors, etc., within congregations exercise control because of their expertise in Charismatic Churches they exhibit, expert power. Then officials whose power to act in Charismatic Churches depend on constitutions and church laws rather than personal power exercise legitimate power.\(^{285}\) Others additionally refer to personalised power in which the individual in power uses it for selfish or other parochial interests. Similarly, socialised power is at play when protagonists employ it for good use that benefits organisations or individuals. Each of these power relations can be identified in Charismatic Churches in different permutations and


\(^{285}\) Ibid, 150-163
combinations but they will not be discussed here at length because of how well they have been researched within social groups.

4.4.2 Michel Foucault’s Panopticism

Another major conception of power in Charismatic Churches that has been defined by secular sources as those of Raven and French comes from Michel Foucault. In the book *Discipline and Punish*, Foucault described power as a phenomenon among people in the chapter named Panopticism. Therefore, power was not a palpable object. His idea of power was not as dyadic as Raven and French but as a dispersed influence in an organisation. This implied that in VBCI, ICGC and LCI settings everyone from the church founder to the most recent convert exercised some amount of power as they participated in church activities. Power therefore resided with the individual and not forcefully in a group. Hence, no one person in a group can monopolise power. This ubiquitous power was also amoral and neither beneficial nor oppressive by itself. Consequently, who wielded it, how it was deployed and for what purpose it served, defined and characterised power. Realistically, individuals or groups even in church did not always engage power for good and peaceful purposes, as it could be as strategic as a war.

Charismatic Churches in Ghana such as VBCI, LCI and ICGC, are familiar with these notions of power. Different people at different times have used the same kinds of power well or poorly. Though sometimes imperceptible, each person exercised some amount of power which at the very least included the power to leave a church without any
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288 Ibid, 195-228.
repercussions but which affects the organisation negatively. On the positive side from church perspectives, the actions of individuals such as evangelism, counselling, etc. carried out by individuals using their own initiative and often unknown to any church leader provide evidences of popular power at work. Generally, though, the sample Charismatic Leaders have employed power dispersed in churches strategically to bring organisational growth. Controversially, the mobilisation of power as conceptualised by Foucault has sometimes provided a basis for criticism of Charismatic Church leaders as well. They have been accused of exploitation of followers and monetary manipulation, as leaders were perceived to immorally accumulate wealth at the expense of the weak. It is noteworthy though that Foucault inseparably associated knowledge with power in such a way that the popular maxim knowledge is power literally rings true.289 Therefore, the creators and possessors of knowledge of how the Holy Spirit charisma operate have characteristically been at a place of advantage over other church members. These people including church leaderships easily exercise power and elicit obedience from others because of their perceived or real knowledge of spiritual things. Having made these observations, it is important now to trace the involvement of power in linking leadership and responsibility.

4.5 Charismatic Church leadership Power Imaging

The bind between Charismatic Church founders, leadership, governance and routinisation cannot be complete without engaging power and authority regimes. This is because the whole paradigm of leadership-governance routinisation is founded on the
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power and authority—charisma of the prophet-type leader as Weber generally argued. Charismatics in general and their leaders in particular have a seamless two-in-one dimensional power construct. They accept and keep to the socio-secular notions of power as have been discussed by figures like Weber, Raven, Lukes, Foucault and others. In addition, they employ the biblical sense of power—God’s power (Divine power) especially based on faith. Why are these sources of power characterised as two-in-one? This is because the two notions of power are so integrated and seamless that they are practically indistinguishable. God’s power is believed to be available to leaders in all they do especially in ministering. At same time, the day-to-day administrative power and application of authority is exercised within different secular imaginings. Therefore, either church leaders exhibit divine and secular power together or alternately, depending on which one they consider most appropriate. The theology of common sense approach and practicality allow these otherwise antagonistic concepts to be amalgamated. Generally, though, less is spoken of secular conceptions of power and more of divine power.

It cannot be emphasised here enough that divine power as it relates to the Holy Spirit in the name of Jesus is a basic spiritual resource in Charismatic Church ecclesiology. This usage of power can be appropriately characterised as being elastic. The Holy Spirit’s power is responsible for uncountable things in people’s lives as well as in the church. During this research, I heard repeatedly that a church without the Holy Spirit’s presence and power was a dead one, which makes divine power not just a leadership or organisational issue. It is the essence ICGC, VBCI and LCI’s existence. Consequently, church members were supposed to exercise God’s power at every hierarchical level. This divine power was received through God’s gifts of grace, prayer and faith. Power as the

anointing could also be accessed and appropriated through impartation from a more powerful person. Vitally, the discussion of God’s power must embrace but not be limited to the anointing. This is because the Holy Spirit, the source of power, is bigger than any anointing that can be categorised. Charismatics therefore believe that anybody who is born again and is God’s child and possessing the Holy Spirit has a right to God’s power. Furthermore, the Holy Spirit makes his gifts available to all Christians as a function of power. Those called to God’s service and who ultimately become his leaders usually exercise greater degrees of charismatic power and gifting.

By engaging the two-in-one dimensional power concept one can conclude that Charismatic Church founders have mostly remained the repositories of both secular and spiritual power in their organisations though they have shared these power with others. However, their abilities to exercise absolute power in their churches implicitly or explicitly have raised the question of the genuineness of their shared power with others. The fact remains that church founders are acutely aware of their power positions and are willing to exercise them as and when but that does not negate the idea of their having devolved themselves of some power. This is because without such devolution their followers would not be able to work. It is therefore a matter of the extent of existential devolution. Empirically, Foucault’s assertion that power by itself is neither positive nor negative was confirmed during this research.

Essentially, the moral and religious positions even by Christian leaders’ leadership determine whether power would be used properly or not. When founders and leaders employ personalized power for example they do so immorally which is contrary to
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Christian and socially acceptable norms. The Charismatic Church founders and leaders in LCI, VBI and ICGC as at 2017 had been accused of different things, which they believed, came with the misunderstanding people have for them and what they did. Some of their followers believed that extreme pastoral control blurs lines between faith, obedience and foments fear among church members. In this fashion, the idea of benevolence has been evoked in their control of socialised processes suggesting that they really exhibit nothing but patriarchy or authoritative leadership. Nevertheless, by 2017 none of the founders of ICGC, VBCI, LCI had been legally indicted to have been anti-social or infringed any social laws in their churches with their influences. Generally, however, church leaders wielded socialised power for the benefit of the general good. They have used their opportunities and power to improve those who have come under their sphere of influence.

Authority is closely associated with power in the church as an organisation. Some aspects of organizational power are potentially dispensed within the framework of authority. Not surprisingly, authority is sometimes defined as delegated power because it is assigned power. However, authority is not equal to power. This is because the conceptions of authority and power differ in many respects. When authority is conceived as permission, grounds for action, an institution or form of knowledge it differs from power exercised on people and objects. Then people can have authority in what they do. Here, authority may be exercised or submitted to, willingly or unwillingly. Again, authority may be derived from the knowledge or expertise of others by what they say or do.
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295 There were news reports during this research in all types of media, (TV, radio, newspapers, social media) accusing church leaders of exploitation and financial misappropriation. These accusations mostly came from perceptions and in some cases because of people allegedly arrested by the police. However, the founders of LCI, VBCI and ICGC have not been charged with criminal offence.

296 Ama Atta (Pseudo name) a former Lady Pastor of LCI said she felt divided between showing loyalty to Christ and her leaders then.


do. This is acting on the authority of someone.\textsuperscript{299} These considerations bring the concept of legitimate and illegitimate authority to the fore. In principle, authority is legitimate or illegitimate based on who or what it is derived from as well as how it is used.

Charismatics normally would consider authority as legitimate if it is legally handed down and applied for a good reason.\textsuperscript{300} Perhaps the most practical word that could best conceptualise authority in within VBCI, LCI and ICGC is control, which may be exercised legitimately or otherwise. Control implies recognised people who direct others in line with stated goals with these Charismatic Churches. Control as would occur in the early days of Charismatic Church formation, according Zhang et al, constitute part of authority formation. Authority formation describes the practical step by step processes in which organisational founders create, weave and maintain leadership authority. By the same authority formation, other people at different levels of hierarchy and for different functions within Charismatic Churches use authority to set up responsibilities, offices, and perform various governance assignments. In the process of authority formation, people exercise control and are changed within the church organisation.\textsuperscript{301}

Authority is also inextricably linked with responsibility in organisations and is usually the means by which routinized power manifests in organisations. A priori, Weber’s description of traditional, legal and charismatic types of authority is a formulation involving the relationship between responsibility, power and authority.\textsuperscript{302} In practice, responsibility as it relates to authority has functioned in ICGC, VBCI and LCI to raise organisational structure, hierarchies, etc. The important thing here is that in executing

\textsuperscript{300} Priomalli, “Authority and the Struggle for Recognition.”
different responsibilities people in church become managers of different situations. Then the quality of authority expressed in terms of responsibility come into play. For example, in fledgling church organisations like Charismatic Churches, there may be overlaps, gaps and imbalances in authority relating to responsibilities. It is therefore necessary, that responsibilities are associated both with the right type of decision making and decision implementation regimes.

4.7 Leadership Authority And Mass Involvement in Governance

After obtaining legitimation from their initial followers as discussed in section 4.2 above, Charismatic Church leaders can now exercise various types of power and delegate authority to their followers. Authority is the legal or legitimate power, which is exercised by the founder and other leaders by virtue of their spirituality, charismatic gifting, their hierarchical position or knowledge. It may be presented as authority to do something, which is derived from hierarchical power that solicits obedience. On other hand, expert power generates authority out of deference. This is the power that makes church members believe and follow their leaders as the experts who are closer to God. As a matter of praxis, Charismatic Church authority is prominently and effectively embedded within leadership titles, such as apostles, prophets, teachers, pastors, shepherd, Priesthood leader, etc., and their variable equivalents for each church. Apart from this ecclesiastical authority, Heidebrecht discusses the authority of church members in a church by virtue of their
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ownership of churches. It is the type of authority within the memberships of ICGC, LCI and VBCI that I entitle earned authority. It is earned authority because the conception of church ownership implies that most of the hard work and sacrifices in building and maintaining denominations come from church members out of the love they have for God and their churches. This position then allows some church members to make strong suggestions to leadership and as well take some important non-structural on the spot decisions that must be taken without needing to revert to church leadership. For example, the specific locations of some church branches and other such decisions lie within the purview of earned authorities. Thus, church members who plant some church branches decide on many initial issues before the branch can be established and formally run by church bureaucracy.

Authority progression in the denominational Charismatic Churches starts with the founder who receives or grabs delegable authority. He receives authority as church members willingly resort to his leadership and submit to him or her. When, however, authority is obtained by a theocratic fiat, the members could have no choice but to comply. This is what I describe as grabbed authority. By whichever means authority is obtained, it is delegated to the first and initial church appointees. These are those who get involved with setting up church departments, cell groups and other sub-groups. Through the exercise of pastoral and leadership authorities in service to the churches the first branches of the church become formed. The branch pastors repeat similar patterns of authority as the first church did to raise new leaderships and to govern the church through service. As
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the churches continue to grow into denominations, the nature of authority becomes complex.

Having made these practical observations it is important to recognise that Charismatic Church power-authority paradigm is a factor of routinisation in its various forms. It is composed of and operates through four identifiable vehicles namely, hierarchy as practical official governance mode, ceding of working authority, earned authority and church constitutions, in the order of importance. One should be expecting that church constitutions would be the first means of authority dispersion as is usually the case in governance. Yet it is not. Empirically, little or negligible references were made to church constitutions by the memberships ICGC, LCI and VBCI. Some of them had neither seen nor bothered to ask to see them. This perhaps makes the case for the current study of the dynamic situation of leadership and governance. The initial constitutions that allowed these churches to register with the government in the late 1980s have been changed as the churches grew in complexity. What has happened though is that church growth developments have always been ahead of VBCI, LCI and ICGC constitutions rendering them archaic in time. For instance, LCI and VBCI were not episcopates until the late 1990s implying that new constitutions should be written to take care of these developments. Similarly, ICGC’s reorganised presbytery and LCI entrepreneurial denominations cannot function under their existing constitutions. Therefore, practicality, common sense and the vision of founders take precedence over constitutions. I believe this praxis, for now, weakens the role of constitutions. Altogether, the spirits of constitutions in these churches for now provide the legal framework that guides their operations. In addition, they have become the documented basis upon which to organise changes in governance.
As stated above the fundamental source of authority formulation, routinisation and dispersal is hierarchical. From one founder-pastor situation at its earliest amorphous inception, Church founders create a hierarchy of leadership with functions in governance. These hierarchies have changed in detail and complexity encompassing every aspect of the church. They come as offices with their commensurate authorities to the extent that a Priesthood leader in VBCI, a Covenant Family Member in ICGC or an Area Cell Leader in LCI give directives within their levels of operation and their respective members comply. Closely associated with hierarchization is formalisation, in which Charismatic Churches formalise their activities and move away from their initial administrative oral and informal culture. Here formal ways of communication such as memoranda, circular letters, etc., provide the means of official communication. Some of these formal means of communication are, however, taking place within the workings of informatics and social media.

Next, we will need to look at how the ceding of authority empowers the occurrence of earned authority. The other important means of routinising and dispersing leadership authority in governance are the processes involved in ceding authority, which will be treated under authority and delegations. This is the primary, dominant and the grass root means of leadership’s establishment of governance as responsibilities, and actions are practically carried out by church members. Church members engaged in such authority dispersal become attached to their activities in many respects. They then believe their views and suggestions should be taken on board by their superiors. Charismatic Church leadership in this matter have been smart in acquiescing to some of these suggestions. Subsequently, an effective rank and file that are evangelising and raising churches in places unknown to church founders have been developed. Most of these church members may never meet the church founders in their lifetime personally. Yet they exercise the
founders’ authority and work in their names. They, in general, do so through the engagement of delegated and devolved authority regimes.

4.8 Delegation and Devolution of Responsibility.

VBCI, LCI and ICGC institutionalise authority dispersion alongside responsibilities through delegation and devolution. Responsibility delegation is the process of assigning tasks within an organisation for accomplishing objectives.\textsuperscript{307} Closely related conceptually, but different in essence is devolution.\textsuperscript{308} Charismatic Churches as clans internally delegate and devolve responsibilities. Devolution, for that matter, is the transference of responsibility and authority from higher organisational official (founder) to lower officials (associate ministers). Whereas both delegation and devolution involve the transference of tasks and authority, there are structural differences.

Practically, while the church founder remained the only pastor at the beginning of the church, he officiated at every event from birth to death all alone. When, however, routinisation begins, the senior pastor delegates roles to his assistants. With time, some ministries may become reserved for the senior pastor alone, as a mark of his or her authority and seniority. Progressively, some ministries that were at one time reserved for only the head pastor become routinely devolved to other pastors.\textsuperscript{309} In each of the sample

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{309} In the early days of the Charismatic Movements, special services like weddings were handled by the senior minister often as a sign of development in ministry. Some senior pastors now function rarely at these services, which are handled routinely by other designated pastors. Then there is the calling, appointment of church leadership by branch pastors, something which was once the preserve of the senior pastor.
\end{footnotesize}
churches, patterns of pastoral responsibilities varied according to the church polity and level of branch growth. Pastors in small branches act as general practitioners carrying out ministries in the same way the founder did when the church was one small unit. However, as the branch church increases in size a process of ministerial segmentation begins. In observing the relationships between the headquarters branch of a church and its branches, as well as those between the senior pastor and his or her subordinate pastors, one can conclude that growth patterns and activities follow repetitive cycles in which ontology recapitulates phylogeny.\textsuperscript{310}

The delegation and devolution of responsibilities are processes, which benefit church worker in VBCI, ICGC and LCI in different ways. In particular, they allow new leaderships to be raised and tasks to be finished on time for the purpose of organisational growth. Though the assignation of responsibilities falls within the domain of work during delegation, it is also an important method for the dispersion of power within churches. Therefore, as charismatics get more and more adept at handling work related responsibilities, they also accumulate experiences with regard to management of organisational authority. This is because one cannot assign responsibilities to subordinates and deny them the authority required to accomplish them.\textsuperscript{311} Consequently, delegation and devolution cater for the growing complexity of Charismatic Church clans by involving more and more people in various aspects and levels of decision-making.


4.9 Leadership Formulating Governance

Legitimation as discussed above is at the same time accompanied by routinisation that results in the building of church institutions. Routinisation of the founder’s charisma is the primary procurer and engine for the establishment of governments and governance within Charismatic Churches. In government formulation of elementary structures, rules are erected and offices are filled by the initial appointees of the church. Some of these offices include choir director, evangelism leaders, etc. Polity is not formed at this stage. Nevertheless, governance occurs because of the processes of running the church.

It is important in describing routinisation in Charismatic Churches to identify its nuanced nature. First, the routinisation process is not in response to a succession problem after the demise of the founder. The founder being alive is rather the main protagonist of this routinisation. As Tackie-Yarboi of VBCI explained, routinisation is geared towards solving the problem of organisational dynamics as leaders gather followers. This is based on reactive decision-making processes. Logically then the extent, details and choices within this kind of routinisation would definitely depend on the choices and desire of the founder. In this selective use of routinisation, Charismatic Churches move towards establishing Weberian bureaucratic organisations. The question however is the extent to which these churches will be bureaucratized, as charisma continues to be produced as an ideological item of faith within the ministry of the Holy Spirit to the churches. Factually, the churches have lost some of their initial charismatic flexible spontaneity and are working within an inflexible regime of bureaucracy. Administratively, they operate fixed distribution of regular activities, clearly defined structures and limits of command authority and accompanied by a specified means, methods and conditions for performing
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assignments. For clarity, I refer to this type of routinisation as administrative routinisation.

Second, there is what I describe as spiritual routinisation taking place. The Weberian routinisation as discussed above has to do with the rendering of charismatic attributes of church founders and leaders common and available through church structures. In contrasting this understanding, the description of the charisma routinising relationship between church founders and their junior pastors or protégés deserved a special distinguishing description. I describe this as spiritual routinisation. This is because instead of mimicking lost charisma after the founder’s demise, charisma is rather maintained through reproduction or transformation in the lives of some followers who become charisma exhibitors. Again, the founder’s charisma is not being necessarily replaced by the establishment of formal offices as Weber suggested. Aspects of it is routinized while at the same time the church founders and leaders seek through prayer to both renew and increase their charisma in the form of the anointing. Yes, though the protégés of Charismatic Church leaders through routinisation occupy offices in their church organisations, they do so more for administrative purposes than for preserving routinized and diminishing charisma. In reality, the junior pastor seeks to possess his or her own real charisma in relation to that of the prophet-type leader. It may be similar to the founder’s—a reproduction, or different—a transformation, or a mix of the founder and follower’s charisma—a hybridisation. Effectively, spiritual routinisation produces officials rather than offices, personnel rather than administrations. These charisma-bearing individuals may later occupy offices according to organisational design etched out of the administrative routinisation of the founder’s charisma. Therefore, spiritual routinisation
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is really a routine reproduction of spiritual charisma in a cyclic manner as each founder and his subordinates engender more charisma manifesting individuals. The fact that charismatic power or manifestation by junior pastors may be lower than the church founder does not negate the points made above. In fact, sometimes, the charismas of junior pastors in that sense become more prominent than their church founders. It is one of the interesting characteristics of developmental change, which could produce variable outcomes. The junior pastor may be able to remain in his organisation. Other times, new church formation occur as the junior pastor for different reasons including insecurity, competition, internal persecution, disobedience, call of God, etc., sets up a new church. In summary, it is evident that through administrative and spiritual routinisation mechanisms Charismatic Church founders establish governance systems and processes within their churches.

So far, routinisation of Church founders’ charismas that formulate governance has been discussed. Progressively, routinisation of leadership charisma develops into processes of governance routinisation in LCI, VBCI and ICGC. Governance routinisation occurs as each church department, branch, district or region carries out acts of governance so making governance a routine within the church organisation. This form of routinisation is driven by leadership supervision involving its command and control processes, hierarchical structures, and rules. Governance routinisation which continuously occurs closely with that of leadership has ensured that each church branch not only looks after itself but also in accordance with existing rules relate appropriately with their headquarters as the centre of power.

315 There are pastors in ICGC, VBCI and LCI who manifest different and spectacular charismatic gifts from the church founders. Yet, they have remained in submissive to their founders.
4.10 Governance Evolution

Routinisation results in Charismatic Churches establishing government and governance through evolution. While rejecting the atheistic tenor of Darwinian evolution, both church and denominational governance can best be characterised as evolutionary.\textsuperscript{316} From its original biological standpoint, evolution involves gradual changes in a species’ form or behaviour over a period. Organisms start from small and simple forms and later grow in both size and or complexity depending on the need to adapt more efficiently to the prevailing environmental conditions or ecological settings. As evolution occurs, some old structures are discarded while new organs are developed. In principle, evolution leads to the establishment of better-adapted organisms to their environment and makes organisms survive.\textsuperscript{317} Governance in Charismatic Churches clans follows this pattern.

To summarise the occurrence of evolution, I have formulated four stages of governance as occurring in Charismatic Churches similar to Carter and Kidwell’s employment of stages in describing leadership and governance of family firms. They empirically show how different stages occur for personnel and their activities in organisational leadership and governance.\textsuperscript{318} In Charismatic Churches, evolutionary stages are subject to the kind of fluidity that characterises their leadership and governance dynamics. The identified stages are neither completely disparate nor distinct from each other. They flow into each other in an irregular manner. Each stage is identified by the preponderance of some markers.


\textsuperscript{317} Ibid.

4.10.1  Stage I of Governance Evolution

This is usually associated with churches with single or few branch congregations with primordial structures. Here, governance rules, structures and processes (RSP) are tied to the decisions of the founder and or a small group of people who constitute the church board. Initially, rules and processes are simple, unsophisticated, and largely dependent on common sense and scripture. The founder and his board easily control power and authority from one central position. There may be other sub-leaders in charge of church departments and small groups who help the founder and his board to govern but these do not also operate much of a complex system.

4.10.2  Stage II of Governance Evolution

This stage of governance is associated predominantly with rapid growth in numbers and branches. The need for church structures to be established becomes imperative and leadership engage in the active establishment of these structures in a more complex manner. Structures established include different bodies and councils that govern various aspects of the churches’ work. This results in greater devolution of power and authority at both the departmental and the branch level. Therefore, structures set up for the headquarters or big churches where necessary are duplicated in the smaller assemblies for conformity. This is the stage when the elements of routinisation and formalisation can easily be identified with the church inventing and making traditions rapidly. Constitutions and other documents are written to bring standardisation to the way things are done. The churches begin to take on an impersonal character. Rules and processes are actively established at this time with some implementation challenges. They become the necessary
vehicles by which the churches can negotiate their growth agendas in the establishment of structures.

There are differential outcomes of governance between large well-established branches and their recently founded ones. It becomes necessary in studying governance dynamics within the whole church denomination to have a good perspective of this second stage of governance evolution. Otherwise, the small branch church resembles a church undergoing Stage I of Governance Evolution activities.

4.10.3 Stage III of Governance Evolution

This is a stage in which church clan structures are continuously been formed and reformed but is marked by the insistence on right procedures found in church rules and processes. Charismatic Churches from the inception are not fully known to be sticklers to church rules and processes but become so during this stage. VBCI, LCI and ICGC have shown similar insistence on church governance but within different levels of intensities. There are different examples of such rules and processes in these churches two of which will be cited. In the first instance, formal pastoral formation in Bible Schools or other forms of training are required before individuals are accepted into church ministries. This was not the case before. In addition, there are stipulated number of years and conditions to serve before promotions take place in ministry. Again, one cannot get married as simply as when the churches started without going through a series of approvals that include specified period of counselling and endorsement from one level of church leadership or the other. This stage is also the phase in which churches like LCI and VBCI have developed and published their own liturgies for different ceremonies. ICGC for its part is
fine-tuning its key church activities in the form of manuals as work in progress by committees.

4.10.4 Stage IV of Governance Evolution

I broadly describe the Stage IV of Governance Evolution as the Unknown Future Era. As church organisations that can be described as being embryonic compared to the older TWMCs, the Charismatic Churches in Ghana have leap-frogged their governance development. They are seeking to make it appear as if they are as established as the TWMCs. Yet, they have many more stages of leadership and governance they have to experience. In reality, routinisation, formalisation, bureaucracy and various institutionalisation factors are yet to be fully developed. These are besides the all-important dynamics of leadership succession yet to occur.

4.11 Governance reinforcement of Leadership Authority and Power

There is a growing perspective that governance boards and systems can provide organisational leadership through internal ethics and culture. They also provide direction, targets and input that can be deemed as leadership. Chait believes that boards that play leadership roles must be strategic. The implication here is that boards with strategically minded people do provide strategic leadership. Empirically, instituted governance bodies within Charismatic Churches in Ghana have not only aided the founders’ leaderships but
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have in some cases been sources of strategic leadership themselves. 321 Essentially, ICGC’s
Presbytery, VBCI’s Executive Council and LCI’s Bishops Council are examples of
governance boards that provide leadership for their churches. They continue to be
responsible for many important decisions that have been instrumental in the current growth
of their churches. Similarly, the General Church Council(s) of ICGC and VBCI have been
bodies that promote internal accountability by demanding church activity reports while
providing strategic leadership and organisational direction.

There is a view that leadership of the founder of a Charismatic Church diminishes
as the church becomes more organised and others participate in its administration.322 This
is not necessarily true because the function of influencing change, and bringing innovation
nonetheless are continued by church founders. When the churches were small, the founder
basically directed the church alone. The church felt his impact as the leader. In establishing
governance systems, others come to legally share in the founder’s role and as a result may
appear to be “less of a leader” because he would seem to exercise less responsibility. In
the view of some Charismatic Church members, their founders become a bit more
detached. Whereas the founder took decisions quickly and simply alone, there was the
need now to pass through procedures, use paper work and employ agents before simple
tasks were performed.

Nevertheless, this form of bureaucratic governance does sometimes provide its
own form of leadership though. The effectiveness of this governance leadership depended

321 ICGC has as Presbytery consisting of Regional Overseers, VBCI has the Council of Bishops and
LCI the Bishop Council and each of these bodies have the founder as the presiding elder assisted by their
leaders.

322 Some of the church members I engaged with who had been many years in their churches
believed they felt the direct leadership roles of their founders diminished and become somehow detached
from them when they appeared to be delegating more and more of their responsibilities. I believe what
they missed was the relationships they had with their founders while acting as the capable people who run
the affairs of the church.
on the quality of decisions that various church committees and boards took and their ability to implement and or supervise implementers. Indeed, it was the case that some governance leadership groups could supervise the implementation of some of their decisions more effectively. For example, building committee members, church media teams, etc., were composed of people with more diverse skills, knowledge, expertise and resources than a single leader who in any case had to supervise through people.

With regard to power, church leaders would appear not to be as powerful as before when they cede aspects of leadership to governance boards and systems. For those who equate power to leadership then the leader would have regrettably lost power. However, it is useful to remind ourselves that the decision of the church leader to employ the gifts of others in the administration of the church is a prerogative. Yet, it is an imperative prerogative for the reasons of church longevity. This decision does imply only the loss of absolute power and the raising of other power nodes. It is a decision that must count as leadership because the founder decides to give up power for the sake of the church. It is leadership because it results in the raising of other people as leaders and improving their human and spiritual experiences. It is leadership because church business is better done. This governance-leadership is effective when the founder willingly participates in teamwork and submits himself to the team. Through governance systems, he leads his leaders. In the process, new emergent leaders who come to enjoy both organisational and public limelight submit to the founder. The founder of the church then exercises even higher leadership. It must be re-stated that if the end-product of leadership is achieving important beneficial changes and growth for the churches, then the leader has used power well in establishing governance structures through devolution.
One argument I make concerning power devolution by Charismatic Church founders is that these founders in giving up power re-find it in different ways. They do not really lose power. Power dispensed as authority to other pastors enables them tend the sheep and increase church numbers. Consequently, though most church people would not have little personal link with the founder, in reality, they are connected to him or her through the delegated leadership personnel. The founder consequently receives back a bigger influence by virtue of the larger congregation size. His instructions and directives affect more people. Congruently, his legal power, authority, increases over many more people comprised in his church. He gave up power when the church was smaller and he now exercised power over a bigger church. Beyond this, the founder’s social authority and standing in the public’s eyes usually increased. Nevertheless, because this regained or even increasing power is not direct, there is a tendency to discount it.

What has been happening in all the uncertainty surrounding church founders and their churches is that they actually move up the ladder of leadership and become occupied with the strategic direction of their churches. They leave off most of their former responsibilities to other leaders and systems of governance that are raised which become mundane. Otabil, Tackie-Yarboi and Heward-Mills now use vision and other strategic leadership resources to plan the long-term goals of their churches. They have become the fulcrums in using governance systems to give their churches direction using the established governance structure, rules and processes. By virtue of their positions and the roles they play, their leadership positions rather become more enhanced in the church globally, being reinforced by governance.
4.12 Conclusion

The relationship between leadership and governance is one of dynamics at this stage of the existence of Charismatic Churches. Individual Charismatic Church clan founders who became their first pastors in ICCG, VBCI and LCI have managed to steer and direct their churches such that they have become denominations. Using the models of routinisation, entrepreneurship, distributed leadership and leader-member relationship while at the same time operating different styles of leadership, they have mobilised and dispersed power in the churches as part of the development of the institution of governance processes and systems. The governance systems help to grow the church and set out clear lines of administrations. Whereas the founder was in the thick of most decisions and activities while the churches were small, other leaders did perform some of these roles. The systems of governance in turn demand that the leader performs in a strategic role, which is still higher than those of the other subordinate leaders. Consequently, the founder’s leadership role appears weakened and some members would crave for it. In reality, church founders’ leadership influence is rather reinforced and increased through good governance. Thus, a cyclic mutually dependent change in relationship is set up between church governance, the founder and leadership. For as long as the church leadership works at enhancing governance, its corporate evolution made greater demands on church leaders which when properly addressed raises the leadership profiles of these men. Leadership and governance systems reinforce each other creating a dynamic.
CHAPTER 5

PARTICULARITIES OF A NEW PARADIGM OF DYNAMIC GOVERNANCE

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have amply indicated that some dynamics continue to occur between leadership and governance. No matter how influential or effective any Charismatic Church founder and leader is, he or she must find a way to make the group remain permanent. This becomes possible only if the resultant group can properly organise itself and become a church organisation. Otherwise, it will remain a prophet-type group run by a single individual. To transition and transform the prophetic-type group, its leadership needs to establish governance which reciprocally reinforces leadership. This should result in the setting up of Charismatic Church hierarchies and bureaucratic administrative structures. Incidentally, these aspects of traditional church government have already been considered in detail by Gbekor in his 2009 PhD thesis submitted to the University of Ghana. Similarly, Ebenezer Yalley’s thesis on church government in the Anglican and Methodist church in Ghana underscore the point. Then Nterful’s MA case study of the LCI’s model of church planting submitted to the Greenwich School of Theology discussed its government extensively.

323 Gbekor, “Leadership Patterns in Ghanaian Christianity.”
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This demands therefore, that a further study of governance in Charismatic Churches must be different and add to the present knowledge. Hence, governance will be considered within the recently established paradigms involving rules, processes and structures. These as indicated by Mutch\(^{326}\) becomes the derived framework for navigating this chapter.

5.2 Church Governance or Government?

Though governance has been addressed in the literature review, it is important for convenience to restate what it is. Governance as carried out by Charismatic Churches is considered as a function or measure of effectiveness with regard to those who are governed.\(^{327}\) Therefore, it is not focused on just administrative hierarchical activities of government. Rather, governance is the sum of the derived benefits accruing from leadership and governmental action to the church. This ultimately reflects how Charismatic Churches look after themselves. Of great essence, then, is the quality of governance regimes.

For practical reasons, the idea of governance cannot escape the input of government. First, government and governance are the products of leadership decisions and actions as has already been stated. Therefore, the role of officials like the Charismatic Church founder and its leaders will always be pivotal. Second, the effect of a chosen polity on governance depends on the existing typology i.e. whether Episcopal or Presbyterian. Polity here provides the legal matrix within which actions are legitimately addressed.


\(^{327}\) Aldashev and Marini, “Governance of Non-Profit and Non-Governmental Organizations—Within-and Between-Organization Analyses: An Introduction.”
Obviously, the political systems and means of decision making in these churches differ as VBCI, and LCI were Episcopates and ICGC Presbyterian. More so, these political positions are tempered by eclecticism as was indicated in the previous chapter. Third, routinisation of charisma as a personal leader’s attribute taking place in Charismatic Churches does account for hierarchies and the existing bureaucracies through which the churches are governing themselves. Therefore, governance will always depend on government as argued by Rosenau. Furthermore, theology as an interpretation of biblical doctrines has some directions as to the establishment of offices and how they should function in ministry. Practically, key aspects of vision and mission as emanating from the church founder are captured into constitutions that have been framed to direct how Charismatic Churches behave corporately.

While this recent NGO concept of governance in which the best possible benefits that accrue to the governed is being understood and adopted, all its tenets cannot be applied within Charismatic Churches undergoing the developmental change. For example, many of the conditions that exist and prevail between national governments, international donors and NGOs are different in the Charismatic Church situation. Most Charismatic Churches in Ghana practically raise and appropriate their own funds. Thus, unlike civil society groups or governments in Africa, no external donors by virtue of their funds impose anti-cultural means of measuring of success from abroad. Consequently, most of the means of determining successful governance are home brewed and dependent on parameters used. Nevertheless, the idea that governance, or better still good governance, is seeking the best welfare of the governed is a principle that has universal acceptance. Consequently, a church with good governance has a stable leadership that is able to steer its affairs, possess
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clearly identifiable hierarchical structures, and as well involves church members in different aspects of its running. Church workers have a sense of ownership of their churches and find fulfilment in their service for God. In addition, the church environment fosters spiritual and social growth with happy congregations.

One important observation that needs discussing with regard to polity as it contributes to governance is the relationship between formal polity and informal polity. Formal polity is the officially declared governance elements such as “the traditional ethos and symbols, and theological rationalizations”329 associated with a particular polity. Since formal polities differ for various churches, they correspondingly dictate varied outcomes for different churches. Thus, the level at which churches carry out certain activities like evangelising, worship, etc., depends on their formally acknowledged form of polity, whether Episcopal or Presbyterian. Behaviours within the purview of formal polities are those that are normally regulated and expected of church members. However, formal polity declarations alone do not shape the organisation of churches.

An informal polity element is the unwritten governance behaviours and relationships associated with people within a church. This is normally not planned and may arise out of different practical internal relations. It involves informal decision-making processes and outcomes. In Charismatic Churches, informal polity is present before formal polity structures are developed in full. They indeed are the begetters of formal polity systems. Common sense, some amount of scriptural application, societal cultural behaviours and the dynamics of interpersonal relationships did inform informal polities which were not standardised within these churches. Even when formal structures are being

developed in Charismatic Churches, informal polities continue to dominate spaces that are yet to be fully exploited by formal polities.

Formal polities in VBCI, ICGC and LCI are in principle guided by their constitutions. These documents, as is expected, contain information on governmental hierarchical structures, their statements of faith and other ministerial issues that are peculiar to their organisations. Nevertheless, in the dynamic nature of governance in Charismatic Churches formal polity continues to lag behind the informal. This situation, which is usually a response to the growth needs of these churches have been the reason why in 2017 ICGC and VBCI were in the process or reviewing their constitutions. LCI had launched the United Denomination Lighthouse Group of Churches (UDLGGOC) concept requiring a restatement of church polity. Nevertheless, the rules, structures and processes that have engaged their efforts in governance will be perused.

5.3 Instituting the New Paradigm of Governance from the Scratch

Generally, the institution of government is run by people who wield power in a nation or organisations like Charismatic Churches. Where they have a form of legality, they use legitimate power, rules and administrative apparatuses available to govern. By this understanding, governance strategy refers to the processes of governing or running a government. Therefore, when Mutch refers to governance in the Presbyterian churches of England and Scotland he has in mind how church officials governed using church
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sessions (local church board) rules and regulations.\textsuperscript{332} Through vignettes, Jones argues that the practice of governance is important because it raises and preserves institutions that promote the wellbeing of churches. He continues that good governance in particular as opposed to bad governance requires wisdom and good Christian character from practitioners. He insists that good character traits such as forgiveness, patience, love, etc., are important ingredients to be admired in the lives of those who exhibit good governance.

At this point, the different empirical articles by Mutch on the processes of governance in the Presbyterian churches in Scotland and England in eighteenth century become an important invaluable resource in this discussion of Ghanaian Charismatic Churches. The historical fact is that the Presbyterian Church in Scotland had to “focus on the creation of systems of governance which had long term implications” after the Reformation.\textsuperscript{333} He further indicated that some secular organization governance practices did result from the governance activities within the churches in Scotland.\textsuperscript{334} This fact provides a basis for hoping that Charismatic Churches could influence society positively by the governance systems they put into place. This also implies that the governance processes of Charismatic Churches in Ghana today could affect the character and nature of these churches for many years to come.

Societal values were also incorporated into church work. Church accountability in the eighteenth century was an epiphenomenon resulting from local farming accounting systems.\textsuperscript{335} Governance, therefore, can benefit from the cultures and sociological

\textsuperscript{333} Mutch, “‘To Bring the Work to Greater Perfection’: Systematising Governance in the Church of Scotland, 1696–1800.”
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phenomena of churches in their localities. Again, Mutch has discussed how personal accountability featured in the running of churches in the eighteenth century South Nottinghamshire. People who worked in these churches tried to use church finances with frugality. Some Presbyterian churches codified and systematized governance elements among themselves, which ultimately led to the standardisation of church activities. These governance situations, which Mutch worked on, were in many respects identical to the situation in the Charismatic Churches in Ghana. The British churches and their leaderships were trying to create governance systems from scratch having a knowledge of the patterns their forebears had from the then existing Anglican and Catholic Churches. It must be recapped, that the Lutheran reformation was fundamentally in the areas of theology and polity, but was weak in the issues of detailed instructions on all the issues of governance. The churches, therefore, had to create their own governance systems as Charismatic Churches in Ghana are wont to do. This insight is important because if different Presbyterian Church sessions under a single denomination raised different governance systems, it should not be a wonder that Charismatic Churches with different founders established different governance systems.

At the very least Mutch’s combined work provides an empirical guideline as to how Charismatic Churches can institute and establish governance systems especially applying the newer NGO paradigm of governance:

1. The adoption of **processes**, which led to record keeping and administration.
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2. The establishment of church governance bodies or **structures** within which governance was executed.

3. **Rules**, which acted as systemic guides for governance activities.

Incidentally, these points coincide and harmonise with the current thought of governance as pursued by Non-Governmental Organisations that insist that the most important value of governance is not the processes that government officials engage in nor its coercive ability. Rather it should be measured by the effectiveness of these processes towards delivering a better welfare outcome for the ruled. Armstrong and Gilson further elucidate this idea and offer tenable governance both inside and outside government within the dynamic paradigm of rules, structures and processes. They explain that the strength of this concept of governance is its shared participatory vision, an ever-dynamic paradigm of process, values and due order.

It is pertinent now, to borrow from Bekker’s idea of governance and leadership to enable the linkage between leadership and governance to be made since leaders must function within one form of governance or another. He posits that while organizational governance is equal to its ‘steering’, leadership is equivalent to ‘directing’. Consequently, leadership carries greater appropriating and implementation authority. Furthermore, Kezar and Eckel opine that leadership and governance as individual concepts have been found to act as factors that promote each other’s effectiveness and, therefore, needing to
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be studied in tandem. More importantly, neither leadership nor governance can replace the other. It therefore, becomes necessary to re-examine relationship between leadership and NGO organisational governance to establish how Charismatic Churches have been caring for themselves.

It should be unambiguously stated that the institution of governance as propelled by the RSP formulation departs practically from how Charismatic Church leaders perceive governance. They think of governance purely as a produce of government with themselves as protagonist. Therefore, when they establish rules, processes and structures they do so because they as authorities must carry out the functions of government. Obviously, they carry out their activities depending on the possible power and authority they can garner. Then they hope that eventually, their actions would inure positively to the benefit of their whole church. It is this expectation of good outcomes from governmental actions of these churches that provide a justification to practically consider governance from an NGO perspective and then to provide RSP as its defining tool. Consequently, though the NGO governance concept is ideal it does not depart practically with what Charismatic Church leadership and governance are. Rather, this conceptualisation should provide an impetus to consider government more from the viewpoint of governance that emphasises benefit to their churches.

---


5.4 Rules, Structures, Processes as Framework for Governance

The NGO paradigm of governance can effectively be explained as how churches in developmental change look after themselves because it corporately considers how much people benefit from leadership and government action. This concept can be so broadly discussed if there are no set limits. It is for this reason that Mutch’s work on the Scottish Church as discussed in the previous section will be employed as a conceptual framework consisting these three components - rules, structures and processes (RSP). Further evidence and discussions presented by Armstrong and Gilson and others confirm the appropriateness of this choice. Though these authors present different characterisations, numerical permutation and combinations of structures, rules and processes they essentially agree that these constitute composite sub-units for their explication of governance. In the process, they discuss their conceptions of the sub-units of governance such as rules, procedures etc. For instance, Wield’s thinking of rules and orders are that they form part governance structure, which is different from the Armstrong and Gilson definition. Similarly, rules are sometimes discussed as aspects of institutions and combine with procedures, routines and conventions that operate in formal organisations. Even here, rules and norms that delimit what people do can be argued to be at variance with institutionalism. These only represent the on-going debate related to governance composite items and definition within the contexts of their descriptions. One
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important and fundamental property of this paradigm is that though rules, structures and processes always work in tandem they will be identified separately for ease of discussion.

I consider this RSP framework appropriate for examining governance dynamics in Charismatic Churches for the following reasons. First, its three components - rules, structures and processes occur together in other literature and is relevant in discussing governance in Charismatic Churches. Secondly, it is easy to use. It is also simple, encompassing, appropriate, and focussed enough for the discussions at hand. Of practical value, the RSP as a tool enables one to appreciate and understand how the NGO paradigm of governance works in Charismatic Churches. Then also, these governance components even if unmentioned easily relate to leadership and are therefore dependent on each other. The RSP individual components must be briefly examined in order to understand governance activities in Charismatic Churches in Ghana.

5.5 RSP: Governance and Rules

The sense in which governance rules are conceived by the RSP conceptual framework ultimately fits the imaginations of Charismatic Church governance as will be demonstrated presently in the context of developmental change. Rules are articulated in terms of “what may, must or must not be done in a particular situation.” Then rules in relation to governance has more to do with the standard or the right ways in which thing

348 Ibid, 46.
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are done. These rules establish the acceptable norms and behavioural codes within a given social group.\textsuperscript{352} As these norms and codes are disseminated through groups, they tend to direct their nature and characteristic behaviour patterns. They as a result become what they tend to expect in the form of best practices. In effect, these rules ensure that structures and processes are carried out within reasonable conditions.

Socialisation processes tend to spread the rules of governance within a given community or congregation through social learning rules, meanings and values. These also produce community identities in which people come to expect these elements as they develop.\textsuperscript{353} Where the rules and values of society are considered unacceptable, people have a propensity to change them through interactive learning activities. It is expected that, all things being equal that the processes of socialisation will be rational and the rule choices made consequent will be beneficial to the society in general. The expectation in this matter is that compliance may be more voluntary than by the cohesion of force.\textsuperscript{354} However, experience does indicate that voluntary appropriation of rules both under government and governance regimes may require some form of compulsion as people have a tendency to default.\textsuperscript{355} The spin off and usefulness of this conception of rules is that it provides for a dynamic situation in which rules are adopted, evaluated and changed in time. It also is favourable towards the participation of community in the establishment of norms and expects the internalisation of changes through a learning process. These three dynamic
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values make the choice of governance as rules easily adaptable to the fluid conditions of leadership and governance prevalent in Charismatic Churches currently.

As Christian organisations, Charismatic Church rules that dictate accepted standard are primarily steeped in theology and local culture. Even before these churches can establish any localised rules, members usually respond to biblically prescribed norms of behaviour as much as possible. In this, the existent traditions of Christian character formation by the different denominations that preceded Charismatic Churches serve as repositories of rules and procedures from which eclectic selections are made. Consequently, issues of internal church order, discipline, etc., have basically been carried over from previous Christian experiences. In addition, local cultural norms that did not contradict Christian values lent to the development of Charismatic Church rules. In that vein, cultural behaviours regarding the veneration of leaders and more so those who are spiritually endowed or enlightened as Charismatic Church leaders offer ever present examples. Church rules that govern how churches services are conducted, how departments work, how offerings are taken, counted and banked have been dynamic as the churches grow both in membership numbers, branches and organisational complexity. As to be expected, the rules of engagement that are helping Charismatic Churches to manage their affairs are influenced for practical reasons by secular ones as they tend towards routinisation and formalisation. Sometimes these rules are national and statutory in nature. Consequently, the governance rules of full time workers include the payment of taxes, social security benefits as well as the employment of other endowment funds.

The employment of rules within Charismatic Churches do occur in the contexts of governmental considerations. The different rules governing marriage, pastoral counselling, the taking of communion, offerings, tithes, etc. ensure that churches and their
related systems run well. However, these cannot function effectively without the practical powers of enforcement. The need for accompanying sanctions to back the enforcement of these rules are drawn from leadership as the established active government on one hand. On the other, various laws drawn from church constitutions and biblical authoritative sources provide further guidance support for church rules. Practically, rule enforcement is graduated dependent on severity and is in most contexts tied to biblical doctrine. Small infringements receive small sanctions such as admonishment, warning, criticisms, etc., which are administered within all levels of the church organisation. Severe infringement of rules attract sanctions from established church authority after following biblically prescribed correctional methods or their constitutions.356

The relationship between the authority of church leadership and their constitutions continue to be nuanced because of the existing dynamic nature between leadership power and statutes. When the churches were new and small they depended heavily on the personalities of their leaderships. Now that some of the churches have grown there appears to be a gradual progression of rule enactment and enforcement away from the church founders to other leaders. Nevertheless, the founders remain as the key personalities. With time, it is expected that the prescriptions and enforcement of rules would be based more and more on constitutions and other statutory enactments.

The consideration of rules as a component of governance in Charismatic Churches has generally produced a positive influence on their activities. Church members have shown a great propensity towards self-control and compliance. Sometimes however, Charismatic Church members have reacted to different situations leading to the overthrow
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356 Such infringements as sexual sin especially among church leaders and pastors have resulted in suspensions and expulsions in ICGC, LCI, and VBCI when the individuals do not show repentance and fail to respond to rehabilitation.
of church standards, rebellion and schism. These have been times when their leaders have not kept the standards their followers expected them to keep by being financially exploitative, drunk with power, or teaching bad doctrines, etc. Other times rules have been broken because of the ambition of a few followers who may trump up charges against their leaders and subsequently secede drawing away a following.\textsuperscript{357} It therefore, can be concluded that, by and large charismatics keep to well accepted rules of engagement in the manner they govern themselves. However, there are as in every human situation deviations, which nevertheless do not negate the fact that what they consider as acceptable norms of behaviour are generally maintained. Altogether, the workings of church structure, rules and processes produces different effects on churches including ecclesiological attributes.

5.6 RSP: Governance and Structures of Charismatic Churches

Structurally, Charismatic Churches in Ghana so far have hierarchical systems of organisation that are influenced by the vision, mission and polity. Vision and mission together define what the churches do in working toward purposes of the founder. Polity provides the broad ecclesiastical governmental philosophy and ideologies through which vision is processed. Beyond these, it was observed that VBCI, ICGC and LCI operated similar pyramidal structural paradigm with divergent methodological and nomenclatural adjustments. In order to understand how these churches are set up there will be a brief description of how they are organised.

5.6.1 **LCI Structural Organisation**

To understand LCI’s structure, a typical church unit will be examined. The basic church unit of LCI are its cell groups designated as Areal Cells, which ideally should be up to fifteen people with a shepherd in charge as its leader. It is important in mentioning cells to comment that LCI, VBCI, and ICGC run effective home cells as small groups alongside church Ministry Departments. While the home cell is church in one’s neighbourhood and operates outside church hours, the departments’ functions are integral to church services. Thus, individuals can be members both of cells and departments. This information must be kept in mind while dealing with these three sample churches.

The Areal Cell groups are points of church growth and multiplication of membership that aggregate to form the single church. As the church grows, it trains shepherds who become ministry and cell leaders. In LCI, therefore, shepherds with different roles supervise the different groupings within the church. Above the shepherds is the assistant to the pastor. He may be chosen from among the shepherds or could be a pastor depending on the size of the church. The pastor heads the church. This basic structure may be varied depending on the presence of a Bishop. In the case of a Cathedral, a Bishop is in charge and he may have a number of pastors assisting in the different roles he needs to play.

The single church units then form the denomination. The denominational administrative hierarchy has a five member Executive Council (EC) headed by the Founder and Presiding Bishop, then the Bishops Council (BC) comprising all LCI Bishops. The Bishop Council has a rotatory chair with a four-year tenure and at that level, the
members of EC are ordinary members with the founder having a privileged place. Below the bishops are pastors some of whom as senior clergy supervise their junior pastors. The next level downward are the different types of shepherd followed by the church members.

At this point, the 2017 changes in the LCI must be addressed. Currently, LCI intrapreneurship processes means that ten new denominations, known as the United Denominations of the Lighthouse Group of Churches (UDLGOC), operate within the erstwhile LCI structure. These denominations were created in response to various factors that primarily included language affinity, culture and geography. They possess identical structures and operate in the same way the erstwhile LCI did. Therefore, the elements identified under the erstwhile LCI replicate throughout these denominations. The founder and his Executive Council work for all the new denominations. Structurally, each denomination then has its own Bishop Council followed by a hierarchy similar to the one outlined above. They currently operate within perceptible practical physical and imperceptible boundaries that are set to change with growth. The new denominations comprise Lighthouse Chapel International present in the Central, Western, Ashanti and Northern Regions of Ghana. Loyalty House International covers parts of the Greater Accra Region of Ghana and the English speaking parts of Africa. The third is the Anagkazo Assemblies that occupy the eastern corridor of Ghana made up of the Eastern, Brong Ahafo and Upper East Regions. It also works in parts of the Northern Region. Fourth the Qodesh Family operates within parts of the Greater Accra Region of Ghana and in the United States of America and Canada area. The fifth Denomination is Mega Church which serves most of the City of Accra and parts of the Eastern Region of Ghana. The First Love Church can be found mainly in tertiary institutions and spreads globally. The Mustard Seed Chapel International as the seventh denomination is present in Europe, parts of Asia and Australia. The French speaking world is served by Mission Internationale Jesus Qui Guerit. The ninth
denomination caters for Portuguese speakers as the Igreja Internacional Capela Do Farol. Finally, there is the Shepherd House International denomination whose activities are concentrated around the Caribbean region. Each denomination has its own Bishop’s Council with its chair.

Each UDLGOC denomination as well as church possesses a similar ministry structure. The local church typically has ushers, choir, evangelism teams, counsellors, Sunday school unit in charge of children and youth ministry, the Fellowship of Business men, the Ladies, Choreography and other possible units. Each of these specialised units of ministry provides services in support of the running of the church. Characteristically, their development structurally depends on the needs of the church and the availability of members to fill out all the roles. Each congregation is identified by a name e.g. Lily of the Valley, etc. This schematic representation of the UDLGOC structure is not enough. It is necessary now to discuss the implications of its establishment.

5.6.1.1 Recreating Governance Structure By Intrapreneurship

One of the incontrovertible proofs that Charismatic Churches are experiencing developmental change is the institution of the UDLGOC through intrapreneurship. This is essentially both a leadership and governance tool because of its intended consequence of contributing to church self-care. It also succinctly makes the point that clans exist within the Charismatic Church community in Ghana through the diverse identities and ways of operations. Intrapreneurship within the LCI churches is a novelty that is gradually growing on the denomination. In the course of this work, I spoke to some branch pastors who did not fully understand its workings. They knew their substantive denominations and
had become comfortable with them. This was their bottom-line attitudes. Typically, one should be discussing the effectiveness of this decision using some designed scales or measures quantitatively or qualitatively. However, this may not be appropriate at this time because the change is embryonic. Consequently, only the possible implications of this change are discussed. The body of churches that has been characterised as LCI in this research so far in 2017 became the UDLGOC also simply referred to as UD for short.

So why has intrapreneurship been deemed necessary? Intrapreneurship is simply entrepreneurship within an existing organisation. Pinchot says it “is the practice of developing a new venture within an existing organization, to exploit a new opportunity and create economic (church) value.” He further indicates that it is a recent phenomenon which is operating on the innovation treadmill of the American economy. The words venture, opportunity and economic value immediately reveal the business origins of this concept which is being innovatively appropriated within the UD context. For both small and large organisations, intrapreneurship promotes revitalisation and improved performance.

Antonicic and Hisrich in a literature review have identified four main elements or reasons that drive intrapreneurship. These are:

1. The need for new business ventures to be started related to an organisation’s current products.

2. The need for the innovative creation of new products, services, and technologies.
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3. The provision of ability of the organisation to renew itself, re-strategize, reorganise and pursue organisational change.

4. The choice of proactivity in which management can make enhanced organisational competitiveness, initiative, risk-taking, aggressiveness and boldness.

They indicated that these four factors may not weigh equally during intrapreneurship depending on organisational needs and the anticipated desire of those who drive this change.\textsuperscript{360}

Intrapreneurship in UDGLOC is change that is mainly meant to empower, enhance and accelerate the growth of the denomination in general as in point 3 above. Nevertheless, the UD would benefit from the other three points. This change, should result in more churches being planted speedily (new business ventures). The UD seeks to set up units that are smaller, quicker with decision-making and hungrier for growth. However, change can be an obstacle or catalyst depending on its management.\textsuperscript{361} Organisations have drawn the most brilliant of plans for change but have failed because of their members’ attitudes to change. Therefore, the necessary communications, mobilisation and structural units must be elements that should attract a future interest. Here, Simpson found that changes in church situations were not necessary due to cause and effect but rather processual narratives in which leaders participate.\textsuperscript{362} Therefore, how each denomination could fare would depend on the engagement the leaders of the single denominations have with their members.

\textsuperscript{360} Ibid
Second, the cultural requirement for such an introduction has not been tested at least within Charismatic Church governance praxis. This is because organisational culture as posits Antonic and Hisrich is an important variable in intrapreneurship considerations. In fact, it is not just the culture of the external environment that could be resistant. Possibly then cultural factors associated with the UD could be fundamental to the progress of each single denomination. For instance, under new presiding Bishops acting markedly different from Heward-Mills may be a challenge for some people. In addition, the need to grow churches successfully could increase even to the point of practical negativity of intra-denominational competition. This would especially be important as churches belonging to different UD denominations begin to compete with other churches within the same public space or catchment area for people. Personally, I do not expect a very radical change to occur among these churches in these early days since the founder oversees all the work for now. However, as a living organism some developments depending on geography, demographics, mortality, culture, etc., could impose unique situations whose responses in the future cannot be predicted. UDGLOC then has an interesting future governance trajectory ahead for its individual members who are the final protagonists and beneficiaries of this change.

5.6.2 ICGC Structural Organisation

At the very basic level, the ICGC is made up of cells or Covenant Family (CF) groups. With a recommended number of fifteen, the CFs aggregate to form the typical single unit ICGC assembly. A pastor who could be full-time or a lay minister heads this

---

363 Antonic and Hisrich, “Intrapreneurship: Construct Refinement and Cross-Cultural Validation.”
local church. A church board, made up of deacons as well as others deemed worthy by the pastor, helps him administer the church. Again, depending on size, longevity and various factors, other pastors and deacons would assist him or her. The pastor then has an administration consisting of secretary and other needed office staff. Deacons and departmental leaders then follow in that order ending with the church members.

Ministry in a typical local ICGC church consists of different teams depending on church size, sophistication and needs. There are the ushers, choir, outreach, counsellors, ABC (Sunday School) teachers, church security, intercessors, children department, media team and the youth ministries. The men and women’s fellowships provide other sources of ministry and fellowship outlets. ICGC also has other ministries both at the denominational and individual church level.

ICGC has a vertical hierarchical Presbyterian structure denominationally. The General Church Council (GCO) meeting once a year, is the highest decision making body and consists of the Mensa Otabil the General Overseer (GO) and all the different levels of ministers. Some church elders and functionaries would also attend. Then there is the GO who as executive is assisted by the Church Presbytery (CP). The CP functioning as the executive council is a seven-member body comprising six Regional Overseers who are all pastors and who oversee ICGC designated regions. Next to the GO are those who supervise the church’s regions ROs. The regions are subdivided into districts with District Supervising Ministries (DSM) and then Area Supervising Ministries (ASM). The Reverend, an ordained pastor and then the Minister who has been licensed by the church to perform some pastoral functions, following them in descending order. The Covenant Family leaders/Departmental leaders/Deacons and then church members function in that descending order.
Organisationally, the ICGC denomination is divided into regions as the largest church blocks. A church region does not coincide with those of the national regional borders. Its boundaries are dependent on the level of church activity by way of number of churches and other geographical and cultural factors. Thus, whereas Greater Accra has two regions, United States of America and Canada constitute a region. In 2017, ICGC had six regions. The region is composed of church districts and the districts similarly of areas. Individual churches constitute the area grouping. ICGC restructured its geographical demarcations in 2017 with a decentralisation focus. Like LCI, structural composition in ICGC continues to evolve. The elaborate structures it possesses now were not in existent in 1984 when it started. It is only logical to assume that some of those structures present in the churches today will evolve in time. The ICGC structure as it stood in 2017, was backed by its constitution, which was itself under review during this period.

5.6.3 VBCI Structural Organisation

Again, the home cell known as Priesthood is the smallest unit of organisation in VBCI. Ideally, it is made up of between two and fifteen people and must divide to form a new one when that the maximum number was attained. Home cells have been an important part of pastoring Charismatic Church members and as well ensuring church growth and stability. They as well offer the first steps to hands-on leadership training and transference of charisma. Organisationally, three single Priesthood groups form the Area Priesthood. Then three to five Areas make up a Zone. Several Zones make up the District Priesthood. The number of zonal groups in the District Priesthood is variable because administrative decisions from the Bishop in a VBCI Region determines the extent of Districts based on need, practical organisational needs and possibilities. The aggregate of Priesthoods in a
Locality constitute a single congregation, which is headed by the Minister or Pastor in charge. Other ministers and elders may assist the pastor. Directly beneath the pastor is the Local Church Executive Council, then there are Departmental leaders followed by the church members.

Within a single church, ministry departments such as ushers, choir, evangelism, counsellors, teachers, youth, the Victory Women’s Fellowship and Victory Men’s Fellowship, can be found depending on church size and complexity.

VBCI’s denominational structure has the General Church Council (GCC) consisting of the founder and General Overseer (GO), all ministers of the church, and selected representatives of the churches. The GCC, which met once every two years, approved all the important structural and processual decisions that give VBCI’s leadership legitimacy to operate. The founder and General Overseers of VBCI heads the GCC. Functionally, he also sat immediately below the GCC. He appointed an Executive Council (EC) of which he was a part. The EC members who were also part of the GCC, provided daily supervision of the denomination. Below the EC are Regional, District, Zonal and Areal supervising minister before coming to the level of Pastors and Laymen heading single churches.

VBCI’s governance structures provide a separation between Weberian administrative system and church spirituality. Therefore, its hierarchy has a two-track relationship. There is the administrative hierarchy outlined above that has the GCC. The Spiritual hierarchy, which also works in parallel with the administrative one, is composed of the founder and General Overseer assisted by the ministerial Apostolic Council. This hierarchical arrangement practically refocuses the debate Sohm started involving charisms and administrative offices discussed in the literature review. In VBCI, the Apostolic
Council is responsible for deciding on issues like spiritual themes and emphasis, programmes to run, etc. The Executive Council occupies itself with organisational structure, human resource issues and the day-to-day structural needs of the denomination. In descending order, The Apostolic Council leadership tract has, Bishops, Pastors, Elders, Deacons and Church members. This makes it possible for people to play different roles in the church. For example, the presiding Bishop’s secretary is an elder of the church though she is not the head of any department. Then there are cases in which Pastors, elders and deacons work under choir leaders who are mere departmental leaders.\textsuperscript{364} VBCI’s structure though apparently simple to run bears testimony to the emphasis of Tackie-Yarboi to prevent the equation of skill and position with spirituality.

Having made these points, it is important, like leadership, to understand the changing developmental nature of governance structures within Charismatic Church structures. In 2017, various requests to examine and analyse the current church constitutions of ICGC, LCI and VBCI were met with the same response; they were being reconstructed. Therefore, their constitutions had become outdated. ICGC had set up different committees that were reviewing different aspects of the church’s governance and were yet to present their reports for a comprehensive decision document. The constitution in place was awaiting this change. Meanwhile the Presbytery had been reorganised. VBCI had a similar story. They had embarked on a constitutional re-organisation that had resulted in the increase of the number of church Bishops and abolished the role of a General Secretary. LCI for its part had just gone through the processes of intrapreneurship. Therefore, the constitution of LCI needed to reflect the workings of the UDGLOC. Therefore, the discussion of specific structural hierarchies

\textsuperscript{364} Pastor Kwasi Bosompem Kamkam of VBCI, Author Interview, 24/05/18.
has become outmoded even before this thesis was finished. Practicality in innovative
decision-making has constantly outstripped formal laws and regulations. It has been like
buying nice clothes for a healthy growing child. They literally become outmoded before
long

### 5.7 RSP: Governance and Process

Various authorities have recognised the characterisation of processes as items of
governance. Spini for example, indicates that processes must be viewed as the sets of
successive activities comprised in the development of particular governance phenomena
and outcomes. These considerations occur within governance processes irrespective of
whether they are within secular or church settings. In Ghanaian Charismatic Churches for
example, many of the processes of governance, by which the churches self-governed and
established their wellbeing, have social constructs as has been recognised by Bello.
Their activities such as the attainment of membership, church identity, participation in
certain rituals, etc., are not naturally occurring but rather one of ‘participatory
engineering’. Thus, an understanding of and application of right social engineering
processes are important in the good functionality of governance in Charismatic Churches.
Apart from the sociology of process, Charismatic Church functionality must necessarily
combine theological considerations to give it the necessary contextual relevance and
effectiveness.
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The practical implications of the theoretical thoughts expressed above find a simple explanation in the running of a Sunday Service in a typical Charismatic Church in Ghana. This typical church service as a standard practice is an amalgamation, then permutations and combinations of processes. The complete service is the result of processes involving, the choir, announcers, ushers, etc. Each group’s processes may depend on their task, resources available and what members can practically do, as part of their participatory engineering. Then each group’s ministry is composed of several processes. Taking a department like the choir as an example one can identify the process(es) of music choice, rehearsals, and stage presentation. To the audience however, the church choir was called to minister in song which was either well done or not. Therefore, the simple act of singing a song may consist of different processes. From this single analogy, the point could be made for the multi-level idea of processes when all the actors within a service are put together even in the flux-ridden situation of developmental change.

It is a truism that, Charismatic Churches have been and will continue to be processual in their dealings. Yet, some informants and leaders took the need for understanding processes for granted because they believed it was obvious that without them nothing important could be done. Therefore, little fuss had to be made about seeking detailed processual information. Nevertheless, the very nature of their church organisational structures, discussed above, indicate the imbrication of myriads of micro and macro processes in the establishment of different offices and roles. As Tackie-Yarboi explained, processes are set up to carry out ideas springing out either of vision or a felt need. The processes employed could be by original thinking or by borrowing from other sources to suit the desired outcome. This is followed by trials, error correction and fine-
tuning until perfection is attained for a process. No process has been sacrosanct so far. When it outlived its usefulness, it is replaced for a better or more appropriate one.\textsuperscript{367}

Processes in the last thirty years have seen adaptation with time and cultural changes. Akwasi Bosompem Kankam who was VBCI’s administrator for fourteen years from 1994 recalled how the small VBCI church received branch reports sent to the office as hard copies and how manual analysis were made from these materials. Since the acquisition of computers, the churches numerous branches and financial dealings are consequently administratively managed in real time by a software; a drastic processual change for the better. In the same vein, from clicks on Bishop Edward Addy’s phone\textsuperscript{368} he could access different church statistics and reports making the global denomination easier to administer. The use of these modern technologies in Charismatic Churches have required large amounts of informatics investments in ensuring that their processes keep pace with the culture of changes that is constantly accompanying these churches. While the use of these cutting-edge technologies help church processes, they have sometimes exposed some weaknesses in the church set-ups. For instance, where live streaming of services on the internet occurs processual upgrades have become necessary to meet the needs of their viewership. As a result, different departments in Charismatic Churches are being taxed more than ever before to produce better than average international work outputs during their services. The effect in some of these churches is excellence in performance from departments, predictability of ministerial activities and less spontaneous charismatic behaviour.

\textsuperscript{367} Growth and excellence needs greatly influence changes in processes in Charismatic Churches. They could be said to have continuously experimented with new ideas.

\textsuperscript{368} Bishop Edward Addy Author Interview, 13/05/17.
Additionally, processes have operated in a socially established manner. Charismatic Churches easily formed different committees at all hierarchical levels mostly to plan and implement decisions. Committees that oversaw finance, discipline, evangelism, marriage, monitoring and other important activities are currently working in these churches with varying terms of condition. Naturally, their scopes of reference, the extent of their decisions, the power of enforcement and other such properties depend on the levels of operation. Hence, a regional committee of finance in ICGC will be by structure and process more influential than another financial committee at the area level. Members of committees are appointed for different reasons ranging from technical competence to the appearance of having wisdom, faith, good social standing, etc. No such committees has had exactly the same members from the inception of any of the samples churches. Personnel are reshuffled and operate on a need to function basis.

By the employment of processes, Charismatic Churches have been able to transform themselves over time from single church units. Committees have shared in burden of directing and provided members with opportunities to serve as a precursor sometimes to leadership. Processes unavoidably continue and fill up the detailed steps by step methods to achieving church goals and governance.

5.8 Making and Invention of Tradition

Charismatic Churches institute RSP governance through the repetitive acts of traditions as they evolve. Ironically, one of the problems that the young firebrand evangelicals had with the TWMCs during the early years of the charismatic revival or
revolution was their disdain for church traditions.\(^{369}\) Currently, as they make, invent and consume traditions they have either suffered from a convenient amnesia or are now appreciating what they did not understand before. Traditions determine why and how certain repeated actions are carried out.\(^{370}\) They are “transmitted or handed down from the past to the present”.\(^{371}\) Hummel says that the method by which the traditions are translated in many cases are as important as the traditions themselves.\(^{372}\) The making and inventing of traditions as two modes of propagating and influencing governance RSPs in VBCI, LCI and ICGC are now considered separately alongside church culture.

5.8.1 Making of Traditions

Theoretically, the idea of making tradition is based on the fact that organisations’ rituals become traditions with time. This may start and continue as repetitive actions. Sometimes, people deliberately formulate or construct rituals and processes in response to organisational needs. Some of these may be borrowed from different sources be they cultural, social, etc. Often, there arises the need for borrowed traditions to be modified in different ways to make them more relevant or even exciting.\(^{373}\) The traditions so reconfigured by adaptive modifications of innovations and reinterpretations become available as part of the socio-cultural body of knowledge activity within groups. The

\(^{369}\) William Obeng Darko, then pastor of ICGC preached one such vitriolic message entitled “Don’t eat bread in Bethel,” during the late 1980s in which he criticized the then mainline churches traditions and practices.


processes of making traditions may be gradual, and piecemeal. Once these are done, the traditions may be handed over as the authoritative way of behaviour. It must be pointed out here, that the making of tradition could involve more than one person, groups of people and generations each of which make different socio-cultural contributions.

There are numerous examples of tradition making in the sample Charismatic Churches. For instance, VBCI, ICGC and LCI have marriage traditions expressing unique ways of indicating one’s willingness to marry. Then there are different child naming traditions and child dedication rituals. In VBCI particularly, the child naming tradition is an adapted version of Southern Ghana custom using different elemental symbols of salt, water and honey alongside created Christian liturgy. This type of creativity in tradition making can be found in the liturgy books of VBCI and LCI which caters for a large number of pastoral activities. Another example of tradition making in VBCI, ICGC and LCI, lies in the systems of interacting with first time visitors. The materials and methods used to make them permanent attendees were different.

5.8.2 Governance and Invention of Tradition

The making of traditions as discussed above differs in concept with the idea of inventing traditions although some disagree with this differentiation. The main differences as will be analysed below is that the idea of invention has deliberate ideological ring, which is tweaked to appear to be a tradition which has long existed. In addition to
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making traditions, Charismatic Churches have and are inventing traditions. Not only that, I argue further that the Charismatic Church phenomenon itself is an invented tradition.

In 1983, Eric Hobsbawm the co-editor of *The Invention of Tradition*, an anthology from a conference proceeding wrote:

> The term ‘invented tradition’ is used in a broad, but not imprecise sense. It includes both ‘traditions’ actually invented, constructed and formally instituted and those emerging in a less easily traceable manner within a brief and dateable period—a matter of a few years perhaps—and establishing themselves with great rapidity. 377

Essentially, invented traditions must be meaningful and symbolic. Then they can confer the sense of importance, awe, value, treasure and even sanctity to the physically invented processes which otherwise would remain mere systemic actions. Therefore, tradition inventions must have formal structures of rules with ritual values. Again, functional repetitions present these inventions as norms from the imaginary but continuous past. In addition, the tradition established itself with rapidity. In practice, invented traditions either consisted of the introduction of new ritual forms which were then imbricated with meaning or the reintroduction of elements of extant or even defunct traditions into new and completely different contexts or systems of administrations. The inserted tradition was made to appear as an invariant institution, which would later be subject to the factors of innovations and change that over time and situations affect existing traditions. 378 Commenting in the choice of the term “invention” in a sequel, Terence Ranger, the other co-editor of *The Invention of Tradition*, justified this terminology whiles admitting that it was paradoxical and imbued with challenges.
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He pointed to three categories of invented traditions:

a) those establishing or symbolizing social cohesion or the membership of groups, real or artificial communities,

b) those establishing or legitimizing institutions, status or relations of authority,

c) those whose main purpose was socialization, the inculcation of beliefs, value systems and conventions of behaviour.\(^{379}\)

Particularly for religion, Lewis and Hammer present three possible reasons as scenarios for inventing traditions. These are:

a. Pseudepigraphy involving the naming of structures after important personalities or deities to the religion.

b. Borrowing from existing religion.

c. Information obtained from transcendent sources.\(^{380}\)

It is clear from above that Charismatic Churches as invented religious traditions themselves have needed to invent other traditions to remain relevant in governance in the long term. In spite of their changing nature, they are paradoxically functioning as clans with internal cohesion with legitimate authority alongside beliefs and value systems that have always been present. This is within a milieu in which Charismatic Churches historically have had to forcefully ‘fight’ for social acceptance in relationship to the existing TWMCs. Therefore, Charismatic Churches have ritually invented church flags, paraphernalia and insignias in a manner comparable to how the new nation states of the

\(^{379}\) Ibid.

last two centuries have behaved. Similarly, they have borrowed the ritual of wearing ministerial garments from the TWMCs. This is especially prominent among charismatic episcopates who lay claim to apostolic succession and have appointed bishops. They have through borrowing, invented for themselves traditions encompassing the usage of all the bishopric vestments including mitres, rings and staves.

In addition to ritual, there has also been some liturgical inventions among Ghanaian charismatics. For instance, the founder of Living Streams International in 1992 invented Psalm 23:6, “Goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life and I will dwell in the house of Lord forever” as benedictional liturgy. This has been used as a replacement or alongside the traditional grace: “The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all” (2 Corinthians 13:14). Then, there has been pseudepigraphic\textsuperscript{381} inventions of traditions in which buildings and chapels have been named after some people considered important to Charismatic Churches.

It is important to conclude this session on traditions by emphasising that Charismatic Churches in the process of making and inventing traditions have become users of tradition in every aspect of their existence. Traditions have helped them govern themselves, foster growth and ensure stability within a paradigm of developmental change. Invented traditions have conferred the senses of importance, awe, value, treasure and even sanctity to church members. Traditions made and invented have employed both the formal and informal structures of rules with ritual values.

\textsuperscript{381} LCI has named buildings and halls after some of their living members.
5.9 Governance and Church Culture

Traditions usually are associated with culture. A church’s culture refers to behaviours or ways in which its members act and, therefore, forms an essential part of church governance. Though difficult to describe, culture is the pattern of shared assumptions about how things are done in an organization. This pattern is invented or learnt as organisational members cope with internal and external occurrences. This in turn, is taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to church issues.\(^{382}\) Charismatic Church culture as practiced corporately is difficult to describe especially by members of a church since it is an aggregation of behaviours within the vertical and horizontal components of the church. Yet, Meehan et al describe it as a unique priced asset; “A company’s (Charismatic Church’s) culture is the one business (church) asset competitors cannot clone.”\(^{383}\) Church culture may be classified as healthy or unhealthy instead of good or bad. Theoretically, the classification good or bad is avoided because of the relativity and contextualisation of cultures associated with groups. Hence, a behaviour within one environment may be culturally effective within one context and ineffective in another.\(^{384}\) Appreciating culture is critical because it has the capacity to undo, prevent and even derail church vision and mission when it is not healthy.\(^{385}\)

Culture is present, active, effective and a determinant of the outcomes of leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches. Culture is important in leadership and governance because whatever teaching, instruction, or directives that are given are without


\(^{383}\) Meehan et al, 271–79.


exception tempered by its presence. Charismatic Church acts as the receptacle or matrix in which various leadership and governance decisions interact with church members to fashion a response. The extent of successful RSP implementation, therefore, depend on the way church members respond within prevailing church culture.

In general, cultural formulation and composition within Charismatic Churches included various identifiable elements some of which are:

1. The founder/leader/pastor’s personality which is the interactive face of given local Charismatic Church. Through this personality members and visitors of the church make their initial and continued contact with the church.

2. Then attitudes of the church leadership and its administration toward the vision and mission of the church give members the example to follow. If they are enthusiastic and sincere, they produce a followership with similar qualities.

3. Founder or leadership actions and inactions provide cues. The church takes its cue from emphasising what they perceive engaged the interest of their pastor. Inactivity with respect to certain matters provide a gap of low activity or even negligence on the part of members. Members correctly or incorrectly interpreted this to mean a lower level of interest by the pastor.

4. General local endemic culture of church influence the basic behaviour patterns of members. This is the matrix in which members normally socialise and its particularities have the strong tendency to modify or change the nature of any vision, instruction or methodology.
5. Within a local given area, the particular individuals the pastor or church attracts mould church culture, e.g. whether they are educated or not, rich or poor, etc., they bring these to church culture.

6. Prevailing church interpretations of Christianity whether it is strict, lax, prophetic, evangelical, etc. determine the way church members behave. These constitute lenses with which independent churches and denominations view their missions and consequently instruct as well as task their leaders and members.

7. Church culture is influenced by spatial gaps that leadership fails or cannot fill in behaviours such as visitation, attendance of funerals, etc. Church members then take advantage to occupy them and bring to bear their own values.

In summary, the cumulative actions of the general church based on theologies, habits, beliefs, faith, etc., provide the foundations and form of culture within the Charismatic Churches. Practically, some of the cultural behaviours that were observed in LCI, ICGC, and VBCI included prayerfulness, fervent evangelism, enthusiastic responses to church leaders, love for the church and its members as well as a high work ethic. There was also a willingness to give money, desires for power, wealth, social mobility, prosperity as well as worshipful attitudes. On the negative side one could feel people gossip, observe some selfish and lazy attitudes, lack of adequate Bible reading and some superficial relationships. There were those who criticised and fomented disaffection for churches and pastors but remained in their church assemblies.

These characterisations as part of church culture exuded or filtered out of membership actions and speech, their motives, attitudes, mind-set, body language and
confirmed by conversations. To the extent that I could feel these cultural behaviours meant other visitors could possibly feel these as well. The degree to which these cultural factors prevailed in these churches varied in accordance with denomination, local pastors’ posturing and the matrix of local culture, etc. The resultant pattern of cultural behaviours within particular Charismatic Church denominations and branches represented church ambiance and average church membership behaviour.

There were cultural intra-denominational or clan modifications. For example, members of LCI had a culture of church planting in general. However, smaller churches were culturally more aggressive. In addition, church ambiance is one in which people were in a hurry toward goal execution. Commonly, IGGC churches taught leadership in different ways but the less socially endowed congregational members focused on individual wellbeing and prosperity. Church ambiance gave a sense of decorum and assuredness. Similarly, VBCI’s small branches had a relatively warm relational ambiance. The individual church members in smaller assemblies tried to make contact when they realised you were visiting.

5.10 Is Charismatic Church Governance Good Governance?

Governance under the new paradigm is measured by how church members benefit from leadership actions. Indices comprising different qualities are used to evaluate governments and organization for their governance. In that respect the assumptions and understanding of governance is good governance. Charismatic Churches so far have

---

been observed to be governing themselves and growing which would imply that good governance takes place largely. Church members within VBCI, ICGC and LCI were not only content to remain but there were some who were in love with their churches and pastors. When these sentiments, opinions and thoughts were considered together, one got the sense that the average church member even in a branch away from the founder’s congregation felt well looked after. Yet, there are indications both from observation and informants that some governance practices especially at the personal level in these churches needed improvements. Sometimes, these governance weaknesses were the result of systemic changes that accompanies leadership and governance dynamics. For example, if departments or home cells failed to function properly they could be the result of communication or other systemic failures. Other times it was simply the case of individuals not working as expected. These internal or intrinsic weaknesses were usually the concern of church leaderships to rectify.

Interestingly, there were those who on condition of anonymity believed their leaderships’ decisions and actions thwarted good governance. Some of these people wondered whether their leaders were as transparent as they appeared in relation to the mobilization of funds and personal power. They believed their leaders as Christians should not be creating any “smoke screens of holiness” to be abusive. Again, that some church members did not know what was in their churches’ constitutions was an advantage to leaderships who did not intend to keep to these documents. This accusation was in the context that the last workable VBCI and ICGC constitutions were easily available to anyone. Others believed that the so-called claim to changes in documentation in progress only provided their leaders who were mostly approaching their retiring ages to set up systems that would entrench their positions. One feisty corporate executive and who also claimed to be a member of LCI emphasized, “I want to challenge my church leaders to
make our constitution freely available and insist on keeping it in the same manner they insist on evangelism. Then, we are having good governance.  

Another person in ICGC wondered, when for the purposes of good governance, was the General Overseer setting up a transparent succession leadership, which he would coach to make his preaching on being generational real? Similarly, a dissatisfied person from VBCI thought that some of the issues of poor governance suited various interested power brokers who would want to maintain the status quo.

These comments are indicative that as Charismatic Church leaders follow vision and grow their churches, there may be increasing voices of internal criticism against their governance set-ups especially in the areas of funds and power utilization. They probably must implement governance policies with the same intense focus with which they have provided for the spiritual needs of their congregations. Good governance, therefore, must both meet the daily spiritual and social needs of church members as well as guarantee practical, transparent and implementable governmental systems.

Good governance is important within the Charismatic Church growth phenomenon because there is a positive correlation between organisational governance and performance that implies the churches would grow even better. This would include the better usage of church resources and by extension greater financial inflows. However, good governance is not a magic wand that provides a one-fit-all solution. Each church’s context, its people and internal dynamics, etc., dictate in the ultimate what in each situation is good
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387 Anonymous, Author Interview, 29/10/17.
388 Anonymous, Author Interview, 23/10/17.
389 Anonymous, Author Interview, 24/6/18.
390 Love, “Corporate Governance and Performance .”
governance.\textsuperscript{391} This I believe is an imperative self-assessment task for each church, which must be accompanied by the proffering of good and adequate solutions.

\subsection*{5.11 Conclusion}

The community of Pentecostal-charismatic Churches in the process of undergoing developmental change use evolutionary RSPs of governance to care for themselves to survive, flourish and grow. Their ecclesiological landscapes are affected by different elements that include culture and tradition. While growth is indicative of good governance, churches need to continuously address the weaknesses in their systems to ensure even better care for church members.

Chapter 6

IMPACT OF LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have established that the community of Charismatic Churches comprising ICGC, VBCI and LCI have looked after themselves by dynamically instituting leadership and governance systems. This chapter focuses on the impact of leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches. This will be considered under three categories:

i) Impact on the personal lives of members.

ii) Leadership, governance and denominational attainment.

iii) Social actions emerging from leadership and governance.

6.2 Impact of Leadership and Governance on Personal Lives

The story of the proliferation of Charismatic Churches and the growth of established churches is essentially, a people story. This is because no church founder can claim to have founded a church without other people joining him. At the same time, a church cannot grow if its members do not prosper. Therefore, the establishment and growth of Charismatic Churches in Ghana is a story of their impact on congregations. The trajectories church members have followed remain diverse. There are those who have found these churches as oases in the midst of the difficulties of life. Then there are others
whose adventure with this kind of faith is for eternal gain primarily. At the same time, recognition should be given to those who did not find the restfulness of belonging and have either returned to the secular world (backslid) or to the churches they migrated from singing dirges of disappointment. Altogether, the sheer numbers of people who continue to remain within Charismatic Churches have overshadowed the net effect of these departures. So then, while it is fair to say that the impact of Charismatic Church leadership and governance has been mixed, it will be right to conclude that it has, by and large, been positive on adherents. Since it will be impracticable within the period of this research to examine all the different life-phenomena associated with this positivity, only a few important elements of the impact of leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches will be perused.

One significant outcome of leadership and governance activities within Charismatic Churches has been the development of ecclesiology. ICGC, LCI and VBCI were formed tabula rasa as far as ecclesiological pillars were concerned. The journey of growth and development continues so far with changes in different aspects of church life. Therefore, even if the founders had in mind the nature of church organisations they were going to set up, there have been many unknowns and unexpected developments. These have introduced a lacuna between expectation and practice. Consequently, as has been the case of leadership as well as governance, ecclesiology is under construction. Indeed, as the churches have become more organised and aware of the possible choices, the weight of responsibility for ecclesiological development continuously tilts towards leadership decisions and governance practices. For, ecclesiology can as much be a product of deliberate action as it is a response to unintended consequences.
All these leadership and governance driven changes occurring in Charismatic Churches are relevant to church members as long as they are impacted positively. This implies that some of the impacts of these churches are negative. There are many ways in which church members are impacted but only a few examples will be provided here. The first of these is the link to eternal life.

6.2.1 Source of Salvation and Spiritual Feeding

Charismatic Churches preach salvation in Christ as a fundamental doctrinal position. Most church services and meetings end up with altar calls. No wonder these entities are also known as born again churches. Born again people are supposed to be God’s sons and have a direct eternal link to him. However, being born again was the beginning of living the God kind of life. It is necessary to continue living as God desires.

All the sample churches had elaborate programmes for following up those who respond to the altar call for follow-up and growth. Beyond these, it was important to note that they had a varied effectiveness regime. It took three weeks to a month for example before one of the LCI churches I had visited as a seeker to make its first contact with me despite the promise to do so that day. Yet, for another LCI church two people had called me a day after visiting. In these conversations, I was encouraged to join the new converts’ class so I could grow in the faith.

---

392 During altar calls, a speaker would invite those present who were yet to commit their lives to Christ to come and do so upon the promises that their sins would be forgiven, they would forge a new relationship with Christ and ultimately go to heaven upon faithfully serving God.


394 Information garnered from LCI’s Teshie Cathedral’s New Converts Class after sitting in for the experience on 17/9/2017.
The growth programme for new converts to the faith in ICGC is entitled ABC. This is organised as part of the Sunday School of the church. It consists of a Beginners Class, which lasts for five weeks assuming that the new convert or seeker attended church service regularly. As the name suggests it is for the very recent Christian and the focus is the consolidation of the decision to become a Christian. Then there is the Membership Class, which also consists of ten lessons such as water baptism, baptism in the Holy Spirit, ICGC’s vision and mission, etc. After these lessons, a person could fill the membership form and officially become an ICGC member. At the same time, these members were absorbed into the Covenant Families. There is a third stage before joining the regular Sunday School programme of the church. This is the Discipleship or Maturity Classes in which participants are taken through lessons that would make them disciples of Jesus Christ. These consist of twelve lessons. Obviously, these classes ensure that a standardised material was taught to all new converts in this way assuring what the new member should know. It also indicates how well thought-out are the processes of establishing new people in ICGC. Meanwhile the new Christian attends the regular church services in addition to the ABC as any church person would. In general, growth in Christian maturity is fostered within Charismatic Churches through preaching, Bible reading and studies, corporate prayer and personal prayer and as well as other forms of Christian activities. One comment that needs to be made concerning these classes is that they were as enjoyable as those who were teaching.

VBCI has a similar strategy for assuring salvation and feeding its new converts. Though varying in detail from the programmes and processes of ICGC and LCI, VBCI’s processes sought the same goals. Therefore, in addition to the regular church services
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395 Interview with Pastor Nicolas Cofie of ICGC’s Living Waters Temple at Martey Tsuru in Accra on 27/10/2016. This information was subsequently confirmed at other ICGC branches.
recent converts were encouraged to participate in the church’s cell group activities. This was a way of ensuring that they were cared for spiritually and to an extent socially. These laudable reasons for setting up cell groups are sometimes not achieved as some new coverts refuse or fail to attend regularly or altogether. Ultimately, new coverts are baptised as a sign confirming their faith in Christ and membership of their churches by immersion. In addition, new members were encouraged to receive the Baptism of the Holy Spirit and to speak in tongues as part of their spiritual growth.

The need to make people grow closer to God has been pursued by different church founders according to the visions they believe God has given them. Consequently, LCI teaches its members to plant churches to please God while they go through the daily activities of life. ICGC teaches its members to make a difference wherever they are as leaders and evangelise at the same time. VBCI believes that its members must seek to be New Testament Christians whose lives affect the generations now and those after them and be restorative priests wherever they were.

Strategically, each church adopts different guiding themes each year for teaching and rallying the church together. In 2017, for example, VBCI’s, theme was *Manifesting His Glory*, ICGC’s was *Leadership*, and LCI’s, *Our Year of Greatness*. The use of these themes has become almost a universal product for all Charismatic Churches in Ghana. These themes are displayed on different church paraphernalia such as stickers, posters, decorative rubber armbands, etc. They become effective on the first day of January expiring on the last day of December. Explaining his choice of “Leadership” as the theme for 2017, Otabil indicated that it took him about six month to decide on the direction the church needed to go before announcing it.\(^{396}\) The expectation was that members had to

\(^{396}\) Mensa Otabil, Leadership 1-2, 2017.
focus on what the theme proclaimed in order to see its highest values in their lives. Similarly, Tackie-Yarboi presented *Manifesting His Glory* as a prophetic call on his church members both to seek to experience and manifest God’s glory wherever they would be in the year.\(^{397}\) However, what I could not find in these fledgling denominations were mechanisms for assessing whether the themes that were chosen for each year actually contributed in the directions the leaders declared. If these tools were present in these churches they would help founders and leaders perhaps to choose more practical themes and as well do better at teaching, preaching, exhorting and insisting that church members became what they had declared.

Feeding and providing spiritual cover usually takes place in the different church meetings that members attend. These range from the normal Sunday services, to weekday meetings mainly for prayer and teaching. Then there are cell meetings variously termed Areal Cells in LCI, Covenant Family in ICGC and Priesthood in VBCI. There, members are encouraged to bond, learn together and be each other’s keepers. Sometimes, conventions were organised in which guest speakers are invited and church members from different branches attend together. Another important source of feeding were camps during which churches went into residence for given periods. By these different products, theology, practical Christian practices, etc.; spiritual maturity was formed within church members.

One important element in the quest to lead church members towards salvation and to feed them is the provision of spiritual cover. The idea that malevolent spirits interfere with the lives of church members is a deep belief that goes beyond mere theological discussions. This belief, of course, is a continuity from primal African religions, which is

\(^{397}\) Tackie-Yarboi explaining *Manifesting His Glory* at the 31\(^{st}\) December 2016 service.
endorsed by the Bible. The churches have also claimed to be able to provide spiritual cover or protection against satanic attacks. This comes from three theological positions accompanied by high practical implemental expectations. A priori, the anointing of the man of God over the church should be able to attract God’s protection for church members. This they teach is what Jesus did while on earth and which was emulated by the Apostle Paul as well as the prophets before them. The other source of protection comes from the power of corporate fellowship. Thirdly, God protects his born again children as a father would. Therefore, when the church founders, pastors and various leaders pray their expectation is that God will protect and bless especially people who are under the banner of their churches. Reciprocally, as church members faithfully serve, they expect a corporate protection that is present over the entire congregation as part of global ecclesia. This is not surprising as Lindhardt’s discussion of Neo-Pentecostal masculinities in Tanzania tie prayer closely to theology. Inferably, Christian prayers reflect what they believe and what they believe is a product of their theologies. In addition to theology, the lived experiences of some church members serve to encourage this expectation. One of such encouragement was obtained from testimonies church members gave of answered prayers. For instance, in 2016, a woman gave this testimony at the
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399 John 10: 1-27, Matthew 17:24-27
400 Acts 27: 8-44.
401 Charismatic Church theology claims that the anointing on a man of God must be able to protect his congregation even when the pastor is not directly present or aware of on-going issues. Anointing that protects is thought of a cocoon of protection.
402 In charismatic theology, Church as a unit praying together possess a bigger anointing than individual prayer. Drawing biblical examples of apostolic and congregation prayers in Acts, which preceded Pentecost (Acts 2), the release of Peter and John from the priestly prison (Acts 4) as well as the freeing of Peter from Herod’s death row prison (Acts 9) are some examples. In addition, the concept of God’s house as possessor of varieties of strength and which will be greater in the last days confirm their position.
VBCI’s Victory Sanctuary. She sold waakye\(^{404}\) and was in dire need of money so prayed to God and placed Tackie-Yarboi’s picture on her food. She went on to say that soon after one man came and bought all the large bowl of food, which was an unusual occurrence. She therefore attributed this to God answering her prayer and honouring his servant her Bishop. This testimony, though could be argued against or discounted by those with contrary views, illustrates how Charismatic Churches have taught their member to trust God for their daily needs and how these members believe they benefit. It further indicates why members of these churches would seek to prosper.

6.2.2 Prosperity

The experience of or belief in faith, healing and deliverance has been characterised as part of Pentecostalism’s prosperity praxis\(^{405}\). These are considered alongside material possessions of money, wealth, cars, houses, etc., when the full extent of prosperity is discussed. In referring to prosperity, one should understand it as the ability to live through life healthily, be properly housed and clothed and have enough money to be comfortable in life as part of God’s guaranteed provision for his children.\(^{406}\) As has been mentioned

\(^{404}\) Waakye is a Ghanaian dish made with rice and beans together in the same cooking bowl. People normally bought it piecemeal by plates. Consequently, for one person to buy all of it at once was the miracle to the seller. Therefore, whether the woman was telling the truth or not was one issue. Then whether what happened was coincidental was up to her to decide. Thus, David’s Hume’s thoughts on testimonies in Section X, as personal and private events become relevant (Hume, *Cambridge Texts in the History of Philosophy: An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding and Other Writings*). The waakye seller from the perspective of her faith put the picture, her great need and experience together and concluded a miracle had taken place.


\(^{406}\) Tackie-Yarboi in 2016 did a series on Prosperity Sunny FM an Accra based radio station. One of the interesting points beyond declaring his expectations of what prosperity ought to be was an apologetic, which almost went to the extent of deriding those who did not accept the theology of prosperity.
elsewhere in this work, the idea of prosperity does attract criticisms from some people. Yet, the search for prosperity and the claim that God prospers people among charismatics is endemic. Failures and difficulties in life do not discourage them. The point being made here is that both the constant teaching and invitation of people to prosper in Charismatic Churches is a veritable product of leadership action effected through existing systems of governance. Even when the church’s primary message is evangelism as in LCI, the need to experience and the importance of prosperity is a sous-entendu. However, there are ever-present voices that accuse Charismatic Churches of material exploitation and as well of preventing church members to fully embrace life realistically and critically.

6.2.3 Fellowship of the Church Community

Prosperity as taught by church leaders and empowered by governance processes in the church is not all about money and material gain. I observed an intangible aspects of prosperity in the form of friendship within Charismatic Church congregations—fellowship. If the expected prosperity of charismatics was to make their lives richer and better by the help of God then some of the friendships I encountered should properly be characterised as prosperity.407 If this observation was made in Ghana, Barker offers another example from Ghanaian diaspora located in the Netherlands. He writes, “Pentecostal churches in the transnational diaspora offer resources and networking, arranging housing, fostering links to friendship circles, and establishing connections to employment.”408

407 Evidence could be adduced through personal conversations, observing interactions and investigations that Charismatic Church members pursued true friendships that have had far-reaching consequences on their lives.

Therefore, whether in Ghana or abroad fellowship within Charismatic Churches has a multifaceted positive value.

It must be conceived here in relation to the promotional role of leadership and governance that but for the founding of the church or planting of a branch most people who fellowship and become friends with each other in church would never have met or become close to one another. Therefore, by the provision of leadership and exercise of governance the environment for fellowship was created. Fellowship among church members primarily has been the source of laughter and fun. It also has brought some business connections and networking. Logically, people support each other in times of crises with some being closer than their natural family members because of their shared faith and amount of regular fellowship they have.

Sometimes, however, fellowship in churches has gone bad leading to the making of enemies. Some of the cases of church schisms are public evidence that friendship had gone bad between leaders. For example, Pastors William Obeng Darko and Eric Kwapong who joined Otabil as the founding executive leadership are no longer with him in departures that were then overtly acrimonious. Heward-Mills shares how some who left him were very close to his heart. Apart from these high profile ruptures, there are yet numerous incidences of people not “flowing” with each other in home cells, church departments, etc.

---


411 “Flowing” is a current slang that means people understand and relate well to each other. A negation of the concept usually implies ruptures of different sorts.

412 Different informants at ICGC, LCI and VBCI admitted to social relational ruptures within their church branches. The causes were myriad and I believe this to be rooted in sociological relational dynamics. Informants pointed out that historically Judas betrayed Jesus and the apostles, Paul and Silas.
In putting the fellowship of individuals in leadership and governance perspective, I describe its outcomes as incidental. Incidental because though church founders did not set out to form clubs, fellowshipping has helped churches in many ways including finding and supporting new leaderships as well as providing channels of both official and unofficial self-governance. Additionally, fellowship has and will continue to be a factor of membership stability. Even when people are displeased with the churches and their leaderships, some have stayed because of their friends and the fellowship they share in their church communities. The phenomenon of *Important Others* discussed in Chapter 4 corroborates this discussion.

6.2.3 Maturity

The different benefits church members obtain for belonging should help them grow in maturity, becoming what leaders expect of their members. The concept of Christian maturity is not original to charismatics. Throughout the history of the ecclesia, Christians have been expected to grow from their baby stages on to maturity. Nevertheless, two problems associated with this concept are those of definition and attainment. Definition, because who is a mature Christian has been always been contextual. Yes, there are some universal Christian ideals to be expected from a mature person but they are always within given social and religious experiences. The second problem is what Christians or church

---

members need to do to attain to the expected maturity. This has been an age-old challenge as gaps remain between aspiration and practice.\textsuperscript{414}

From informants, I got the idea that being mature within Charismatic Churches generally meant that one has been stable in the faith for a while. It was to be level-headed on matters of faith and practice and have accumulated some experiences in life as a Christian. Then one had to be conversant with scripture and be able to pray. It was expected also that the mature in Christ would have the ability to train others and show them in the ways of Christ; a good example. Then sometimes one’s leadership abilities were also classified as maturity. In all of these, the individual must be spirit-filled and bear a godly character.\textsuperscript{415} Interestingly two differentiating concepts that were making the rounds within Charismatic Church circles while this research was going on was the difference between Christian maturity that produced Christ-like character and the exercising of the charismatic gifts as listed in 1 Corinthians chapters 12 and 13 in the Bible. People who were proficient in the exercise of the Gifts of the Holy Spirit did not necessarily show the commensurate character. Rev Ebenezer Markwei of Living Streams succinctly says “Charisma will open the door to acceptance but good Christian character (maturity) will keep it open. Charisma must marry character as the clay with which man was fashioned married the spirit.”\textsuperscript{416}

As in most Christian social groupings, maturity comes with some demands.\textsuperscript{417} Church members are expected to plough back what they receive from the church in the process of maturing by serving God and the church faithfully. Even the processes of


\textsuperscript{415} This is a compilation of suggested maturity characteristics from ordinary church members. I wanted to understand concepts of Christian maturity were present among charismatics.


serving in church especially towards leadership is believed to be a blessing to some church members in their secular activity. As one lady put it, “the training I have received in LCI makes it possible for me to work everywhere.” Furthermore, “I would not have married because of the maltreatment from my father but the learning processes have made me mature to go beyond my pain.” In conversation with Bishop Patrick Bruce of LCI, he indicated that Christian maturity that stops only in church is not good for living a smart life. Therefore, he expects church members to be examples by excelling at what they do. It is observable, that the demand for excellence in church work which is made consistently by Charismatic Churches form members’ character. Its benefits remain the property of members for life.

In sum then, church members benefit from prosperity, identity reconstruction, spiritual protection, fellowship and spiritual growth among others, the biggest of these—being saved and remaining saved.

6.3 Leadership, Governance and Denominational Attainment

It is evident from the posturing of the LCI, VBCI and ICGC that they self-understand themselves as denominations. This is immensely important to Ghanaian Charismatic Church imaginings and realities, because, the attainment of a denomination is a positive indication of progress and is thus a status symbol. They have not only survived their formation but they have grown enough in respectability to the mass appeal of a
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418 Anonymous, Author Interview, 18/9/17.
419 Bishop Patrick Bruce, Interview, 20/11/17.
Nevertheless, a good number of their members and the public do not regard them as such for different reasons. Primarily, they do not see these Charismatic Churches as being established enough in terms of governance and social presence to be considered to have attained the status of denominations. Again, they appear too recent to merit the description of a denomination. Similarly, the perceived and real overly dependence on their founders, their relative weak institutions and fluid nature of their leadership and governance processes present some other reasons. Some informants were rather comfortable to describe TWMCs as denominations but Charismatic Churches as sects or even cultic associations.

This self-appraisal by ICGC, VBCI, and LCI as denomination will need to be examined because there is evidence that religious movements do apply self-descriptions, which are not exactly accurate. In addition, Barrows has observed that it takes at least three generations for sect-churches to be well-established as denominations. This observation considered in the context of ICGC, LCI and VBCI that are run by first generation leaderships accentuates the need for a closer examination of their denominational standing.

In their quest for respectability, fledgling denominations Charismatic Churches have not commented on the fact that there is no clear scripture that supports this status considering their penchant to be scriptural. Therefore, like other denominations, deductive
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420 In discussions with various Charismatic Church leaders, they considered the attainment of denominations a feat worthy of emulation and a sign that these churches were well established. This consideration does not preclude the different challenges that they are constantly confronted with.

421 In the course of this research, I met different people who still described charismatic denominational churches as young independent churches. They struggled to accept that these churches moved on to become denominations in the same way as the TWMCs.

theology, has been used both for their establishment and ecclesiological development. In particular, the question to be posed is this, are ICGC, VBCI and LCI sects, cults or denominations? 

6.4 Charismatic Church Denominational Status Assessment Model

The response to the question above demands that a set of organisational criteria be used to assess whether particular Charismatic Churches can be viewed as denominations. The relevance of this assessment is necessary, as the ever-increasing number of Charismatic Churches would make both real and imagined claim to denominational status. Yet, Sullins emphasises there is a penury of studies involving denominational organisational attributes in an era of great interest in organisational dynamics. Currently, there is no tool to my knowledge for assessing denominational claims by Ghanaian charismatics. This need has necessitated the development of the JGE Model for Denominational Determination (JGE-MDD) as basic qualitative tool for assessing Charismatic Church denominational status. As with the nature of these tools, it should be possible for other qualitative and quantitative indices to be added in the future.

JGE-MDD is qualitative because it is a synthesis of various descriptions of denominational compositions situated in the sociology of religion. The concepts and definitions engaged have mainly avoided in-depth ecclesiological contents of theology, polity, liturgy, ethos, etc., which do not feature in denominational classification literature. The indicators within the model have been put together by combining material from Brian

Wilson, Roland Johnstone, Craig Van Gelder and Rufus Barrow, Jr. The first eight of these eleven points should be considered as mandatory for a Charismatic Church to correctly call itself a denomination. Otherwise, it would be a well-established stable sect. The JGE-MDD consists of numerical growth, extensive geographical spread of branches, commonality of ecclesiology, routinized rituals, tolerance of other religions and less governmental involvement among others.

6.4.1 Numerical Growth.

Numerical growth is closely tied to denominational visibility as well as the availability of material and human resources. Charismatic Churches have grown from the motley of individuals they gathered during their founding days to become large organisations with thousands of members. Typically, VBCI, ICGC and LCI attained their numerical growth through evangelism in converting the unsaved. They as well have befitted from inter church migration in which people from the TWMCs and AICs were involved. This means of growth has not been the typical growth pattern within denominations in the global West, which tended to increase numerically by membership.

---


429 Gelder, “An Ecclesiastical Geno-Project: Unpacking the DNA of Denominations and Denominationalism.”
birth though they do accept converts.\footnote{C Kirk Hadaway and Penny Long Marler, “Growth and Decline in the Mainline,” in \textit{Faith in America: Changes, Challenges, New Directions, Volume 1: Organised Religion Today}, ed. Charles H. Lippy (London: Praeger, 2006), 1-24.} Gradually, VBCI, ICGC and LCI have started benefitting from growth by birth thus attesting to the development of generational memberships. Offspring of some of the longest serving members of LCI, ICGC and VBCI have not only remained in the churches but have also engendered their own children.

In general, there are no established numerical cut off points for assessing denominational status. However, within the context of Ghanaian thinking that a denomination must be well established, I stipulate that the denomination must have at least ten thousand people and have congregations spread geographically. As of 2017, no Charismatic Church auditorium in Ghana could factually seat more than seven thousand people. Therefore, the suggested number is to prevent a single church describing itself as a denomination. I need however, to temper this argument with the reality that churches like LCI started their geographical spread with small number congregations early in their ministry.

6.4.2 Extensive Geographical Spread of Branches.

Denominations contrary to the church typology under Christendom are not everywhere. Nevertheless, they are geographically spread even if limited by various sociological factors such as race, class, regional boundaries, etc. Evidentially, VBCI, ICGC and LCI are geographically spread within Ghana and abroad. Reference at this point should be made to the word ‘International’ that are serially attached to their names. Their intentional statements or prophetic declarations in calling themselves international entities
when they were each less than fifty people have become fulfilled. Considering that there could be denomination in Ghana that would not be international in spread, emphasis should be placed on Ghana as the spreading base for indigenous Charismatic Churches. In this case, it is suggested that the spread should not be within the same town or city but across a minimum of three Ghanaian regions.

One classical character of denominations when they spread geographically is to remain attractive to groups of people with common sociological characteristics. This classification is often embedded in denominational historical origins and the pathways of growth. The closest to this description in ICGC, LCI and VBCI is that they started with educated youth in cities and towns of the southern part of Ghana. These youths cut across different social strata and ethnicities within Ghana. This is because Charismatic Churches believe theologically that the soul of each person irrespective of ethnicity and wealth status have the same value. Nevertheless, growth pattern of Charismatic Churches so far has attracted criticisms from researchers who characterise them as being cosmopolitan. This argument, the originators of the movement in Ghana counter. “We were basically city and town folk who started from our familiar environs.”

Besides, charismatism continues making in-roads into smaller towns and villages from different directions and for varied reasons. Expectedly, then differences exist among the resource endowments of different congregations within denominations. In brief, congregational wealth in relation to

---

431 Rayan T Cragun and Deborah Cragun, *Introduction to Sociology* (Blacksheet River, 2006), 130.
432 Conversation with Presbyterian Church minister who complained about concentration of Charismatic Church concentration in the cities of southern Ghana.
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denomination depends on the social and financial brackets of the communities in which they are located which mimics national trends.

6.4.3 Commonality of Ecclesiology.

Denominations are known to have a common ecclesiological attribute especially, in polity and doctrine. Among Ghanaian charismatics, government more than any aspect of ecclesiology leads the other factors in denominational characterisation. The development of uniform internal structures and processes in ICGC, LCI and VBCI continue to take place with deliberativeness and speed. Even the initial informal ethics of these churches have not prevented them developing uniform ecclesiological features as they continue to routinize. They are now standardising their buildings, signage, interior decors, etc.

A mixed grill of factors has fuelled this development. For one, charismatics inherited from TWMCs the pictorial concept of denominational church-branch uniformity. More importantly various branches of Charismatic Churches had to look like their mother churches in order to forestall the possibility of secession which has been rife within this strand of Christianity. Aided by the centrality of authority it has been necessary for church leaderships to monitor what went on in their smaller and newer assemblies closely. These two reasons are complemented by the ever present legitimate quest for transforming single churches into denomination and for which effort is ceaselessly been invested. Yet it has been difficult to achieve total uniformity as different church branches characteristics vary with size, longevity, wealth, etc.
6.4.4 Routinized Ritual and Worship Service

Charismatic denominations have been routinising their rituals of worship services. This sometimes explicitly discourage spontaneous and emotional expression originally associated with charismatism.\footnote{Charismatism used as a noun, is a terminology freely employed by Charismatic Church people in the same way as Pentecostalism.} It was observed that Charismatic Church meetings were well ordered, and ritualistic in some of the theme songs sung, manner of offerings, order of services, times for preaching, etc. They had traversed the contradiction of orderliness and charisma by invoking scripture, appealing to common sense and other sources of psychological behaviour. Theologically, the position is that each person should operate within the acceptable set limits of charismatic behaviour by church leadership because the “spirit of the prophet is subject to the prophet.”\footnote{Bishop Adjja Cofie, VBCI, Author Interview, 20/6/2017} This literally means, that no matter how one felt moved to act, the set order of the church is the standard for decorum. Of course, by ritually ‘gagging’ charismatic expressions charismatics are aware of the price they pay in ministry and the limitation of the Holy Spirit’s power. They are not cutting out the operation of the Holy Spirit completely. They are merely regulating behaviour to produce orderliness in their assemblies, they argue.

In relation to common sense, charismatics appeal to the behaviours of the spiritually mature as opposed the immature. Here too, the need for people to have predictability that can make them plan is invoked. Therefore, a church service should not be lasting for hours on end. These common sense prescriptions are backed by appeal to human and organisational behaviour that lies in the purview of psychology.\footnote{Jens Rowold, “Effects of Transactional and Transformational Leadership of Pastors,” \textit{Pastoral Psychology} 56, no. 4 (2008): 403–11.} Here what,
how and why things are done in public meetings are addressed from socially accepted business perspectives and influences.

6.4.5 Denominations Pursue Organisational Routinisation

Denominations by nature operate within routinized administrative systems. Routinisation of charisma as presented by Weber ensures the development of impersonal organisational structures such as offices and functions. It also ensures that leadership charisma is not private but public and easily accessible using skills that can easily be learnt. As already noted earlier on, ICGC, LCI and VBCI have been routinising the charismas of the founders. These as active and willing agents of change have driven their churches to experience bureaucratic growth of structures, offices, and functions. As a continuous process ICGC, VBCI and LCI are inevitably going to be more routinized in the years to come, which without any doubt could affect them negatively or positively. Routinisation may even be more pivotal at the demise of their founders when succession occurs. It is therefore important that these churches not only have an in depth understanding of the processes of routinisation, but use it to attain desired organisational ends as many secular organisations have done while managing change.

---

6.4.6 Thinking Globally and the Loss of Some Sectarian Values.

Unlike the sect with the tendency to withdraw from society and criticize it, denomination tends to compromise its ideals with society and seeks its general welfare. This has been the case of LCI, VBCI and ICGC. These churches have moved from declaring that they were those that carried God’s exclusive anointing to respecting other denominations. In addition, they have tended to be less critical of government. In this wise some people have accused them of not being prophetic enough in the face of societal injustices.\textsuperscript{438} One reason may be their evangelical roots that make them focus more on godly matters and personal prosperity and less on the world and social activism.\textsuperscript{439} Another may be that they are sociologically moving from the margins of society to the centre, and are been too careful in offering a critical prophetic voice to national issues. Yet being prophetic and speaking against societal shortcoming does not mean a sectarian rejection but rather a quest for an amelioration.

It must however, be stated that the sample Charismatic Churches have not lost all sectarianism. They still maintain some sectarian tendencies associated with their unique identities. Therefore, they think first about themselves before others and believe ideologically and passionately in their brand of Christianity. I theorise from my observations that there is a bond between lingering sectarianism and church growth. The more sectarian a denomination, the more appears its rapid growth. In Ghana, the Church of Pentecost (COP) and LCI who are highly sectarian lead in church growth numbers. Probably the proclamation that their divine mandates sets them apart from other


congregation fuels evangelism, work ethic, competition with other churches and ultimately church growth.

6.4.7 The Increasing Use of Well-Trained Professionals

Two characteristics of denominational development is the focus on education and the increasing use of professionals to perform different roles in LCI, VBCI and ICGC. Even where trained experts and or full time staff are not used, highly educated people act as substitutes. It has also become necessary for quality assurance to employ professional clergy who must meet formal requirements. For one, this training ensures that clergy provide a higher service culture to church members than before. Consequently, each of these churches has formal theological schools churning out their products. Indeed, beyond theological training, personnel with other qualifications are being employed to help with the administration of these churches. This trend towards professionalism has succeeded because technocrats or skilled people who were also identified to be endowed special charismatic gifts are being engaged.

6.4.8 Tolerance of Other Christian Denominations.

The frosty relationship between charismatics and the TWMCs have largely thawed. Progressively, respect and acceptance between these two Christian traditions in Ghana keep growing even to the point of friendship. The founders and pastors of these Charismatic Churches have shared joint ministerial platforms with ministers of TWMCs during crusades, funerals, weddings, etc. Within the charismatic fraternity too, church
leaders call for unity. It is therefore evident that ICGC, VBCI and LCI individually do tolerate themselves as well as other Christian denominations in a context of religious pluralism.

There are however, practical problems with this tolerance of other denominations. Differences in ecclesiological considerations coupled with dogmatic fundamentalist behaviour do not make it possible for easy ecumenical bridges to be built. Particularly, it has been difficult having charismatic ministers accepted within Catholic Churches and vice versa. In the face of these realities, one can only push the idea of denominational tolerance in the newly formed charismatic denominations so far.

6.4.9 Less Extensive Involvement of Members

Denominations are described as accepting less extensive involvement from members than sects do. The division between professional clergy and laity prevents the latter from working in many different areas. This is not pronounced in LCI, VBCI and ICGC but progressively becoming important. These churches have continued to use all categories of membership for ministry work. The main points of ministerial differentiation is hierarchical which prescribes limits for different functions such as performance of burial and marriage ceremonies. Within this praxis, members in smaller churches have a greater level of involvement than the bigger churches because the bigger churches often have too many free riders. Much as the church leadership is aware of these free riders as churches grow, it has been impossible to compel individuals who join churches voluntarily to

engage in church work. Rather than send them away, church leaders allow them to remain in their assemblies with the hope that they would be convinced to participate in church activities at a future date.

6.4.10 Diversities of Groups within the Church.

There is an increasing level of group operational diversity within the recent charismatic denominations. Departments have become bigger and more complexed than they were thirty years ago. More non-pastoral individuals are therefore leading and controlling church groups which diversifies power, control and responsibilities. Different groups are also being modernised and employing the latest technologies in their services especially in information communication technology (ICT). Nevertheless, these innovative activities are occurring in relations to centralised church control. They have not accommodated the kinds of differences in theological emphasis and the independence that various church orders have in the Catholic or Anglican churches. If anything, practices have changed alongside church social developments. Theology is conservative and undiversified. This is driven by the need to maintain what is considered as right doctrine.

6.4.11 Cordiality with Governmental Power

The original conception of denominations in Europe were organisations that had close relations to government. Yet, this began to change with the Westphalian
arrangements that insisted on separation between church and state.\textsuperscript{441} Furthermore, as relatively new nations like the United States of America became established, the relationship between church and state continue to be actively secularised. Indeed, the newer nation states that became independent from colonial rule in Africa and the rest of the world actively pursued the agendas of secularisation and separation between state and church already established by the colonial masters to a large extent.\textsuperscript{442} Therefore, in Ghana, denominations are not state sponsored but are cordial with governments. ICGC, VBCI and LCI have not had confrontations with Ghanaian governments neither have they been officially co-shire. Sometimes, church leaders may have the ear of governmental personalities but this situation changes with political office tenure.\textsuperscript{443}

On the individual level nevertheless, Charismatic Church members’ contribution towards national governance has increased as more charismatics have become officially engaged within government in their secular professional and political capacities.\textsuperscript{444} Naturally, the sect-like tendency to condemn or describe politics as a social evil has changed allowing churches to even encourage and support their members to become politicians and participants of civil governments.


\textsuperscript{443} During the period of this research, there were different active members in LCI, VBCI and ICGC who were identified to have at various times been politically influential. Indeed some Charismatic Church leaders were suspected to have sympathies with given political parties and their agents even though church founders tried to distance themselves from party political engagement. This in itself is not wrong but because the churches have members of different political parties, the expectation of neutrality from these leaders was very great. This is because church founders and leaders are expected directly or indirectly to give guidance and pastoral care to all members irrespective of their political affiliations. Therefore, being tagged as politically committed or active was not a helpful ingredient for pastoral care.

\textsuperscript{444} In 2017, there were numerous ecumenical Christian Fellowships in government offices including Parliament. These had a strong Pentecostal worship bias suggesting the active presence of Pentecostals in public offices.
6.4.12 When is Denominations Attained?

Each of the Church groups, LCI, VBCI and ICGC qualify to be regarded as denomination so far by the qualitative elements within the JGE-MDD. LCI had the highest geographical spread and numbers with VBCI having the least. Continuously, their denominational characteristics remain dynamic. They make regular changes administratively and structurally. Doctrine so far has been stable; only nuanced changes affect the core positions.

ICGC, VBCI and LCI have not had the experience of denominational leadership succession to know how they would fare. Therefore, there may be some justification for those who refuse to recognise them as denominations from sentimental and future uncertain considerations. Nevertheless, for now they operate as fledgling dynamic denominations.

It must be emphasised that the JGE-MDD assessment tool could be better developed by introducing adjustments that assure better details for at least two reasons. First, a Ghanaian and by extension African approach is needed to cater for the expected increasing number of Ghanaian Charismatic denominational churches and their effects on Christianity using Ghanaian indices. Second, the definitions and descriptions of denominational characteristic would continue to mutate as denominations change in character. There would be the need to record these changes, the reasons that drive them and their effects within an African context using African lenses. Indeed, this view would align with current developments in the global West in which trends in the loss of denominational membership and continuous distancing of church from state, signal a
changing trend in denominational classification.\footnote{Elena Vishnevskaya, “Orthodoxy on Denomination,” in Denomination: Assessing an Ecclesiological Category, ed. Paul M. Collins and Barry A. Ensign-George (London: Bloomsbury, 2011), Ch 6.} To use the JGE-MDD assessment tool across African nations would maybe require some adjustment of limits contextually. Thus, a single church in say Nigeria could exceed ten thousand people but would not be considered there as a denomination until number adjustments were made for Nigeria and other factors come into play.

6.5 Leadership and Governance the Procurer of Church Social Action

The Charismatic Church community which was once pejoratively characterised as mushrooming for its annoying social nuisance has started contributing philanthropically toward addressing the needs of others. Here, Kalu has argued that the involvement of Pentecostals within the public space should be seen as an integral part of their historiography, which is elementally different from missionary historiography.\footnote{Ogbu Kalu, African Pentecostalism: An Introduction (Oxford: Oxford, 2008), 1-23.} This aspect of their history would incorporate how they sought both spiritually and physically to influence society in their service for God. This pursuit though voluntary can be argued to be mandatory to their gaining greater social acceptability and status. It is also mandatory because the TWMCs as forbears of Christianity in Ghana have established a high standard in social charity work that is yet to be equalled in 2017 by the numerous Charismatic Churches let alone be overtaken by them. The TWMCs both as part of their evangelistic mission set up schools and other facilities such as hospitals, teaching farms, etc. As it were, the TWMCs have continued on this trajectory leaving the Charismatics enough examples and positive challenges to meet.
It was distilled from field discussions that Charismatic Churches have a threefold reason to continue this thrust. First, social mission is interpreted as a legitimate Christian ministry. The theology that Jesus has both demanded and promised rewards for practically helping others remain as a key command. Second, there is the positive social mileage they derive from such activities. They enjoy visibility, communicate strength, mould themselves as socially inclusive and enhance their statuses. Third, they derive the direct benefits of converts and new members who join their churches. From field discussions it is evident the ICGC, VBCI and LCI clans have approached this type of mission from two fronts. They have acted corporately as a unit and particularly as individual church assemblies which could be compared to families within a clan.

6.5.1 ICGC in Social Mission

ICGC started its social work in 1989 by offering scholarships to the needy in society at the secondary level. This vision arose out of the difficulties the founder had during his secondary education after he lost his parents. Subsequently, ICGC has a dedicated outfit, Central Aid, which has so far extended its operations beyond the field of education to health, relief work, water and sanitation and social welfare as the corporate organiser. Central Aid also coordinates some social interventions at the branch level. According to Albert Rockson who is in charge of Central Aid, the theological foundation of these social interventions was based on the need to minister holistically to people; body, soul and spirit. The church regularly helps people mainly with their spiritual needs but also

447 Matthew 25: 32-46
does extend itself to meet requirements of the flesh. To emulate Jesus who met people’s physical needs, the church is responding materially to bless the world. In the area of education for instance, four thousand five hundred people have so far benefitted from scholarships. Some of the beneficiaries are highly placed in different parts of the Ghanaian corporate economy.

ICGC in 2009 and 2010 the church raised funds and dug twenty boreholes fitted with hand-pumps for deprived communities in the Ga-West Area of the Greater Accra Region. At that time ICGC did not have any church in these communities but responded to the national need of helping these communities which were being ravaged by buruli ulcer and guinea worm diseases. ICGC has and continues to embark on numerous and different health activities directly and indirectly. Since 1989, it has supported the Korle Bu Teaching Hospital in Accra’s Blood Bank by organising blood donations. It has provided financial support for the Ghana Heart Foundation, Princess Marie Louis Hospital, Plastic Surgery Department of the Korle Bu Teaching Hospital and the Mamocare (breast cancer screening) Project. Since 2011 to date, the ICGC has provided funds every month to support the Children’s Cancer Unit of the Korle Bu Teaching Hospital.

With regard to social welfare, ICGC has been supporting orphanages in Ghana with donations. In 2007, ICGC provided the Osu Children’s Home in Accra a fifty-bed two-storey fully furnished building now christened Otabil Hall by the home. This project also installed some staff accommodation. ICGC has subsequently helped in the maintenance of these facilities.

---
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6.5.2 LCI in Social Mission

Like ICGC LCI has also been engaged in extensive compassionate outreach to society. Heward-Mills has categorically stated that the theology that drives himself and his church’s involvement with the less fortunate in society is based on the need to be compassionate as Christ directs in Matthew 25:32-45. Showing practical compassion and charity is so important to Jesus that it is a basis for eternal judgement. Therefore, one cannot claim to love Jesus and serve him while neglecting the disadvantaged in society.

From the interviews and information on the church’s website, 2007 was a watershed year in the extent of charity work the church embarked on. Before then, there were and still are Medical Mission teams attached to the Healing Jesus Crusades who offer free medical services to the sick during the period of the crusades. By 2007, the Lighthouse Mission Hospital now the Lighthouse Mission Hospital & Fertility Center (LMHFC) was set up in North Kaneshie in Accra to cater for the health needs of the public and as well provide further health care to the sick encountered during crusades. Furthermore, LCI pays for the total cost of the surgery and hospitalisation of children born with congenital eye conditions such as glaucoma and whose parents irrespective of their faith are not in the position to afford consultation and treatment at the Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital. Without early intervention these children could become permanently blind thereby making early intervention essential.

\[\text{Dr Naabea Enin LMHFC, Author Interview, 20/11/17}\]
\[\text{Ibid.}\]
\[\text{vhttp://www.daghewardmills.org/dhm/index.php/humanitarian/helping-the-blind}\]
LCI has since 2010 been involved in the education of the blind by converting regular textbooks to braille version for the Akropong School of the blind, Adidome Senior Secondary School and the Three Kings Special School at Avekpedome. In addition, it provided some brailleers for the use of needy students to help their studies.\textsuperscript{456} The costs for running this project and the Helping the Helpless Ministry are born by the LMHFC whose operation generates some income.

Then the Helping the Helpless Ministry (HHM) started in 2012 to alleviate the suffering of the homeless and beggars on the streets of Accra. The charity provides monthly stipends of one hundred Ghana Cedis. Additionally, twenty-four wheelchairs were donated at the Korle-Bu teaching Hospital’s accident units on 21\textsuperscript{st} December 2014 during the first ever Christmas party organised for those receiving from the ministries of the HHM. Since the 4\textsuperscript{th} of December 2015, monthly services are held at the Qodesh LCI headquarters for HHM ministry recipients after which they receive their stipends.\textsuperscript{457}

Jamaicaso, a suburb of Aburi in the Eastern Region and just a few kilometres from Accra, is the location of the LCI’s Children’s home. Only two of six high-rise flats had been completed in the home complex that was expected to cater for more than two hundred children on completion. The home was started in 2007 with one child under the directorship of Rev Mrs Adelaide Heward-Mills and administered by Mrs Bridgette-Mariane Ogoe. In 2017, it had twenty-five children with eight minders who acted as mothers. Though most of the children went to schools outside the home, LCI had started a nursery with five toddlers.\textsuperscript{458}

\textsuperscript{456} Dr Naabea Enin, Author Interview, 20/11/17
\textsuperscript{457} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{458} Bridgette-mariane Ogoe, Interview LCI Children Home,
6.5.3 VBCI in Social Action

VBCI has also been carrying out social action but not as extensively as the others have. In 1986 it started its first annual blood donation exercise which yet continued in 2017. Then it has run a scholarship scheme since 1995. The scheme which in 2017 had Reverend Nathaniel Sackey-Adu as its administrator had served 1200 students. VBCI has built three Victory Academies at Avesive in the Volta Region, Apam in the Central Region and Madina in the Greater Accra Region. Pupils in the Academies at Apam and Madina paid minimal fees that could not run the schools. Staff were paid by VBCI. The Avesive Academy was run completely as a missionary enterprise in which pupils attended the school free of charge and received free lunch as well.\(^{459}\)

In summary, one cannot help noticing the prevalent occurrence of these social interventions in or near Accra whereas such help is needed more in the villages and small towns. The educational scholarships of VBCI and ICGC have national character as people could access them anywhere when advertisements were placed in national newspapers. Nevertheless, more people in the cities see and apply for help. Consequently, more people in the cities received the ministries of health and poverty reduction although both access to health and interventionists funds were generally needed more outside Accra. It appears then that social actions in LCI, VBCI and ICGC mirrored the patterns of church growth. The headquarter churches and other branch churches in Accra had the means to help the needy better. Having noted this trend, one can suggest that Charismatic Churches became

\(^{459}\) Rev Nathaniel Sackey Adu of VBCI, Author Interview, 14/7/17
more intentional about the locations and people they minister to in social actions so they can touch those with the greatest needs in society.

6.6 Conclusion

After nearly forty years of existence the church clans of LCI, ICGC and VBCI have attained their sizes and complexity because they have been usefulness to their followers, to themselves as organisations and to the society they interact with. Usefulness, here refer to the aspect of their positive impact in the three areas enumerated. Charismatic Churches have in general impacted their lifestyles of their church members positively or negatively by helping them prosper or supposedly robbing them of their possessions. They have impacted themselves to the point of becoming denominations and finally they are contributing to the social needs around them. They however could do more and may have to deliberately reach out to the needy outside the big cities of Ghana.
CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

7.1 Summary

This study set out to study the dynamics of leadership and governance of some Charismatic Churches in Ghana between 1978 and 2017. The inception and running of these churches as a phenomenon began approximately forty years ago in Ghana. Charismatic Churches whose establishment followed the earlier Classical Pentecostals and AICs were also indigenously founded with similar socio-cultural conditions to their forbearers. Most of the AICs by the time of this research had collapsed because of various problems that were basically associated with their leadership and governance practices. To the contrary, the classical Pentecostals who were founded around the same time as the AICs but with similar leadership and governance systems have continued growing larger and stronger. The success of this latter category of churches suggested that their leadership and governance operations which differed from those of the AICs was the cause of their flourishing. Like the AICs and the classical Pentecostal churches, Charismatic Churches were started by individuals from the scratch and what happened afterwards with leadership and governance strongly determined growth outcomes. It is this contrasting context of church growth outcomes between AICs and classical Pentecostals, that made this study of the dynamics of leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches necessary and relevant.

The research set out to examine the dynamic relationship between leadership and governance disciplines which were normally considered separately. It was empirically observed that leadership and governance acting closely together influenced each other in the growth of ICGC, VBCI and LCI now UDOLGC after they were founded as congregations.
This form of initial leadership acting along the primordial governance practices practically guided and engineered church growth through an evolutionary process. Some Charismatic Churches like the ICGC, VBCI and LCI have now grown into fledging denominations with branches within and outside Ghana.

A qualitative methodology was pursued. The sample Charismatic Churches with their different characteristics were examined together as clans in an ethnographic study lasting about two years. Ethnography as employed by Marleen de Witte and others\(^\text{460}\) in Charismatic Church research involved the study of single churches as these represented a common anthropological community. However, ICGC, LCI and VBCI were different churches with different characteristics. To make the study of these different churches possible under a single sampling group, a metaphoric conceptualisation was framed. From an African perspective, the different Charismatic Churches were considered as one broad Pentecostal community with each of the sample churches representing a different clan. As a community, it was found that ICGC, LCI and VBCI maintained a commonality of evangelical belief systems, glossolalia, fervency in prayer, belief in miracles, emphasis on prosperity and evangelisation. Expectedly, clan differences in doctrinal emphases and cultural practices, to name a few, existed between VBCI, ICGC and LCI. The research was mostly conducted in Accra with a few visits to Kumasi, Takoradi and Cape Coast. Various tools of qualitative research such as interviews, participant observation, examination of documents, etc., were used for data collection. Some of the findings are now discussed below.

A theoretical framework for the thesis was formulated from Max Weber’s postulations on charisma and its routinisation. This provided an understanding of leadership and governance and as well guided the interpretation of data. Weber had provided important intellectual foundations to

studies of leadership and government before and after the emergence of charisma in communities. 461

At the inception of the typical church, the founder emerges as the leader of the first few followers who are attracted to his or her charisma or anointing. Based on the anointing of the founder, and the call he claims to be on his life, the founder makes various decisions and sets in motion activities that converts his small group into an independent church, which would grow in time into a denomination. Characteristically, church growth is powered by an ever-increasing process of leadership development through administrative and spiritual charisma routinisation. Other theories like Distributed Leadership play different roles in explaining leadership development. Ultimately, the leadership structure of the church changes in at least two ways. First, the founder has to share in leadership with his or her subordinates who become empowered. Then these new leaders themselves develop other leaders in a cyclic mode. Meanwhile, the leadership stature of the founder increases both within and outside the church. The various changes in quality, quantity and stature of leadership is evidence of leadership dynamics.

The dynamics of leadership as discussed so far must also be from the standpoint of church members as followers of the church leader. They constitute the raw material that is processed for leadership but not in a passive way. They as partners of their church founders, actively feast on the founder’s charisma, and become producers of charisma themselves. Their willingness, sacrifices and sustained contribution alongside that of church leadership has brought some Charismatic Churches such rapid developmental changes and growth. However, followers do not act alongside church leadership as independent individuals. They do so within the ambit of recognised and organised systems of government from which governance is carried out. This, in sum, is a bureaucracy with its trappings of administrations, hierarchies, church structures, etc. Alongside these are the workings of church power and authority with the latter ensuring that responsibilities

associated with these differential structures are empowered to function well. These changes and establishment of governance are made within the context of Weberian charisma routinisation. In this type of charisma routinisation, leaders formulate governance systems through reactive and proactive decisions-making.

Active governance arising out of church polity in this work was framed along the new NGO paradigm employed by non-profits and other civil advocacy groups. It emphasises quality with respect to benefit of the governed. Consequently, Charismatic Church governance comprised rules, structures and processes (RSP) that ensured that church members were well looked after. RSPs worked along various contributory social factors like culture and traditions, both made and invented. As with leadership, the elements of governance are in developmental processes.

Despite the ever-changing nature of leadership and governance, they have produced outcomes on three fronts in Charismatic Churches. First, individuals within the churches testify to being blessed. Second, churches like ICGC, VBCI and LCI have grown to become denominations which are in their early stages compared to existing TWMCs. Third, Charismatic Churches have started and continue to be involved in social mission which is mainly charity work directed at the needy in society. In growing, the continuously developing leadership and governance regimes in Charismatic Churches have provided them socially with legitimacy, visibility and credibility.

7.2 Major Findings

Some discussions on some findings during this research become necessary in the face of the facts summarised above. First, the combination of leadership and governance in examining the Charismatic Churches in a manner that emphasised the relationship between them meant a quest to understand how they practically worked together. This resulted in the exploration of leadership and how it establishes and continuously engages with governance empirically. Indeed, there were outcomes associated purely with the leadership, followership, and governance as
individualized disciplines within Charismatic Churches. It is however, when these individualised values combine that they produce the nature and characteristics observed to be present in these church clans. Here, reflexivity is highly important contributor. There is self-reflexivity within the individual variable of leadership and governance elements as well as inter-reflexivity with each other.\textsuperscript{462} Therefore, the various Charismatic Church characteristics associated with the dynamics of leadership and governance are the products of complex factors. Primarily, elements of power, authority, etc., acting along faith, preaching and claims of miracles acted as purveyors of church growth and transformation. Hence, the synthesis of different factors that worked in tandem with leadership and governance systems were theological, as relating to faith, as well as sociological in nature, as relating to human behaviour.

By praxis, charismatics like all Pentecostals are results oriented. They support this with theologies that emphasize experience. Generally, charismatics believe they must have prosperity, miraculous living and divine healing as evidence of their wellbeing. Then they have an equally strong belief in church growth and mega church formation.\textsuperscript{463} This they see as both the validation of the church founders, their call to ministry on one hand and obedience to the Great Commission of preaching the gospel on the other.\textsuperscript{464} These observations need qualification as some Charismatic Churches founded around the same time as LCI, VBCI and ICGC have continued to remain relatively small in size. The challenges these smaller churches have with growth may be interpreted in terms of the operation of ‘smaller anointing’ or weaker leadership and governance abilities. This would imply that the churches that have grown have done something significantly different from their smaller counterparts which are attributable to leadership and governance regimes. Incidentally, church numbers and physical structures like buildings have been used as social determinants of the importance of both church founders and their congregations. This

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{463} Emmanuel Louis Nterful, “Church Expansion through Church Planting in Ghana : A Case Study of the Lighthouse Chapel International Model” (Mastor of Arts Thesis, Potchefstroom Campus of the North-West University in co-operation with Greenwish School of Theology, 2013), 24.
  \item \textsuperscript{464} Tomlinson, “The Great Commission : Discipleship and Followership.”
\end{itemize}
observation, though, could benefit from a more scientific study to fully provide a true and factual understanding of these perceptions.

The current Charismatic Church leadership paradigm could be considered an explosion of religious leadership in Ghana even if controversially considered. The idea of explosion comes from the fact that Charismatic Churches described as mushrooms-like in spread have been making followers become emergent leaders. Church leaders continue deliberately to raise other leaders in such a way that has made it possible for some members who never believed they had leadership potentials to lead in different areas of church life. Therefore, considering the numerous church congregations with their multi-level distributed leaderships, one cannot help but argue that there was a leadership explosion within Charismatic Churches. However, the effect of this leadership explosion on society at large remains unclear. Sometimes, these leaders have transcended their church boundaries and affected society in general where they have offered different forms of leaderships other than church leadership. Other times, they appear unable to influence their secular associates and have even drawn social criticism. This may have several explanations. For example, the level of sociological and theological training of some these leaders are relatively low because of the Pentecostal praxis of hands on training at the neglect of extensive academic formation. This deficiency could make church leadership ineffective in secular settings. There may also be those who though well trained are unable to translate their leadership practices outside the settings of their churches because of their narrow perspectives on life and religion. Thus, the possible limited effectiveness of such leaders secularly does introduce doubt as to the narrative of leadership creation, let alone an explosion. Nevertheless, if leadership was viewed from the perspective of interacting with and influencing others, then more people were influencing others in the religious space and this constitutes an explosion in leadership development.

The occurrence of multiple leadership development brings to mind the role of followers of Charismatic Church founders who end up subsequently becoming church members. There is in this context a prevalent view in academia that most members of Charismatic Churches were
completely under the thumbs of their pastors who pitifully exploited them at will for their lack of
discernment. To the contrary, church members of ICGC, VBCI and LCI presented themselves as
discerning, capable, intelligent, willing and active participants in their congregations. Indeed,
average church membership ranged from university lecturers, medical officers, members of the
security services, government officials, successful businessmen, to artisans, students, and the
uneducated. It could then be argued, that the enlightened and discerning people who were spread
within the congregation of followers should be able to protest against tendencies to exploit them
which would cast doubt or interrogate the view from academia. If some church members have been
exploited, as suggested within academia, then this could be deliberate, more because of their faith
positions, that would always remain inexplicable as in most religions. In any case, some of these
socially and religiously enlightened church members have actively participated in the ministries of
their church founders by also developing and employing spiritual charisma. They then represent a
story of followership, which is yet to be fully told and possibly dissimilar to the tales of pastoral
exploitation, and a followership’s sheepish submission.

Leadership and followership as shown in this work are continuously transactional. From
the beginning, the founder of a church and his followers have to change their social and religious
statuses when the founder of a church has to become the pastor or Christian shepherd. Jens Rowold,
in a transformational-transactional literature review points out that the leader-follower relationship
is more sophisticated than just the mere provision of followers needs. Strategy and other complex
factors that influence the long-term growth of organisations could be overriding. For example
followers of church founders must agree to undergo the processes of submission of their spiritual
care to the authority of the church founder. The followers similarly offered service in church,
offerings, etc. The Charismatic Church founder in turn provided spiritual cover, guidance, as well
as leadership. This transactional relationship is continuous in that church members in Charismatic
Churches demand overtly or covertly a certain level of guaranteed pastoral efficiency. Hence,
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Jens Rowold, “Instrumental Leadership: Extending the Transformational-Transactional
church members continuously look to their pastors and then their churches to respond to their changing needs such as provision of marriage counselling, home care, funeral services, etc. Other important considerations like church membership stability, participation and accountability may also weigh strongly. These changing needs and expectations which are mutual to the leader-follower construct, undergirded the permanence of what would otherwise have been a one-off transaction. When transactional failing occurred, church members could be observed migrating across other Christian denominations or even minimally to other faiths.

Sometimes, however, the tenets of such transaction positions do not hold pushing leadership and followership into the realms of enigma. As Rowold pointed out, some leadership and followership positions practically pose unexpected and inexplicable challenges. Leaders and followers have made choices that run contrary to their known belief and ideological positions. For example, members of Charismatic Churches have supported their leaders in the face of criticisms when they were expected to have left their churches because of leadership failings. And leaders have taken decisions with other factors in view other than those visible and understood by followers.

Admittedly this study has only but scratched the surface of the different relational enquiries that could be pursued between church leadership, followership and governance. There are gaps of knowledge with respect to the contrasts and comparisons of leadership and governance, and their weighted contributions in formulating Charismatic Church development. Similarly, the impact of leadership and governance on internal church groupings, etc. from such studies power, authority, responsibility, etc., can become the sub-themes as within Charismatic Church research in Ghana.

One significant contribution of this study to academia is in area of ethnography. By adopting and adapting the metaphor of clans, VBCI, ICGC and LCI is researched concurrently as clans within an African Pentecostal-charismatic community. As a Pentecostal community, their common attributes of glossolalia, prayer, evangelism, etc., qualified them to be considered as a
common body of believers. It became possible to consider these Charismatic Churches as a single anthropological unit borrowing from Jon Bialecki and his associates who argue that Christianity should be considered as an emergent anthropological grouping. Following therefrom, the sample churches as part of Pentecostal anthropology were examined ethnographically. Logically, the differences between VBCI, ICGC and LCI then distinguished them as clans within their common Pentecostal heritage. Some unique clan properties included differences in polity, culture, ethos, etc. distinguished them from one another. This anthropological reconstruction, I believe has made an original contribution to the processes of ethnographic research by pushing the boundaries of its applicability in religion in particular and generally within studies involving multiple-groupings in different locations.

Another noteworthy area that requires discussion is the complex nature of charisma routinisation in the sample churches. The developments within ICGC, VBCI and LCI of leadership, followership, and the different aspects of governance have been due to the effects of routinisation. Principally, routines of raising leadership and followership, church formation and governance are occurring continuously. Yet, this form of routinisation departs from some aspects of Weberian postulation on charisma. The first and fundamental of these departures is the observation that charisma routinisation of a living leader and not a demised one is occurring. This observation fundamentally disagrees with the reasons for the occurrence of routinisation among Weber’s followers of the prophet-type charismatic leaders. In Weber’s typology, followers routinize leaders’ charisma to preserve it, through bureaucracy and provide economic benefits for themselves. Contrarily, Charismatic Church followers are not the initiators of routinisation. Living and active Charismatic Church founders initiate and oversee their own routinisation as
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directors of a theatre play would. Therefore, church members mainly only participate in and consume the products of routinisation.

In addition, charisma is supposed to attenuate with routinisation. Yes, some aspects of spontaneity associated with charisma may be lost. However, church leaders and their followers rather corporately produce more charisma. Undeniably, routinisation of increasing quantities of charisma is what is occurring in Charismatic Churches. Similarly, the ephemeral nature of charisma is absent in these churches as charisma is constantly regenerated instead of being short-lived. Therefore, charisma has remained actively and fundamentally in the centre of Charismatic Church activities. Notwithstanding, the practices of charisma are tamed to conform to organisational predictability and control within routinisation. These paradoxes suggest a reversion in Charismatic Churches to the definition of charisma initially employed Sohm. Sohm’s original idea of charisma is a property of God’s gift of grace working in the life of an individual and not a bona fide property of that individual. This concept is essentially theological whereas Weber’s idea of charisma is sociological. Sohm’s idea of theological charisma is always being replaced, regenerated and function alongside the Weberian concept of routinisation.

In that regard, routinisation could be further seen as a cultural addition or cultural modification of charisma as divine grace. The reason for suggesting a cultural addition is that Charismatic Churches, borrowing the idea of setting up bureaucracies from other sources, set up hierarchies and administrative procedures that are associated with Weberian bureaucracy. These necessary administrative systems must be set up as means of governance even if charisma is considered from Sohm’s view. In this case church administration would not be a product of routinisation but a cultural addition that have been incorporated into organisations whether religious or secular that have not needed to be routinized. Indeed, church members who in their secular capacity have been practising Weberian administrative procedures and acting as experts
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continue to transfer their bureaucratic administrative skills to their Charismatic Churches. Other times, the church founders have read and gathered information on governance and carried out exercises in governance. Therefore, even if routinisation were not to occur, Charismatic Churches by learnt culture could establish Weberian types of administrations anyway.

Routinisation of charisma though offers important lessons for formulation of leadership-followership relationships. In practice, followers and their leaders mutually participate in charisma exchanges. Consequently, Charismatic Church founders have been promoting followers to leadership roles and by implication showing the importance of their followership. Nevertheless, some more work needs to be done in empowering church members in the area of intentional leadership training. So far, Heward-Mills’ LCI model of follower-leadership training appeared to be the best structured of the three churches. Its specificity of content and targeting end goals for follower participants is a system other churches could follow. There will be the need, going forward, for increased refreshing, re-adaptation and expanding of available teaching material. In terms of pedagogical quality, ICGC however, stands out among the three sample churches as it provides a wider and higher range of personnel training which span from what qualifies as a certificate level training to doctoral degrees. Of a necessity, church leaderships must understand the attitudes, demands, lingo, the micro and macro environments in which their future leaders live in order to device the appropriate leadership programmes that would be more effective in communicating their ideas. For today’s communication landscape continues to change rapidly demanding new media and tools.

The development of polity and governance structures and systems by church founders and leaders have occurred in Charismatic Churches as products of power and authority. The conceptions of secular power and authority as postulated by Weber, Raven and French, Lukes, Foucault and others have been key in setting up their governments and administrations. As noted in Chapter 4, church founders and leaders have been quiet in emphasising this aspect of power and,
therefore, have been ambiguous in application. The ambiguity lies in the fact that although this source of power is diffused and applied depending on the need, Charismatic leadership emphasise more the power of God, which is conceptualised as being the source of power and miracles. Yet, Church founders and their leaderships have an acute appreciation of their personal power and authority which although has divine origins is social and routine most of the time. They, therefore, apply various forms of secular power in dealing with church members as part of their privileges of leadership explaining them to be derived under God’s authority. Thus, in discussing the power and authority formulation within Charismatic Churches, it is important to highlight the love and hate relationship with power and authority among church members. Sometimes leaders of Charismatic Churches could be described as power drunk and even abusive on occasion. Yet, their church members at the same time require of them directly or indirectly to employ power and authority to run their organisations. This is because church members recognised the possible chaotic outcomes and impeded growth that would result if hierarchies that employed power were not set up or were breached. Therefore, the question of how leaderships of Charismatic Churches could organise their outfits without employing power which made some members uncomfortable is a controversial one. Perhaps, church members are looking for a balanced use of power and authority in leadership and governance, which is functional but well controlled. Paradoxically, the image of well-organised and functional church administrations continue to be one of the strong attractions of congregants to ICGC, VBCI and LCI which were not considered as one-man churches. These are products directly of power and authority.

The employment of power and authority whether divine or secular as has been used in setting up hierarchies and administrations is at the foundation of the NGO governance paradigm employed in this work. In summary, and to put it in a more simple and effective language, governance was described as how well churches look after themselves rather than how leaders utilise power in governing. This conception of governance in Charismatic Church research away from the traditional notions of government required a rethinking of church polity, which then resulted in the construction of the RSP instrument of governance. This innovative instrument
should be considered only as introductory indicators of some of the factors to use in considering governance from the perception of the welfare of its beneficiaries. For example, the factors considered in forestry governance vary from water management as they differ with information technology. Even within specific fields, differences occur depending on emphasis as to the indices to use in measuring governance. Therefore, governance indices for forest regeneration vary from that of logging although some common factors remain. Consequently, governance instruments could be developed for church types, sizes, common polity, etc. in further qualitative and quantitative research. It is expected then that the future conversation on governance in churches would involve the roles of traditional governance emanating from government as well as from the perspective of the congregants. In this way, governance discussions would be transformed to the point where church members and the public at large would be empowered to judge how well their church leaderships perform. Additionally, this instrument provides a review mirror for church leaders in their quest to properly organise their churches. Concepts such as this are ripe for massive engagement considering the call of Niemandt and other church leaders in demanding good governance in their churches. The important contribution of this conceptual framework is that it sets the stage for proffering the ideas, the indices and methodology of good governance deliberations.

Before discussing the impact of leadership and governance dynamics on Charismatic Churches, it is needful to mention that the particulates of polity has not been well documented in these churches. Polity is a well-documented subject within the TWMCs though. There is the possibility of researches on polity systemisation and differentiations within Charismatic churches.

Discussion on governance as a means of self-care naturally gravitates towards the impact of leadership and governance dynamics in Charismatic Churches. Leaderships and governance systems have impacted individuals, churches and the public in general. In recent times, some charismatics have moved beyond the boundaries of their spiritual emphasis to realms that deal with the social needs of their communities. This is an emerging trend and a departure from long held
Pentecostal praxis of being otherworldly. Consequently, as charismatics navigate their Pentecostal roots they have sought to have a different standing in their communities. That Charismatic Churches themselves could be considered as invented churches, have become denominations, are indicators of the desires of these churches for permanency. To the contrary, some churches would not extend their longevities beyond their founders except adequate leadership and governance systems with well-planned safe guards are put in place. This suggestion is one of the important practical action points for Charismatic Churches. Within this discussion, the idea of ascertaining whether a church’s claim to have become a denomination, which is a status symbol, is tenable or not needs to be assessed, hence the introduction of the JGE-MDD tool. The JGE-MDD tool for assessing denominational status would become more and more relevant in the near future. It could be used by both Pentecostals and secular government to determine Charismatic Church growth status and other factors. However, merely indicating that a church has attained to a denominational status without other indications of other parameters is too elementary. Therefore, the JGE-MDDS at least within African Neo-Pentecostalism could be developed to include many more detailed qualitative and quantitative descriptions. This would enable comparisons and other forms of analysis to be made regarding Charismatic Church denominations.

Furthermore, issues of excellent church governance, stability and possibly succession must be considered with a view of securing the futures of these churches in view of what has happened to most AICs. One area which this research did not cover but that would be of great significance, is organisational succession. Most of the founders of the churches considered as an age cohort must be retiring sooner or later from their active roles. The difficult alternative would be going into eternity on the job. Whichever the situation, research should be considered from the period before change of leadership which would involve preparations towards succession. Then processes during succession and consequences afterwards could be examined for each church or as multiple congregations in different ways ethnographically. Accordingly, it is my considered view and
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recommendation that a certain boldness of change in Charismatic Churches like ICGC, VBCI and LCI is needed within the next ten years. Charismatic Church leaders must install both their successors and the systems that would support them. In line with the modified version of routinisation prevailing in Charismatic Churches, it is proposed that leaders become triggers of generational leadership and governance by handing over their churches to others while they are alive and able to make contributions. This would secure the future of these churches in the lifetimes of their founders who would act as coaches, arbiters and bastions of stability for their successors. To ensure their influence is practical, transitional provisions could be introduced into church constitutions. However, these provisions must not seek to entrench outgone leaders but rather facilitate their roles in guiding their churches. In fact, church founder Pastor McKeown offers such a successful example within the COP’s particular context.

It is theologically easy for charismatics to believe that God would take care of them in securing their future. God has always helped them, and he would always, for that is the essence of faith. Yet, both the scriptures and secular sources of knowledge have abundant information to indicate that organisations that are non-strategically directed end up with disasters or less than ideal situations. It is imperative that having identified the effervescent nature of leadership and governance that church founders and their leaders become strategic and pragmatic. They will need to use the human resources at their disposal and the accompanying power to redirect and focus their organisations towards calculated and intentional leadership and governance outcomes by the help of God who they constantly refer to. Then their organisational routinisation and establishment would become more beneficial. In addition, they need to sail their organisations on even keels that will let their churches outlive them while docking into the safe havens of secured good leadership and governance harbours. Therefore, the suggested goal must be to understand their church leaderships and governance systems and make them more stable even in their flux-like situations. Then church members would become the most satisfied beneficiaries.
7.3 Recommendations

First, with the recent surge in ethnographical studies in religion, it is recommended that the formulation of metaphors for anthropological research be further considered for studies in African Pentecostal/Charismatic phenomenon, as was engaged in this thesis. In particular, the metaphoric use of churches as clans and communities needs be further explored in multiple group studies to unearth any common anthropological properties and/or internal diversities.

Second, a great deal of interest circulates around Charismatic Church leaders because they are the drivers of routinisation and other activities in their churches. From this work, it is inferable that the particulate elements of charisma of church founders needs to be further explored alongside both Weber and Sohm’s typologies. Furthermore, the need to understand the factors responsible for making Charismatic Church leaders successful at routinising their own charismas requires exploration. In addition, the issues of specific leadership styles and behaviours within Charismatic Churches hold good prospects for future studies.

Third, the area of Charismatic Church governance has research openings. Polity is a well-documented subject within many different church systems but a lot is yet to be done on systemisation and differentiations within Charismatic churches. Then also, the quality of governance in relation to church members, the governed, is a wide and viable field to further examine structures, processes, procedures, standardisation, rules, systems and other variables, individually or in different permutations and combinations, needs to be pursued.
Fourth, in combining leadership and governance, different studies can be done on their relationships with their intervening power relations in Charismatic Churches. More specifically, power, authority, responsibility, as stand-alone phenomena within Charismatic Churches in Ghana, to my knowledge, have been scantily research.

Fifth, the JGE Model for Denominational Determination (JGE-MDD) needs to be improved and applied to both qualitative and quantitative research in Charismatic Church growth. This model will help confirm or nullify claims by Charismatic Churches that they have become denominations.

Sixth, considering the benefits of collaborations and cross fertilisation of ideas involved in the use of external supervisors by the University of Ghana, it is recommended that some financial assistance is given to students who to travel abroad to meet with their supervisors for discussions. On the other hand, the University of Ghana could bring these external supervisors to facilitate face-to-face interactions and discussions.

The thesis was silent largely on gender and children’s involvement in leadership and governance in Charismatic Churches in Ghana. It is recommended that a research which incorporate their roles and effects on these churches be conducted. This is because the population of women were higher than men and but men were mostly in charge of leadership and governance.

Lastly, one area that this research did not cover, but which would be of great research significance is Charismatic Church succession. All the founders in the churches I considered must be retiring sooner than later. The alternative is going into eternity on the job. Whichever the situation would be, succession can be considered from the period
before retirement (preparations), during (processes) and the outcomes (after) it occurs for each church.

7.4 Conclusion

This study set out to examine the nature of leadership in Charismatic Churches in Ghana, the relationship of this leadership to governance; the dynamics of leadership and governance. The result of the examination in a few words indicate that leadership in a Charismatic Church which is founded on personal charisma produces church organisations in the form of congregations. The leadership of the Charismatic Church then set up government whose governance end up with an interdependent relationship within and between the two elements of leadership and governance during the lifetime of the church founder. Charismatic Churches in the process have been in a state of flux with change as most permanent feature of their growth activity. Church leadership has kept transforming its nature in performance quality as well as in numbers. These changes are directly reflected in the governance regimes expressed in terms of how effectively the churches look after themselves. Reflexively, governance changes influence leadership activities and outcomes. This dynamic between leadership and governance has been pivotal in the establishment of church branches, aided their growth numerically and geographical spread over a period of time. VBCI, LCI and ICGC have now become denominations that are positively influencing both individual members and society at large.
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A. Dag Heward-Mills: Preaching Audio Tapes, Videos and Books

1. Audios, videos of Bishop Dag Heward-Mills’ Preaching

They include *The Machaneh Iron*, a compilation of *Iron Sharpeneth Iron* conferences for church leaders from 2005-2015. In all there were over 120 preaching message titles. Among them:

i. Aman tsalach

ii. Amplify your ministry

iii. Be decisive

iv. Being filled with the Spirit

v. Called to Suffer I-III

vi. Decide to be a good leader

vii. Demistifying (as spelt) the anointing

viii. Do not allow yourself to be poisoned

ix. Doing the works of Jesus

x. Entrance into your ministry

xi. Eternity Mindedness

xii. Four phases of ministry

xiii. God’s kind of success

xiv. Guidance

xv. Help people around you accomplish great things

xvi. How to catch the anointing

xvii. How to do the works of Jesus
xviii. How to persist until the anointing works  
xix. Humility the greatest key  
xx. Know a little about everything  
xxi. Lessons on loyalty  
xxii. Loyalty and leadership  
xxiii. Loyalty of Christ  
xxiv. My father my father  
xxv. Predict the future in a general way  
xxvi. Rivers you must cross  
xxvii. Sacrifice- Reasons why you must sacrifices  
xxviii. See ahead and prepare for the future  
xxix. Significance  
xxx. Signs of anointing Saul received  
xxxi. Signs of disloyalty  
xxxii. Simon of Cyrene  
xxxiii. Spiritual authority  
xxxiv. Stages of disloyalty  
xxxv. Steps to the anointing  
xxxvi. Steps to the anointing (Series of ten messages) 00-10  
xxxvii. The anointing to be a good leader  
xxxviii. The art of hearing  
xxxix. The art of soaking in messages  
xl. The gifts and calling of God are without repentance I-II  
xli. The importance of the Holy Spirit  
xlii. The leader and reading
xl. The preparation for your ministry and how to prepare for Ministry

xl. The purpose of accusation I-II

xlv. The two foundations

xlvi. Transform your ministry

xlvii. Try to be a leader with emotion

xlviii. Turning the hearts of the children

xlix. What it means to be called

   li. What it means to be called

   lii. What it means to have a devil in your church

   liii. Why loyalty

   liii. Wounds of forgiveness

2. The Makarios made up of a set of 26 books written by Dag Heward-Mills as well as other books

   i. Becoming a shepherd

   ii. Church growth: it is possible

   iii. Church planting

   iv. Loyalty & disloyalty (series of seven books)

   v. Many are called

   vi. The art of leadership

   vii. The art of ministry

   viii. The art of shepherding

   ix. The good general: The science of leadership

   x. The mega church
3. **FM Radio**

Sweet Melodies messages by Dag-Heward-Mills twice daily.

**B. Bishop N. A. Tackie-Yarboi**: Preaching Audio Tapes, Videos and Books.

1. **Audio and Tapes of Bishop N.A. Tackie-Yarboi**:

   i. According to your faith I-II
   
   ii. Deliverance from Captivity
   
   iii. Evangelism-becoming a faith witness
   
   iv. Faith and spiritual senses
   
   v. How faith works
   
   vi. Inheriting the earth
   
   vii. Jesus as the connector
   
   viii. Kind of Kings
   
   ix. Kingdom Activation-Unckock your gifts I-II
   
   x. Kingdom Stewardship
   
   xi. Living in awareness
   
   xii. Maintaining a revival
   
   xiii. Manifesting His Glory
   
   xiv. Message to the Nation
   
   xv. Mission of VBCI I-III
   
   xvi. Mystery of firstfruits
   
   xvii. Passion for His presence
   
   xviii. Praying Church
   
   xix. Principles of Prayer
   
   xx. Raising the foundations of many generations
   
   xxi. Rebuking the devourer
xxii. Renewal of our doctrines I-III
xxiii. Revealing the father
xxiv. Setting the captives free
xxv. Setting the captives free
xxvi. Sheep among wolves
xxvii. Testimonies as prophecy
xxviii. The face of God
xxix. The Gift of His presence
xxx. The key expectations of Prosperity
xxx. The key expectations of Prosperity
xxx. The Kingdome of God and the Millennium I-II
xxxii. The Kingship of Jesus
xxxiii. The Lordship of our Jesus Christ
xxxiv. The mysteries of the Lord
xxxv. The mystery of feet washing
xxxvi. The principles of the King of King
xxxvii. Tithe and firstfuits
xxxviii. Why God gives strange instructions I-III
xxxix. Why resurrection
xl. Wisdom is building
xli. Wonderful Jesus Conference
xlii. Wonderful Jesus I-III
xliii. Zeal for God’s house

2. **Books and booklets written by N.A. Tackie-Yarboi**

i. Divine Vindication

ii. Financial empowerment
iii. Fulfilling Destiny

iv. God’s eternal purpose

v. Raising millionaires in God’s house

vi. What drives your heart?

vii. Why speak in tongues

viii. Why the anointing?

3. **FM Radio**

FM Station messages daily on Sunny FM

C. Mensa Otabil: Preaching Audio Tapes, Videos and Books.

1. **Tapes and Videos by Mensa Otabil**

   i. 50 lessons I’ve learn along the way 1-2

   ii. 7 Keys to my elevation

   iii. Anointing to start and to finish

   iv. Blessings of the year 1-2

   v. Called to serve in the house

   vi. Crossover 2016

   vii. Faithfulness

   viii. Fatherhood

   ix. Finding your place in life 1-4

   x. Four things that are better than money

   xi. From generation to generation 1-3

   xii. Gathering

   xiii. How can we work the works of God

   xiv. How to catch the Spirit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P. No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xv.</td>
<td>How to plug in to the anointing 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvi.</td>
<td>How to stay strong when you feel weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xvii.</td>
<td>How to work towards your target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xviii.</td>
<td>In him (series) 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xix.</td>
<td>In the corridors of power (series) 1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xx.</td>
<td>Jesus or orderly king</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi.</td>
<td>Jesus our servant king</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxii.</td>
<td>Jesus the good shepherd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxiii.</td>
<td>Leadership vision and influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxiv.</td>
<td>Leadership workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxv.</td>
<td>Living by design 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxvi.</td>
<td>Living by design 1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxvii.</td>
<td>Moved by the spirit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxviii.</td>
<td>Operating divine authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxix.</td>
<td>Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxx.</td>
<td>Pentecost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxi.</td>
<td>Praying like Elijah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxii.</td>
<td>Praying prophetically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxiii.</td>
<td>Purpose, priorities and pursuits 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxiv.</td>
<td>Run with the vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxv.</td>
<td>Seeking God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxvi.</td>
<td>Speaking in tongues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxvii.</td>
<td>Stepping ahead from behind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxviii.</td>
<td>Take care of your flocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxix.</td>
<td>The call to leadership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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xl. The call to leadership 1-2
xli. The faith the overcomes
xlii. The gates of the heathen shall not prevent you
xliii. The Holy Spirit our Helper 1-2
xliv. The Holy Spirit our helper 1-2
xlv. The leadership principles of Jesus (series) 1-8
xlvi. The power of hunger
xlvii. The power of vision
xlviii. The shaping of the character of the nation 1-2
xlix. The shepherd leader 1-2
l. Transformed by the spirit 1-3
li. Transformed by the Spirit 1-4
lii. Under the Spirit’s influence
liii. Wealth transfer
liv. What is leadership?

2. Books and other publication

i. 2016 International Central Gospel Church Annual Report

ii. Anointing to overtake

iii. Beyond the rivers of Ethiopia

iv. Dominion mandate

3. FM radio and Television

Weekly Sunday 6.30pm broadcasts on TV3, Accra.

Daily weekday 1.00pm broadcasts of Radio Gold, Accra.
Daily weekday 12.30pm broadcasts on Joy FM
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ADENDUM I: AN EXAMPLE OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN VBCI
ADDENDUM II: IMPARTATION IS A WAY OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

ADDENDUM III: VBCI'S DOMINION SANCTUARY BUILDINGS
ADENDUM IV: TACKIE-YARBOI ON CHURCH AND SOCIETY

ADENDUM V: LCI’S THEME FOR 2017 THIS IS A WAY OF MOBILISING THE CHURCH AND PROVIDING GOVERNANCE
ADENDUM VI: UDLGOC BISHOPS ORDINATION SERVICE. AN EXAMPLE OF SPIRITUAL ROUTINISATION AND AS WELL THE INVENTION OF TRADITION.

ADENDUM VII: AREAL VIEW OF PORTIONS OF THE ANAGKAZO BIBLE AND MINISTRY TRAINING CENTER
ADENDUM VIII: BUILDINGS OF ICGC’S CENTRAL UNIVERSITY CAMPUS AT MIOTSO NEAR TEMA.

ADENDUM IX: INTERNATIONAL CENTRAL GOSPEL CHURCH PICTORAL REPRESENTATION OF 2017 THEME DEPICTING ‘LEADERSHIP’.
ADENDUM XI: DYNAMICS OF LEADERSHIP AND INITIAL INTERVIEW GUIDE

These questions are guides in to the discussion. The interviewer or interviewees are permitted to raise other important or related points which best suits the developmental experience of your church. We will therefore be greatly advantaged if we considered the signpost questions while delving into other areas.

i. What dynamics of leadership occur as founders of Charismatic Churches provide leadership and vision to their churches?

- What is leadership
- Stages of leadership from the beginning till date
- Development of other leaders
- Challenges of leadership
- Leadership style

ii. Which factors make congregation members follow the leaders?

- leadership qualities
• anointing they benefit from
• obedience to God
• teaching
• Personality

iii. How does the evolution of church governance structures including bureaucratization polity and liturgy occur during the processes of growth of the selected Charismatic churches?

• How was governance (Rules Structures Process) like at the beginning?
• What is the current church governance structure? How has this evolved historically
• What is the relationship between church founder and governance system?
• What is the relationship between other church leaders and governance system?
• What is the relation of church founder and other leaders and the church considering the governance systems?

• Making of tradition:
  a. Polity development?
  b. Liturgical development?
  c. Routinization and bureaucratization? How have offices been set up?
  d. How are decisions taken in church and how are they controlled?
iv. How has the power or authority of the religious leaders been linked to and reinforced by governance strategies in the Charismatic churches?

- What is constitutes charisma in charismatic leaders?
- How does this bring leadership?
- How does charisma bring authority?
- How does charisma relate to governance in the church?
- How does governance reinforce and strengthen charisma?

v. What is the is the impact of leadership and governance?

- What are the changes in the church as a result of leadership and governance dynamics in the following areas?
  a. Growth in membership.
  b. Growth in finance.
  c. Church stability.
  d. Polity.
  e. Church liturgy.
  f. Church Ethos.
  g. Church doctrine.
  h. Church character formation.
  i. Decision making.
  j. Physical and infrastructure development.

ADENDUM XII: QUESTIONS GUIDE FOR CHURCH GOVERNANCE
Part 1
1. General administrative and managerial set up of chuch—Statement of facts. Then Your views.

2. Insights into governance/administrative progression from single church to denomination.

3. Current Intrapreneurship moves to divide up the denomination. What is the thinking behind? Your views?

4. Financial administration of church and checks and balances.

5. The leadership roles of Bishop Dag bringing influence and direction.

6. The leadership role of council of Bishops bringing influence and direction.

7. How are new things are generally introduced an done in church.

**Part 2**

1. All the things about governance can be defined by three elements. Rules, Structures, Processes.

   a. What, how and why are the rules that make church run? Where can they be found? Effects of these rules.

   b. Structures that make the church stand and run? Distinguish between physical including properties and spiritual structures.

   c. Processes mark the church’s evolution. Identify as many as possible. Particularly how governing and leading has and is processing.

It starts with Structures:
a. Physical infrastructure that help church run.
   i. Fixed properties for church, numbers, policies, expectations.
   ii. Hired properties for church, numbers, policies, expectations.
   iii. Any other properties.

b. Administrative structures that work.
   i. Church organogram and constitution. Who are octopus overseers?
   ii. Other organs as stated by Nterful are they still useful and how are they featuring in the United Denominational concept.
   iii. Council set up—Bishop and administrative staff and how they work.
   iv. Education.

c. Spiritual structures.
   i. Principal Shepherd/Priesthood leader/ CF leader.
   ii. Bishops……………. Prayer warriors as personnel.
   iii. Any spiritual structures using the different terms.

Rules/laws/Principles
   i. Loyalty (for LCI) both as process and rule.
   ii. Offering/ Accountability.
   iii. Relationships to beloved to marriage.
   iv. Growth into ministry.
   v. Discipline issues.
   vi. Expulsion of erring members?
Processes

I. How things are done?

II. Benefits of sequence and time

**Table of Values for Leadership Perception in Church Congregations**

Used for Short Discussion. Follower Choice Elements: Please consider these as the element for either following or rejecting a Charismatic Church founder/leader/pastor. You can add to these as you think.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Handsome/beautiful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Well built</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Fair or dark in complexion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Well dressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Acceptable body odour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Potential to be rich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Monetarily average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication abilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Speaks good English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Good vernacular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Pleasant voice and intonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Communicates ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Inspirational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Teaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Commands people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Appeals to people through reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Speaks the mind straight away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Diplomatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Uncertain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Personality
1. Affable
2. Focused
3. Tough
4. Straight forward

### Personality Continued
5. Pleasant
6. Reliable

### Character or morality
1. Truthful
2. Caring
3. Sticks to people
4. Completely sexually pure/faithful
5. Partially sexually pure/faithful
6. Corrupt (bends rules for himself or others)
7. Applies bible to life
8. Faithful in secret
9. Kind
10. Considerate
11. Selfless
12. Seeks the interest of others
13. Manipulative
14. Well behaved personally in public
15. Generous
16. Sensible
17. Discerning
18. Persistent
19. Determined
20. Full of action
21. Wise
22. Selfless
23. Humble
24. Proud
25. Confident
26. Respects followers
27. Orders people around
28. Shows the way
29. Innovative
30. Blames people for fault
31. Takes responsibilities
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Makes people confident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Easily get discouraged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Complains easily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Faith in God**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Obeys bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Speaks faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Practices faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Takes trials and difficulties well</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Charismatic Characteristics**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Personally attractive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Exercises gifts of the spirit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Preaches well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Prays well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>God’s presence is evident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Encourages people to pray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Encourages people to read Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Encourages people to be spiritual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Encourages gifts of the Spirit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Human Relations**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Speaks to members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Pays attention to their needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Will visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Will sent others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Forgiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Vindictive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Combative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Kind</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2: Guide to Church Members View of New Paradigm of Governance**
**Satisfaction indices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety in church</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of church atmosphere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoughts on responses to preaching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are pastors approachable?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are various leaders helpful?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who teaches your cell group?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does he teach well?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you understand church preaching?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do pastors use too much power?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do departmental leaders discipline?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there too much force in church?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often would you like to be visited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you work in church? If yes why and if no why?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why do you sacrifice in church work?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The things pastors declares how do you receive them?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have testimonies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How regularly do you pray?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are things done orderly in your cell or department?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What should be done better?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you see yourself anointed some time to come?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What will you do with your anointing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will you like to be a pastor?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you seek the anointing personally?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you been to any church programme like outdoing/funeral/ etc?</td>
<td>Describe it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you like how the pastor/leader did it?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were the others there impressed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did pastor/leader use a book?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you seen the churches constitution before?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What will you want changed or added?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>